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Preface

When we started this project, we already knew how insurance and reinsur-
ancemarkets work in trading disaster risk.This book follows on from a global
ethnography of the reinsurance industry that started in 2009 and resulted in
the publication of a book—Making a Market for Acts of God—in 2015. We
continued to follow these markets as, strangely to our partners and friends,
they fascinated us. We saw the increasing frequency and severity of disas-
ters, even as the amount of uninsured economic loss post-disaster was also
increasing. As the news showed country-after-country devastated by extreme
flooding, hurricane, and wildfire, the (re)insurance markets we had stud-
ied were not always there to cover all, or even most of, the losses. Indeed,
it seemed disaster insurance was under real strain.

Climate change, accompanied by increasing urbanization and geopoliti-
cal changes, is making policyholders, geographical areas, and even specific
disasters uninsurable in the private insurance sector. We wanted to under-
stand how the resultant insurance protection gaps (uninsured economic
losses post-disaster) were being managed in different countries. This drew
our attention to different entities around the world that operate between
the government and the insurance industry to provide novel solutions to
insurance protection gaps in their respective countries or regions. Curious to
understand more about this global phenomenon, we started what became a
global study of these “Protection Gap Entities” (PGEs); the entities that bring
together different insurance, government, and intergovernmental stakehold-
ers in efforts to address these insurance protection gap. Ultimately our study
covered 17 of these PGEs operating across 49 countries. In this book we
explain how PGEs come about, the work they do to make disasters insur-
able, and the opportunities and challenges they face as they evolve in a world
of increasing disaster. We conclude by positioning them within a reimagined
insurance landscape that has disaster protection at its heart.

In conducting this research, we moved between many different countries,
organizations, and types of disasters. We sat in meetings about flood and ter-
rorism risk in London, and on Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) meetings about pandemic risk. We attended industry
conferences in many countries, from Australia to South Africa to the USA,
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learning about the difficulties of insuring earthquakes, hurricanes, terror-
ist attacks, and droughts. We supported knowledge exchange, bringing three
multi-country PGEs together to discuss their challenges and opportunities at
the World Bank Understanding Risk conference in Mexico. We chaired the
2019 International ForumofTerrorismRisk (Re)Insurance Pools (IFTRIP) in
person in Belgium and then virtually in the first year of the COVID-19 pan-
demic in 2020. We presented and discussed our findings in London, Madrid,
Johannesburg, Paris, and Moscow, and to market, government, and other
stakeholders.We sat in countless online calls with various backdrops, ranging
from the hushed corporate boardroom of a European PGE, to the crowing of
roosters at dawn in the Pacific islands, to urgent conversations with interna-
tional aid experts on the way to an airport, to the unsurprisingly emotional
talk with a government official in the Caribbean after a hurricane. All of these
made us conscious of the significance of PGEs in the global landscape of dis-
aster insurance but also revealed the vast variations in both the problems they
are addressing and the solutions they provide.

Among these differences, which we cover in this book, we could not ignore
two overarching commonalities. First, insurance is desperately needed.
Whether this is government officials describing the difference that just US
$10 million in insurance payments could make in disaster response. Or the
palpable security that comes from knowing there is insurance to pay for
rebuilding homes after a flood or restarting a business after a terrorist attack.
Second, as the vast problem of insuring disaster grows, PGE managers are
embracing wholeheartedly the challenges of building capability and capital
to provide protection from the ever-increasing threat of disaster. During our
research, the countries we studied, including our own, experienced droughts,
flood, hurricanes, wildfires, terrorist attacks, volcanic eruptions, and earth-
quakes.We sawfirst-hand, in the context of the climate crisis and a pandemic,
the difference it makes when insurance can be relied upon to help with recov-
ery, and the additional devastation when it cannot. PGEs are not perfect, or
a panacea, but they can and do make a difference in disaster recovery. Our
passion has been to collect data on these organizations and the stakeholders
that work with them, bear witness to the disasters they address and the chal-
lenges they face, and to support new ways of reimagining disaster insurance
that can provide better protection for everyone.
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Who should read this book?

• Those interested in disasters, from climate change to financial collapse,
and disaster insurance.We explore the shifting disaster risk landscape for
insurance in relation to the growing insurance protection gap globally.
Extremeweather, terrorist attacks, and seismological disasters thatmove
beyond the scope of the private insurance sector, herald the collapse
of disaster insurance. This is important as insurance is a cornerstone
of many modern economies. PGEs are increasingly important players
in maintaining the continuity of disaster insurance. In this book, we
offer provocative conclusions about the challenging future of disaster
insurance, and the role of PGEs in it.

• Those working for Protection Gap Entities (PGEs). Our research study
incorporates global breadth and variation as we studied 17 PGEs oper-
ating across 49 countries, employing different governance structures,
and covering different types of disasters. As a result, the book offers
managers who work for PGEs a comprehensive understanding of the
similarities and differences, the opportunities and challenges, as well
as the past, present, and future of PGEs within the global landscape of
disaster insurance.

• Professionals working on disaster risk management. Our study provides a
multi-stakeholder view of PGEs and their role in the disaster insurance
landscape. Aswell as the PGEs, we talkedwith people from the insurance
industry such as insurers, reinsurers, modelers, and brokers; govern-
ments such as ministers, treasury departments, environment agencies,
and disaster management authorities; intergovernmental organizations
such as the World Bank and OECD; and other key stakeholders such
as resilience and reconstruction teams. Our book is valuable for these
professionals in disaster risk management, explaining the role played
by PGEs in helping manage disaster: for instance, the client manager
in a reinsurance company that sees a potential commercial opportu-
nity with a PGE, or a local government official wanting to address their
community’s repeated flooding issue, or a disaster risk manager in a
humanitarian or development agency wanting to provide stable disas-
ter relief financing to vulnerable populations after droughts, floods, and
tropical storms. Reading this book, these professionals will understand
how PGEs work and they will appreciate the wider ecosystem of differ-
ent solutions, challenges, and approaches globally. They will also know
more about how disaster insurance relates to physical resilience and how
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the two need to be integrated if we are to move to a more sustainable
future.

• Those interested in public-private partnerships and cross-sector collabora-
tions. This book presents the tensions and dynamics of collaborations
between private sector, government, and intergovernmental stakehold-
ers. The PGEs we explore in this book have varying governance struc-
tures ranging from fully private to government-owned, and involve
different collaborative arrangements between public, private and civil
society organizations. Such partnerships and collaborations are often
considered controversial, prone to misplaced goals, and even to fail-
ure. Many of our PGEs do face challenges from the competing demands
upon them. Nonetheless, they persist and play a critical role in continu-
ing to offer disaster insurance where it would otherwise be unavailable.
We offer the reader an opportunity to explore these complex collab-
orative arrangements further, understanding how they work, and the
challenges involved.

• Scholars interested in paradox. We use paradox theory as a concep-
tual organizing device throughout the book. Paradox scholars can draw
from our book to understand the paradoxical dynamics involved in
addressing a grand societal challenge—how tomaintain a disaster insur-
ance system that is in crisis—between the different interests of the
multiple organizations involved. It provides paradox scholars with an
empirical example of how multiple paradoxes knot together and the
dynamic interplay between equilibrium and disequilibrium as they
become imbalanced. Rather than a conceptual work, our book offers
rich empirical insights into how paradoxes play out in addressing real-
world challenges and demonstrates the value of paradox theory as a lens
for explaining these challenges.

• Scholars interested in insurance and risk.The book presents a rich empir-
ical context and plenty of insights into the field of insurance and risk,
particularly disaster insurance. We open the topic for those broadly
interested in knowing how insurance works and exploring the role of
insurance in societies. Our book presents a rare social science insight
into the market for disaster risk that can complement actuarial, techni-
cal, or economic knowledge of how insurance works.
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How to read this book

This book was written with a vision of someone reading it as a “journey”
from cover to cover. However, if you want a quicker entry into the book’s
key insights you should first read the introduction before (hopefully) dipping
into individual chapters. Each chapter focuses on a specific question, so you
can read the chapter’s introduction to decide which are of most interest to
you: why do PGEs start (Chapter 2); how do they work (Chapter 3); how do
they evolve with new risks (Chapter 4); can PGEs support physical resilience
(Chapter 5); and what is the role of PGEs in reimagining disaster insurance
(Chapter 6)?These should allow quick entry points into specific topics. At the
end of each chapter, we also include key learning points that summarize the
main implications.

While we have stripped out some of the technicality of insurance (a nec-
essary step that will likely be noticeable to insurance professionals), some
specific terminology is unavoidable. A comprehensive glossary is therefore
provided. If you find a term puzzling, look to the glossary, where it should
be explained. In addition, our Appendix material provides, first, an overview
of the process of risk transfer (and the PGE intervention in it) for those less
familiar with the insurance market and, second, the methods and dataset on
which our book is based.

Throughout this book we refer to many PGEs by name and provide ver-
batim quotes from our data. We have, however, edited such quotes where
necessary to make technical insurance or disaster terminology accessible to
a wider audience, or to preserve the anonymity of the speaker.

Happy reading!We are passionate about this issue of disaster insurance and
how to do itWELL in aworld increasingly exposed to disasters.We also learnt
so much from engaging with our research participants in so many different
parts of theworld (somemultiple times overmultiple years) and fromwriting
this book together as a research team. We hope that shows in the pages that
follow.
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1
ProtectionGapEntities
Saving insurance from itself?

Introductory Case
New Zealand (NZ) Earthquake Commission: Making disaster insurance
widespread. NZ is one of the most risk-exposed countries in the world,
and also among the most insured against disasters. During the 2010–11
Christchurch earthquakes, four major earthquakes and over 11,200 after-
shocks shook the city. The most devastating, in February 2011, killed
185 people and forever changed the city center. At the time, almost
90 percent of NZ homeowners were insured for earthquake.1 This meant
that thedisaster, in a small corner of theworldwith a city of under 400,000
people, was the most heavily insured seismological disaster in history2

and the fourth most costly insurance event the world had ever seen. As
Swiss Re, a large global reinsurer, asked: “could a small aftershock in a
city not consideredanearthquakehotspot trigger oneof the largest losses
ever?” Christchurch provided an emphatic “Yes!”3

In NZ, the fact that high-risk of earthquake is coupled with high lev-
els of disaster insurance is partly explained through the existence of
the New Zealand Earthquake Commission (EQC).4 The precursor to this
entity was established in the 1940s as a public insurance mechanism
to address the gap between the risk of disaster from earthquake and
insurance cover. There is a growing number of such entities across the
world, set up to tackle various local insurance “protection gaps”: for this
reason, we call them Protection Gap Entities (PGEs). The aftermath of
the Christchurch earthquakes would have been potentially very different
without the EQC, which ensured that most people had insurance to help
recover and rebuild.
EQC (initially named the “Earthquake and War Damage Commission”)

was established following earthquakes in the 1920–30s. As a Minister
noted inparliament at the time: “most of theprivate insurance companies
refuse—anyhow, here in Wellington [the capital of NZ, which sits on an
earthquake faultline]—to takeany further cover against earthquake risk.”5

Disaster Insurance Reimagined. Paula Jarzabkowski et al., Oxford University Press. © Paula Jarzabkowski, Konstantinos
Chalkias, Eugenia Cacciatori, and Rebecca Bednarek (2023). DOI: 10.1093/oso/9780192865168.003.0001
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Properties in Wellington and other known earthquake-prone areas were
considered sohigh-riskbyprivate insurers that they couldnot insure them
profitably. Thismeant that people “whowanted to insure themselves had
no opportunity of doing so.”6 Even if a homeowner could find insurance,
it was typically so expensive that it was out of reach for most. Recogniz-
ing this, the government of the day founded aPGE. Through a compulsory
levy on all fire insurance policies, the new PGE would provide affordable
earthquake insurance, ultimately for residential properties.
In 2010, when Christchurch began to shake, residential property own-

ers in the entire country were paying the same government levy to EQC,
regardless of whether they lived in an earthquake-exposed area. In any
individual policy, this levy covered the first NZ$100k (~US $70k) of any
earthquake damage. Private insurers then set their price for the rest of the
policy (including for damages above that $100k). By covering the initial
portion of the policy, which was the most likely to occasion claims after
an earthquake, the EQC kept earthquake insurance affordable.
The 2010–11 Christchurch earthquakes resulted in more than 460,000

EQC claims being made. Drawing on the national disaster fund EQC had
accumulatedvia the levies, aswell as the reinsurance theyhadpurchased,
EQC was able to pay a total of NZ$10 billion (~US $7.7 billion) on these
claims without drawing on additional government funding. Private insur-
ers also paid NZ$21 billion (~US $16.1 billion).7 As the total economic cost
was estimated at NZ$40 billion (~US $30.8 billion), the combination of
PGE cover, alongside private sector cover, very significantly reduced the
burden of the loss and facilitated the recovery. By comparison, if a similar-
sized disaster had hit other earthquake-prone regions such as Japan and
California, it is estimated that their homeownerswould have received just
US $1.6 billion and US $0.7 billion respectively. In Japan, for example,
Swiss Re estimates that the share of overall earthquake losses compen-
sated for would be around 15 percent8—far short of the 77 percent of
Christchurch losses covered.
This example demonstrates that PGEs can make a positive, large, and

indeed crucial difference in recovery from disaster. Yet these entities are
also always complex and surrounded by debate. The complexity and
delays in settling claims through a public-private mechanism led peo-
ple to question the EQC. Spurred by debate and dissatisfaction over “the
Commission’s operational practices and the Commission’s approaches
to claims outcomes in relation to the Christchurch earthquake events”
a Public Inquiry into EQC ensued.9 The inquiry incorporated different
stakeholder views into recommendations to improve both pre-disaster
readiness and post-disaster response.
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1.1 Introduction

As this example of the Christchurch earthquakes shows, insurance is a key
part of post-disaster recovery. A highly insured country like NZ has the
financial capacity to rebuild after even a major disaster. However, as the NZ
government noticed in the 1940s, being highly insured cannot be taken for
granted. Hence, Protection Gap Entities (PGEs), like the EQC, are formed to
ensure disaster insurance remains available. This book examines the grow-
ing role and importance of PGEs in providing disaster insurance around the
world.

Private-sector disaster insurance works best at a sweet spot amongst three
sets of tensions over who is in control of the insurance market (the control
paradox), how much is known about the risk to be insured (the knowledge
paradox), and who is responsible for paying for protection (the responsibility
paradox). Due to the climate crisis and other geopolitical risk factors, these
paradoxes are increasingly imbalanced, leading to a breakdown in private-
sector disaster insurance inmany parts of the world. Our book explains, with
practical examples from different countries, how PGEs step in to maintain
disaster insurance when these paradoxes become imbalanced. Drawing from
our research into 17 PGEs operating across 49 countries over five years,10
we examine strengths, limitations, and evolution of PGEs in providing dis-
aster protection in the face of a growing insurance crisis. We conclude by
reimagining disaster insurance as a key tool in an ecosystem that has societal
protection from disaster at its heart.

This book is aimed at informed practitioners and policymakers who want
to know more about how to protect homes, businesses, and society from
disaster. We aim to make the complex topic of disaster insurance acces-
sible and clear, to help support a transformation toward greater disaster
protection.

1.2 Disasters are often uninsurable, leaving people
unprotected

Disasters, such as earthquakes, hurricanes, floods, terrorist attacks, and pan-
demics, are ubiquitous in the global human experience. They devastate lives
and livelihoods. Recovering from the losses and reconstructing after disasters
is a costly business, often with long-term economic and social consequences.
For instance, small, low-income countries can lose over 200 percent of their
GDP from a single disaster, as happened in 2017 to Caribbean islands such
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as the Dominican Republic, following Hurricane Maria.11 As one participant
in our research explained, the after-effects of disasters can escalate rapidly:
“there was an implosion of public services and public institutions after
the hurricane and the people started looting and they had to bring in the
military . . . to re-establish order” (Interview—Insurance Industry). Even
wealthy countries suffer losses that devastate the livelihoods of individuals
and communities. For example, the USA Federal Emergency Management
Agency reports that 25 percent of US small businesses do not reopen after
an extreme weather disaster.12 The inability to recover from disasters is one
key source of inequality and long-term poverty, both within and across
countries.13

Disaster insurance is one important source of the financial resources
needed to reduce the short- and long-term economic and social costs of dis-
asters. Disaster insurance (sometimes called catastrophe insurance) refers to
insurance of relatively low-frequency disasters with the potential for above-
average or severe losses.14 The amount of loss considered catastrophic varies
between countries. However, such events are typically considered disastrous
because, like the Christchurch earthquakes, they impact multiple policies
simultaneously. These events include so-called “natural disasters,” meaning
extreme weather and seismological events,15 as well as cyber-attacks, infec-
tious diseases, and terrorist attacks.16 In this book, we use the term disaster
insurance to refer to all insurance for such disasters.

When a country is highly insured, capital from the global (re)insurance
industry pays much of the cost of recovery, relieving government and private
citizens of a large part of the financial burden. Insurance protection works
through a process of risk transfer, explained in Appendix A. Briefly, property
owners transfer the risk of a loss to an insurer, in exchange for a premium.
The insurer agrees to pay for losses to any particular policyholder and, in
exchange, makes a profit from the difference between the total premiums
received and the total losses paid. The insurer then transfers some of the risk
of a disaster, which will generate losses to many policyholders at once, to a
reinsurer in exchange for premium. The reinsurer, in turn, makes a profit
from the difference between premiums received from and the claims paid on
the combined losses of insurers.

Importantly, insurance is a form of anticipatory financing,17 which means
that the flow of capital for recovery has been put in place before the disaster.
Thus, insurance avoids themad scramble to find cash immediately after a dis-
aster. Insurance also dampens the effects of disasters by providing certainty
that there will be money to pay for the clean-up and rebuilding of homes and
communities.18 Indeed, in the case of the Christchurch earthquake economic
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recovery was ultimately facilitated by the high levels of insurance generated
by the EQC.19

When insurance coverage is low, the post-disaster injection of cash needed
to finance response and recovery can be provided by some combination of
private financial resources of individual citizens, government support, and
charity and donor funding. There are important limitations to drawing on
these resources. Many citizens do not have the financial resources to absorb
the losses, and charity and donor funding are typically insufficient and slow.20
In wealthy countries, this makes the government the provider of ultimate
support. However, governments increasingly face budget constraints, so the
amount and speed of fund delivery can be lower than public perception.
Financing disaster-response and recovery can create large debts—as shown
by the COVID-19 crisis—and divert public spending from other critical ser-
vices such as healthcare, education, and infrastructure inways that affect both
current and future generations. In lower-income countries, the government
may simply not have the resources to respond, generating an escalating spiral
of effects that can set a country back decades. As one participant explained:
“donors come to the rescue, but it takes quite a while. It takes three, six
months, one year. And then you start renegotiating your debt schedule, and
that also takes six months to a year, and in the meantime, you’re in default
and . . . [trails off]” (Interview—Development Agency). The very real risk is
that much of the money needed to finance recovery will not be available, or
will arrive too late, resulting in long-term issues in the disaster-zone such as
reduction in growth, income, and education funding.21 Insurance is thus a
critical element in societal protection from the impact of disasters.22

There is increasing concern that the total losses from disasters are growing
faster than the proportion of insured losses. The portion of uninsured losses
is known as the “insurance Protection Gap.”23 In 2020 alone some 76 percent
of losses from extreme weather or seismological disasters were uninsured,
equating to US $231 billion.24 The burden of paying for those uninsured
losses fell upon governments, businesses, and individuals; in many cases
losses were simply not compensated, leaving people and their communities
with little capability to recover.

There are many reasons for these insurance protection gaps. Some derive
from the consumer side. People struggle to calculate the benefits of insur-
ance for protection from low-frequency, high-loss disasters25 or expect that
the government will intervene with special funding after a disaster.26 Oth-
ers relate to the supply side, when insurance is unavailable (as was the
case for earthquake in NZ prior to the 1940s establishment of the EQC) or
prohibitively expensive (as in flood-prone areas of many countries today).
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We term this latter type of risk “uninsurable” because private-sector insur-
ance is either unavailable or so highly priced that it is unaffordable to those
at risk of disaster.27 The protection gap refers to all uninsured economic loss,
including assets for which insurance is available and affordable but which has
not been purchased by consumers. By contrast, our particular concern is with
risk that is uninsurable in practice, meaning that private-sector insurance is
either unavailable or unaffordable.

There are three main reasons why risk is, or becomes, uninsurable based
on this definition (see Chapter 2 for PGEs’ origination):

1. Frequency of loss. Insurers are reluctant to offer policies on properties
that are prone to frequent losses, such as those that flood regularly. If poli-
cies are available, the high premiums required typically make insurance
unaffordable for people in these areas.

2. Surprising and severe loss.When the severity of a loss is surprising insur-
ers often withdraw from offering policies for that specific disaster. This is
what happened with the unexpected US $35 billion insurance loss28 from
the 2001 attack on the World Trade Center. The magnitude of the loss was
a shock as previous terrorist attacks had never incurredmore than a US $1
billion loss.29 As a result, (re)insurers suddenly stopped offering terrorism
insurance policies, making terrorism insurance unavailable.

3. Insufficient revenue to stimulate a private insurance sector. Offering
insurance requires investment in risk-modeling, pricing, products, and
administrative infrastructure. In low-income countries where there is
likely to be low demand for insurance products,30 there is little economic
incentive for the development of a private insurance sector. While such
countries may need disaster protection, insurance as a purely private-
sector product would, therefore, simply be unavailable or unaffordable.

1.3 Protection Gap Entities as one solution
to uninsurability

When disaster risk is uninsurable governments can decide to form what we
have termed a “Protection Gap Entity” (PGE).31 A PGE is a not-for-profit
insurance scheme that is brought about through government legislation, in
collaboration with the insurance industry and other stakeholders, to enable
insurance protection for some specific type of disaster in a country. For
example, the NZ government established the EQC to cover earthquake
risk, and the USA put in place the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act (TRIA)
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for terrorism risk following the 2001 World Trade Centre attacks. Each of
these is a form of PGE that enables insurance provision under some mix of
government and insurance industry interaction.32

Broadly, PGEs adopt the following two strategies—either alone or in
combination—to restore insurance in the face of uninsurable disasters33
(see Appendix A for further explanation of how PGEs intervene in the
risk-transfer process):

1. Risk removal moves some or all of the disaster risk from the insurance
industry onto the balance sheet of the PGE (and potentially then transfers
some of it to the government). Risk removal is particularly likely for risk
that is seen as too volatile or extreme for the industry to take, such as ter-
rorism. Insurance companies may still issue policies for disaster risk and
accept premiums in return, but then pass some ormost of the premiumon
to the PGE depending on the amount of risk the PGE takes on. The PGE
can cover the exceptional risk of loss because, in addition to reinsurance
capital, it has access to a government guarantee of funds. For example,
the Australian Reinsurance Pool Corporation (ARPC) provides cover for
terrorism risk in Australia. Losses above $200 million AUD (US $128 mil-
lion) will be paid through the ARPC’s own pool of premiums, followed by
the reinsurance it has bought, and the remainder, up to $10 billion AUD
(US $6.4 billion) will be paid by the government. The government guar-
antee means that the potential for very high losses from a terrorist disaster
can be paid.

2. Risk redistribution takes the risk of loss by a relatively small group of
high-risk policyholders and shares it across the wider pool of policyhold-
ers through a subsidy.These lower-risk policyholders pay a levy—a slightly
higher premium than they would normally have to—and this levy is used
to subsidize affordable premiums for those at high-risk. The PGE receives
the premiums from all policyholders and uses the levy to smooth pricing
across all insured policyholders. For example, Flood Re in the UK receives
a levy from properties at low risk of flood, which it uses to subsidize poli-
cies for those at high-risk, so offering them affordable flood insurance.
Other approaches, such as the KGVs (Cantonal Building Insurance com-
panies) in Switzerland, make insurance mandatory across a population so
that it can be offered at a fixed, affordable price to all policyholders.

PGEs provide significant economic and related social benefits in both devel-
oped and developing economies. For example, in Spain, the PGE, Consorcio
de Compensación de Seguros (Consorcio), paid 92,485 claims for a total
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value of around €528 million (~US $516) in 2021.34 In the aftermath of 9/11,
the formation of TRIA in the USA allowed the continuation of large con-
struction projects that hadhalted due to a lack of terrorismprotection. In low-
andmiddle-incomeCaribbean, African, and Pacific countries, PGEsmade 78
disaster insurance payments between 2008 and 2020, providing cash flow for
rapid responses to disasters such as hurricanes, earthquakes, and droughts.

As problems of uninsurability grow governments are increasingly looking
to PGEs to take on new areas of uninsurable risk. For example, the California
Earthquake Authority (CEA), established to provide earthquake insurance in
1996, was appointed as administrator of the CaliforniaWildfire Fund in 2020
to address problems in insuring wildfires.35 In July 2022 the ARPC, which
covers terrorism reinsurance in Australia, also took responsibility for a new
cyclone reinsurance pool.36

While they can be effective at enabling insurance and are increasing in
prevalence, PGEs are also often criticized. As illustrated by the “Public
Inquiry into the Earthquake Commission” (NZ), PGEs especially face criti-
cism after a disaster because disasters reveal the many complex and changing
problems involved in insuring risk. For example, as shown by repeated flood-
ing in part of the USA and Australia in recent years, some areas that are
damaged cannot be recovered and some of these losses may not have been
included in the remit of the PGE. PGEs need to evolve to meet these chal-
lenges, which place greater demands upon them, but also offer opportunities
to expand their capacity to provide disaster protection.

This book examines the work of PGEs in addressing uninsurable risk, their
limitations, and their potential as a wider solution for protection from dis-
asters. But first, let’s take a step back to look at how disaster insurance works
and why it is breaking down.

1.4 The paradoxes at the heart of insurance

The boundary between insurability and uninsurability is often narrow: one
disaster may tip a risk into uninsurability. For instance, earthquake risk in
California following the 1994 Northridge earthquake, and terrorism risk in
the UK following the 1992 IRA bombings of the Baltic Exchange.

To understand why some disaster risk becomes uninsurable, it is first
necessary to understand how it is made insurable in the first place. Insur-
ance is not simply a function of an innate or objective property of the risk
in question. Rather, insurance is based upon finely balanced adjustments
between a set of paradoxical forces—meaning forces that are contradictory
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but interdependent.37 These paradoxes address three fundamental questions
that are at the heart of insurance:

1. Who controls how the insurancemarket provides protection to society? In
what we term the control paradox, the way that the market provides insur-
ance protection necessitates some balance of control between the private
insurance industry and the government.

2. How well is the risk understood? In what we term the knowledge paradox,
risk must sit within the realm of sufficient knowledge—between too little
knowledge and too much knowledge of the risk to be insured.

3. Who takes responsibility to pay for protection? In what we term the
responsibility paradox, insured risk sits between the need for each individ-
ual to take responsibility for their own protection, and pay their premiums
accordingly, and collective responsibility to cover each other’s losses from
the entire pool of premiums.

Risk is insurable when it is at the “sweet spot” of dynamic equilibrium,mean-
ing continuous balancing within and between these three paradoxes (see
Figure 1.1). Any ongoing imbalance between them might push some disaster
risk out of the insurability zone. Let’s now delve into these paradoxes.

1.4.1 The control paradox: Between industry
and government

Insurance transfers the risk of a loss from a policyholder to an insurer and
then a reinsurer in return for a premium (see Appendix A). This is a mar-
ket activity because the risk of loss is treated as a commodity that can be
exchanged for a price—a premium—between policyholder and insurer, with
the insurer earning a profit. This ability to trade risks on a market is fun-
damental to the modern meaning of insurable risk.38 While insurance is a
market, control over who runs this market, how, and for whose benefit, sits
between the private insurance industry and the government.

From an industry control perspective, it is relatively simple. Disaster risk
is exchanged within a market, with the insurance industry making a profit
in return for the service it offers; protection against loss. From a govern-
ment control perspective, disaster risk is transferred in a market as a way to
achieve some level of societal protection, in a process that is termed marketi-
zation.39 Marketization occurs when activities that are important for society
as a whole, such as education, healthcare, or protection from disaster, are
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industry                          CONTROL                   government

too little                KNOWLEDGE              too much

individual              RESPONSIBILITY                        collective

Figure 1.1 Viable insurance: Dynamic equilibriumwithin and between the three
paradoxes of insurability.

provided through a market. Market processes are seen as an appropriate
instrument to provide such goods because markets are considered to stimu-
late competition, innovation, incentives, economic value, and efficient use of
resources.40 The insurance market is seen by governments as an appropriate
tool to provide financial protection fromdisaster because it already provides a
critical safety net for many other important economic functions.41 Insurance
underpins economic activities thatwe take for granted and that could not take
place or would be greatly reduced in its absence, from homeownermortgages
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(through property insurance), to the movement of goods (through trade-
credit insurance), to live entertainment (through live-event insurance), to
owning and driving a car (through injury liability insurance). Often essential
services, such as healthcare, are underpinned by private insurance, partic-
ularly in countries like the USA.42 By providing this critical safety net the
insurance market is a cornerstone of many activities that governments want
or need to provide to their constituents. When that market is controlled by
the private sector, we could even say that the protection function of insurance
is outsourced from governments to the private sector.

Such use of the private sector—with its profit imperatives—to provide for
social goals is a source of contradiction, even as the interdependence between
social goals and profit imperatives is acknowledged.43 In insurance markets,
these tensions between profit and social objectives play out as a paradox of
control between the insurance industry and the government. Even when pro-
tection is largely outsourced to industry, the government exercises control
over the market through regulation to ensure transparency,44 competitive-
ness,45 and solvency to pay claims in the event of a disaster. At its most
basic level, government control in the form of regulation aims to ensure that
markets function as they should and deliver their efficiency and innovation
benefits for society, rather than simply turning a profit for the insurance
industry. However, the government might extend its control of markets
when it deems that the social protection net provided, even by technically
well-functioning markets, does not meet society’s expectations of protection.
These extensions of government control over the market are typically con-
troversial. However, the government can never fully negate control of the
insurance market, because it is the de facto “insurer of last resort.”46 If the
disaster insurance market fails to provide a level of financial protection that
society finds appropriate, the government must step in to pick up the pieces,
paying for recovery through reallocating budgets and/or by borrowing. The
two—insurance industry and government—are thus in a deeply interdepen-
dent, if also contested, relationship of control over the market that provides
insurance-based financial protection to society.

The control paradox exists because the profit-oriented objectives of the
industry do not always align with the wider social objectives of the gov-
ernment. However, for risk to be insurable, a balance must be maintained
between a profitable insurance industry and sufficient government control to
ensure that the industry provides a socially acceptable level of protection.47
When this paradox becomes imbalanced for disaster insurance, governments
often intervene in markets to protect citizens.48 For example, in our opening
vignette, the NZ government intervened to establish a market for a disaster
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(earthquake) that would not otherwise exist because the private insurance
industry was refusing to provide that specific product.

1.4.2 The knowledge paradox: Between toomuch
and too little knowledge

Whether a risk is insurable or not partly depends on whether insurers feel
confident that they can calculate a price for it. Namely, a premium that will
allow them to turn a profit once the losses of any individualswithin a portfolio
of risks have been paid.

Sufficient knowledge about a specific risk to carry out these calculations is
thus an important factor in insurability.49 Statistical knowledge enables dis-
asters that cannot be individually predicted to be combined into a whole
that can be predicted, and thus priced, with a reasonable level of certainty.
An insurer does not know which individual policyholders will have their
cars stolen this year, but via actuarial science, it does know with a reason-
able level of confidence what the combined value of cars stolen from its pool
of policyholders will be this year. This knowledge allows the price of insur-
ance to be calculated. Conversely, uninsurability ensues when uncertainty
is so high that statistics become useless in estimating the combined level of
losses. Events such as the 1992 IRA London bombings and the 2001 World
Trade Center attack generated uninsurability because they called into ques-
tion the insurance industry’s ability to calculate losses with a reasonable level
of confidence.

Yet the relationship between insurability and knowledge is neither simple
nor linear.50 Excessive knowledge can also be damaging for insurability. For
instance, when changes in climatemean that a property is certain to flood reg-
ularly, insurance for that property becomes unviable. If insurance is offered at
all, the premiumwould need to cover almost the entirety of the loss to be eco-
nomically viable for the insurer. A premium as costly as the loss itself makes
insurance not only unaffordable but useless. Thus, there is no insurance mar-
ket for risks that approximate certainties; it is essential for insurability in a
private market that there remains an element of not knowing exactly what
will occur and who will suffer which amount of loss in a given time frame.

Balancing the need to know enough but not too much about the risk
of loss generates tensions over insurability. Recent advances in scientific
understanding of weather and seismological phenomena, coupled with the
increased availability of computer power, have improved knowledge about
the potential combined losses for many disasters.51 Such knowledge helps to
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expand the realm of insurability. However, sometimes the increase in knowl-
edgemeans that it also becomes easy to calculate which exact property owner
or building will be subjected to what level of losses, which is increasingly the
case for floods.52 As one PGEparticipant explained: “insurers [used to] cross-
subsidize people at highest risk out of ignorance because they didn’t know
how to do it any better, and actually nowwe can differentiate flood risk at very
high resolution” (Interview—Insurance Industry). Such advances in model-
ing lead to risk-reflective pricing, meaning a price that accurately reflects the
potential for loss from individual policyholders. Risk-reflective pricing can,
however, mean that the risk of loss on some properties can be pinpointed to
the extent that they become uninsurable.

The knowledge paradox shows that knowledge is a blessing and a curse
to insurance. A blessing because knowing the potential combined loss and
ensuring that those individuals at most risk of loss can be appropriately
charged enables risk to be transferred for a price. A curse because it reduces
the domain of insurability by reducing the randomness of the loss of individ-
uals. A degree of not knowing thus remains important. Balance is required
between the extremes of too little and too much knowledge.

1.4.3 The responsibility paradox: Between individual
and collective responsibility to pay

Insurance is based on the old adage that “the premiums of the many pay for
the losses of the few.” Individual policyholders pay a premium to transfer their
individual risk to the insurance industry. Insurers pool these premiums and
their associated risks and, because not all the policyholders will experience a
loss, the payment for the losses of the few can be financed by the premiums
of the many. Each individual buying insurance thus pays in advance for a
fraction of the losses of other individuals in the collective, in exchange for
their own risk of loss being covered.

Over centuries, insurance has built up around this collective principle
that enables mutualization of individual risk.53 Yet, individual and collec-
tive interests are always in tension and must be balanced for insurance to be
possible.54 Individuals need to bear fair responsibility for their risk to the col-
lective,55 and the pool needs to comprise enough individuals to compensate
for the random misfortunes that might befall any of them.

Requiring individuals to bear fair responsibility for their risk has two dis-
tinct components. First, the system should avoid what is termed “moral
hazard.” This means that individuals, once insured, must not take excessive
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risk knowing that the cost of that risk will be borne by the collective rather
than themselves. Examples of moral hazard include not locking a house or
leaving high-value items beside an open window because insurance (via the
premiums of the collective) will pay for any theft (again and again and again).
Insurance contracts typically exclude losses arising from such behavior—
for example, excluding theft arising from failure to secure property—thus
disincentivizing moral hazard. Second, when individuals in a pool do not
have the same potential risk of loss, premiums can be differentiated through
risk-reflective pricing. For example, because recently licensed drivers are
considered at more risk of accident, they are typically charged a high pre-
mium than those with longer, claims-free driving experience. This allows for
a corrective to moral hazard. In disaster insurance higher-risk individuals,
who, for instance, build on a beautiful but flood-exposed riverbank, may be
required to pay more to compensate for their greater share of the risk to the
collective.

A sufficiently large pool is a key condition for balancing individual and
collective interests. Any individual must feel that the price to them is appro-
priate to their specific risk, and this price must also be sufficiently attractive
that they will remain in the pool, so ensuring a large enough collective. Risk-
reflective pricing generates tensions here. On the one hand, reducing the
price for those at low riskmeans that they do not feel they are paying too high
a premium and leave the pool. For example, those on hilltops would pay a
lower premium for flood insurance than thosewho live at the seafront.On the
other hand, fully risk-reflective pricing might mean that those at the seafront
end up with an unaffordable premium and so leave the pool. When pricing
does not meet the needs of either those at low or at high-risk, the overall
size of the pool is reduced. It is, therefore, critical to insurability that risk-
reflective pricing for individuals, ensuring their equal or “fair” participation
in the collective, is balanced against ensuring a sufficiently large collective of
insureds to spread that risk and reduce the cost for all.

1.5 Dynamic equilibrium and insurance

Insurability requires a dynamic equilibrium, meaning balance within and
among the three paradoxes:56 the control paradox, the knowledge paradox,
and the responsibility paradox. As these paradoxes are connected, imbalance
in one can escalate imbalance in another.57 For instance, a major element
of connection is the use of risk-reflective pricing arising from advances in
knowledge about risk. Risk-reflective pricing influences the balance between
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individual and collective responsibility for loss, as individuals identifiable as
high-risk may find their insurance unaffordable and drop out of the collec-
tive pool. This might in turn lead to imbalances in the control paradox, as
society’s desire for these individuals to be protected is no longer met by the
insurance industry.

Insurability thus involves a highly dynamic equilibrium within and among
these three paradoxes. Rather than a stable equal balance between poles,
insurers can adjust any particular paradox in order to maintain balance
among them to secure insurability.58 For example, if insurers have a prof-
itably diversified portfolio of risks, they can use their profitability to offset
some of the price to high-risk individuals, so compensating for moderate
imbalance in the knowledge and the responsibility paradoxes. When equilib-
rium is dynamically maintained, disaster risk remains insurable within the
insurance industry. However, given the complexity and volatility of disas-
ters, their insurability is always fragile. As disasters become more frequent or
severe, or as our understanding of them changes, the system can tip over into
disequilibrium. At this stage, PGEsmay be established to address some of the
consequent uninsurability.

1.6 Disequilibrium and the role of PGEs in building
a new equilibrium

The dynamic equilibrium that defines insurability is under constant threat
when it comes to disasters. Multiple factors from climate change, urban-
ization, global interdependence, and geopolitical instability, to changes in
scientific knowledge about disaster risk are exerting increasing pressure on
insurability.59 Separately, any one of these factors has severe consequences for
insurance as a global market. Taken together, they have compounding effects
that amplify the potential for more frequent, severe, and concurrent losses.60
When mass floods occur in multiple parts of the world simultaneously, with
widespreadwildfires in other regions, and hurricanes in yet another,61 even as
war and cyber-attacks threaten global supply chains, these losses are all paid
from the same pool of global insurance capital at the same time. The global
insurance market can absorb a certain number of severe losses within any
year, but it cannot sustain severe losses from multiple disasters in multiple
countries, concurrently, year-on-year.

These changes intensify imbalancewithin and between the three paradoxes
that define insurability, as depicted in Figure 1.2. For example, the risks may
become worse and/or more probable, such as changing weather patterns that
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Figure 1.2 Imbalanced paradoxes generate disequilibrium in insurance.

make drought more widespread and severe. Risks may also become less pre-
dictable or calculable, as illustrated by changing modes of terrorist attack,
where it is difficult to predict what type of attack will take place, where, or
how often. In these situations, the balance in the knowledge paradox changes
in ways that have a knock-on effect on the other paradoxes.

Consider this scenario. As the number of properties at predictably high-
risk increases, their risk-reflective premiums also rise, making insurance
unaffordable for a growing number of homeowners. Other individuals face
property losses so uncertain and volatile that their premiums cannot be calcu-
lated,making insurance unavailable. Both types of individuals are, effectively,
excluded from insurance, disrupting the balance between individual and col-
lective responsibility to pay for protection. These imbalances arise because
the insurance industry can no longer operate profitably on many disasters
for many individuals, necessitating government intervention as the insur-
ance market fails to provide societal protection. The compounding effect of
these imbalanced paradoxes is disequilibrium, meaning that some disaster
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risks are no longer insurable in the private sector, even as the potential losses
from these disasters escalate. The need for financial protection from disaster
rises, even as the capability of the private insurance industry to provide that
protection reduces. At this point, governments often turn to PGEs to “save
insurance from itself.”

Local instances of insurance disequilibrium have been felt for decades,
where private-sector insurance could not be obtained at a sufficient level to
meet that society’s needs for protection. PGEs have arisen as within-country
or within-region responses to such localized instances of disequilibrium.
These PGEs include:

• single-risk schemes, such as the ARPC for Australian terrorism risk, or
the UK Flood Re, intended to address the uninsurability of a specific
disaster risk, such as terrorism, earthquake, or flood;

• multi-risk schemes, such as the Spanish Consorcio de Compensación
de Seguros (Consorcio) or the French Caisse Centrale de Réassurance
(CCR), intended to amalgamate a large enough collective pool of poli-
cyholders across several types of disaster that their collective premiums
can be leveraged to protect society; and,

• multi-country schemes, such as the Caribbean Catastrophe Risk Insur-
ance Facility (CCRIF) or the African Risk Capacity (ARC), intended to
generate knowledge and develop insurance products that there would
otherwise be no economic incentive to develop.

These PGEs have very different approaches to addressing the problem of
uninsurable disaster risk, as the following examples illustrate. In Case 1.1,
terrorism insurance in the USA, a PGE endeavors to rebuild industry control
over the market, ensuring that the private sector for terrorism risk does not
collapse while minimizing government intervention as much as possible. By
contrast, in Case 1.2, disaster insurance in Spain, the government intervenes
so comprehensively within the market that insurance through the PGE is a
taken-for-granted feature of Spanish life.

Case example 1.1: TRIA:Minimizing government intervention
in themarket

TRIAwas created in the aftermath of 9/11, when the insurance industry realized that
it could not estimate combined losses for terrorism reliably. Hitherto unexpected
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modes of attack implied losses of suchmagnitude that the industry could not afford
tohold sufficient capital in reserve topay for them.The resultantwithdrawalof insur-
ancemeant that businesses, reliant on insurance to trade, had to stop. For example,
“construction projects just stalled” (Interview—Insurance Industry). TRIA was set up
as a temporary three-year program to address this withdrawal of insurance.

The principles of TRIA are that losses above a certain threshold will be paid
by the federal government in the immediate aftermath of a terrorist attack, after
which the costs to the government will be recouped from the insurance industry by
increasing the premiums to the entire insured population for a designated period.
This promise of initial capital from the government to pay for immediate losses
relieved the insurance industry of the burden to hold sufficient capital in reserve,
enabling it to continue offering terrorism insurance. Since its inception, TRIA has
been renewed four times. Each renewal involves the issue returning to Congress and
much effort from industry bodies and insurers to argue that it is still needed (i.e., the
uninsurability persists).

A vivid picture of renewing in 2015 was painted for us. The TRIA renewal should
have been completed in 2014 but took until the following year. This meant TRIA
briefly lapsed amongst the political kerfuffle. We could feel the stress and urgency in
our discussions with participants even in 2016:

The Chairman of the House of Financial Services Committee . . . just stopped
everything to do with government programs . . . “private markets should solve
their own problems” was his view. He just said “I don’t agree” [with TRIA], and
that was the end of the conversation. . . . that’s why it lapsed, and then it lapsed
again. (Interview—Insurance Industry)

Other stakeholders had to make strong arguments for the rationale behind TRIA
and the ongoing involvement of the government in terrorism insurance. TRIA
was ultimately renewed because it was still needed: “AM Best [a credit rating
agency] did some analysis and pretty much said they had basically identified
40–50 insurance companies that they put on—essentially—a solvency watch list
in the event that TRIA wasn’t reauthorized” (Interview—Government). However,
the ongoing temporary nature of the program reflects the fact that many stake-
holders in the USA are extremely cautious about any government intervention in
the market. They seek to keep the PGE to the absolute minimum; and “every
few years it comes up for renewal . . . and it’s just a disruption and a waste of time.
Because at the end of the day it’s something that’s needed” (Interview—Insurance
Industry).
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Theheated debates surrounding the TRIA renewal in the USA about whether
the government should play any role in disaster insurance show how con-
troversial PGEs often are. We found these controversies in many settings in
our study, where participants would typically envision a circumscribed role
for PGEs. The issue of how to limit “distortions” in the market was never
far from the discussion. As one insurer claimed, “the very existence of [the
PGE] crowds out the private sector” (Interview—PGE). Yet, as shown in
Case 1.2, not all government intervention in markets is controversial. Rather,
sometimes government control is welcomed as a valuable solution to disaster
insurance.

Case example 1.2: Consorcio: Taken-for-granted government
control over themarket

Consorcio de Compensación de Seguros (Consorcio) is a government-owned insurer
that sits alongside the private industry and provides almost all of Spain’s disaster
insurance. By applying a surcharge on property insurance premiums, it builds capi-
tal reserves to pay the disaster claims.a As private-sector insurers are usually highly
resistant to such a broad government remit, whenwe began our interviews in Spain,
we were expecting the usual strong opinions, or at least some unease or dissent.
Instead, participants were almost universally supportive of Consorcio. An industry
representative told us: “Consorcio is really a good institution. It’s unique, I could
say worldwide, and this is really special” (Interview—Insurance Industry). Another
remarked: “I think that this system is good. It is well managed and is accepted with
all the parts of the market and industry . . . and the premiums compensate for the
losses” (Interview—Insurance Industry). It was not uncommon for questions about
what to do to improve the system to be met with blank looks, and there seemed to
be little appetite in the industry to take disaster risk on their own balance sheet.

As our research progressed, it became increasingly clear that there was very little
debate or questioning of Consorcio. Part of this was due to Consorcio’s broad, long-
standing mandate for disaster cover. This cover is provided automatically to both
individuals and businesses, within regular insurance policies and at a geographi-
cally flat rate that enables even those at high-risk to be insured. Because the cover
is so comprehensive and has been in place for many decades, it provides the safety
net needed to pay losses, meaning that there is minimal private disaster insurance
activity in Spain. There is also little conflict over this government control of themar-
ket because of Consorcio’s governance. Its board comprises six insurance industry
representatives and six government representatives, so embedding interaction
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between industry needs to remain profitable and the government’s need for com-
prehensive protection. It is also partly due to Consorcio’s effectiveness in addressing
the claims of Spanish citizens.

“In Spain natural hazards all belong to Consorcio. Basically, in Spain, we have a
very different way of perceiving things. Everyone really pays very little to be insured,
so the majority of people are insured. It’s a system that’s proven to be working,
the earthquake of recent times has been almost all paid off thanks to Consorcio”
(Interview—Government).

The overall effect is that Consorcio is usually considered effective and is well-
regarded as an institution providing a useful service to the public and the insurance
industry. Consorcio has made disaster insurance an infrastructure of Spanish soci-
ety. Available to most without fuss, hardly thought about and questioned, in the
same way that we do not think about electricity or running water in the normal
course of things. The contrast with other PGEs, such as TRIA, is marked.

a Source: Consorcio de Compensación de Seguros, An Overview. Madrid: Consorcio de
Compensación de Seguros, 2020. Available from: https://www.consorseguros.es/web/
documents/10184/48069/CCS2016_EN.pdf/b7ed4f5e-6400-41f5-a1fb-d98e5f6a3778.

1.7 Saving insurance from itself?

PGEs expand the array of options involved in making disaster risk insurable.
This means they can build a new equilibrium fromwhich insurability ensues.
Yet, as shown in the two case examples, the way that PGEs generate a new
equilibrium varies dramatically. They do not all simply endeavor to restore
a pre-existing balance within and among the three paradoxes—and indeed
this may not be possible. Rather, PGEs create new forms of balance by fun-
damentally reshaping the paradoxes (see Chapter 3). Examples of how PGEs
reshape the paradoxes include:

• The control paradox, by leveraging government capital alongside or at
levels unavailable in the global insurance industry. This is shown in var-
ious terrorism PGEs such as the ARPC or TRIA, where government
guarantees to pay for losses enable private sector insurance to operate.

• The knowledge paradox, by overlooking the detailed knowledge and
associated pricing of those at high-risk to keep their premiums afford-
able and enable them to remain insured. This occurs in the Consorcio
example (Case 1.2).

https://www.consorseguros.es/web/documents/10184/48069/CCS2016_EN.pdf/b7ed4f5e-6400-41f5-a1fb-d98e5f6a3778
https://www.consorseguros.es/web/documents/10184/48069/CCS2016_EN.pdf/b7ed4f5e-6400-41f5-a1fb-d98e5f6a3778
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• The responsibility paradox, by moving the balance decisively toward
collective responsibility to support high-risk individuals, as with Con-
sorcio.

Such changes are fundamental and wide-reaching.They typically entail addi-
tional government control in the formof new legislation, the inclusion of new
stakeholders, and the development of new knowledge about disasters. Hence,
while different PGE initiatives can “save disaster insurance” by making
otherwise uninsurable risk insurable in specific local contexts, their evolution
is not smooth.They are typically fraught with contradictions as their different
governments, insurance industry, and wider society stakeholders have differ-
ent understandings of risk and protection and expect different things from
them.62 Furthermore, they may have unintended consequences that exac-
erbate disequilibrium. For example, the National Flood Insurance Program
(NFIP) in the USA has been criticized for subsidizing insurance that enables
at-risk individuals in the USA to keep rebuilding in high-risk areas.63 In such
examples, a PGE can exacerbate imbalances in the responsibility paradox by
limiting the incentives of individuals to minimize their risk to the collective.

Nonetheless, despite these challenges, as disaster risk is becoming more
uninsurable, the scope of PGEs is increasing. In this book, we examine how
PGEs tackle disequilibrium to build disaster protection within their focal
regions, and how their strategies for building new equilibria might com-
bine to reconfigure global insurance markets. We propose ways that PGEs
can further evolve to make the insurance system more sustainable within
a climate-changed and more disaster-prone future. As the global insurance
market is both the cornerstone of much economic and social activity, and
also fragile in the face of the climate crisis and geopolitical change, such
knowledge is vital to all our futures.

1.8 Book structure

This book builds from our research into 17 PGEs operating in 49 countries
around the world over five years from 2016 to 2020 (see Appendix B). Draw-
ing upon our deep immersion in the world of PGEs, we present the following
chapters on the work of these important organizations.

Chapter 2, “Paradoxes of origination: Between too little and too much
knowledge,” is grounded in the knowledge paradox. We examine the ori-
gins of PGEs, explaining how they originate at points where there is either
insufficient knowledge for risk to be insured in the private sector, or where
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knowledge is so precise that it excludes many people from the pool of poli-
cyholders. We also show two main ways that PGEs intervene in the private
market to counteract those knowledge problems.

Chapter 3, “Shouldering the burden: Who controls the market and has
responsibility for protection?” is grounded in the links between the control
and responsibility paradoxes. It lays out the variation between PGEs from
those with an industry orientation, such as TRIA (Case example 1.1) to a
government orientation like Consorcio (Case example 1.2). We show how
different orientations toward industry or government control align with dif-
ferent assumptions about individual or collective responsibility for protection
from loss.We also investigate the successes and challenges of designing PGEs
in different ways and how this affects the wider question of uninsurability.

Chapter 4 is “Problem solved? Between static remits and evolving envi-
ronments.” A PGE is established with a remit that is partial. It solves some
specific problem of uninsurable risk within a country at a moment in time.
Yet the risk environment is constantly changing. PGEs must thus evolve to
address emerging areas of uninsurable risk. Disasters are an important trig-
ger for evolution because they expose risk that is not insured andhighlight the
urgency of a response. Yet, even after a disaster, as we explain, different ori-
entations toward industry or government control over the insurance market
make this evolution more contested or collaborative. And always complex.

Chapter 5 is “Limiting loss: Between financial and physical resilience.”
PGEs are set up to provide financial protection by making insurance avail-
able, but this is only one aspect of the problem. To increase the insurability of
risk-exposed assets, such as houses on flood plains, it is also necessary to limit
the losses by increasing the physical resilience of these assets. In this chapter
we explain why some PGEs have evolved to play an active role in limiting loss
in this way, while others struggle to balance these two aspects of increasing
insurability.

Our concluding chapter, “Reimagining disaster insurance: Toward a new
equilibrium,” considers how the global insurance system can remain relevant
in a world of increasingly catastrophic disasters. In the context of increasingly
frequent, severe, and concurrent disasters, where private-sector insurance is
failing, we expand upon the opportunities for PGEs, systematically developed
and designed, to play a part in a reimagined insurance landscape. We offer a
vision for how to reimagine insurance within the ecosystem of protection:
embracing knowledge to build stronger links between physical and financial
resilience; acknowledging government and industry collaboration in insur-
ance markets; and accepting that collective responsibility for protection will
be necessary to enable individuals to act responsibly in their own protection.
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Each chapter hangs upon our core scaffold of how PGEs work to create
new equilibrium within and between the three paradoxes that characterize
the global insurance system—using a wider range of tools than the private
insurance industry has when working alone. The work of these PGEs is dif-
ficult and complex. We aim to provide coherent and evocative insights to an
informed public that is interested in the ongoing viability of insurance as a
mechanism for protection from disaster.
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2
Paradoxes of origination
Between too little and toomuch knowledge

2.1 Introduction

Protection Gap Entities (PGEs) are established when the uninsurability of
some specific disaster becomeswidely recognized as a societal crisis. Born out
of government intervention, PGEs provide insurance for an otherwise unin-
surable disaster, with purposes and in ways that are different from private
insurers and reinsurers. In this chapter we explore what prompts the origina-
tion of PGEs, and how they enable some measure of disaster insurability to
be established or re-established.

The knowledge paradox plays a central role in PGE origination. PGEs orig-
inate when the insurance system for one or more risks reaches a state of
disequilibrium because of either too little or too much knowledge. We know
too little to insure disasters when current knowledge is not enough to pro-
vide reliable estimates of losses; or when the perceived reliability of existing
knowledge is suddenly challenged by unexpected disasters. We know too
much when the steady accumulation of knowledge about a disaster allows
ever-more-precise predictions of who will suffer specific losses. In either
case disequilibrium can ensue in which disaster falls outside the zone of
insurability.

In discussing these originating conditions, we also demonstrate the mech-
anisms through which PGEs can rebalance the knowledge paradox. For
example, by ignoring too much knowledge that makes risk too predictable
or by developing new knowledge to counteract the dearth of knowledge.
Achieving a new balance in the knowledge paradox does not occur in iso-
lation. It also necessitates shifts in the balancing between industry and
government control over the insurance market and between individual and
collective responsibility over who pays for disaster risk protection. We there-
fore touch upon how the establishment of PGEs to address the imbalance
in the knowledge paradox produces a new balance in the control para-
dox. We also indicate how two primary market intervention strategies used
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by PGEs, removal and redistribution of risk,1 are instrumental in achiev-
ing a new balance in the responsibility paradoxes (see Chapter 3 for more
detail). This interconnected rebalancing of the three paradoxes produces a
new equilibrium in which insurance is possible.

2.2 At first, we did not know: The origination
of early PGEs

Some PGEs date back to the first half of the twentieth century when disasters
such as earthquakes or floods were still largely uninsured. In those days, the
risk of loss associated with disasters was difficult to calculate in comparison
to more recurrent and smaller disasters for which more data were available:
“at the beginning, it was a challenge because even the insurer didn’t want
to insure these risks that were unknown, because there were no statistics,
there was no technology for data collection” (Interview—PGE). Dealing with
the outcomes of disasters was often left to goodwill, such as public charity, a
situation that was seen in many places as increasingly problematic.

Switzerland provides a relevant example.2 Floods were historically a key
disaster in Switzerland and for a long time insurance for them was not
available in the market. Significant societal discussion developed from the
mid-nineteenth century onward around the need to offer protection, par-
ticularly to poor populations who could see their livelihood and several
generations of accumulated savings in property destroyed by floods. During
this period of economic growth and development, in which Switzerland was
reshaping itself into amodern nation, the public fire insurance companies set
up in the late eighteenth century were seen as a model that could be extended
to other disasters such as flood. In 1926, the first Swiss canton passed legis-
lation that expanded cantonal fire insurers to cover such disasters. Thus, the
first Swiss PGE was established; a public insurer largely motivated by soli-
darity, which meant assuming collective responsibility for disasters. While
opponents argued that the lack of statistical and mathematical basis made
this novel solution a “jump into the unknown,”3 it enabled protection against
disasters that people were vulnerable to, which were previously considered
uninsurable.

Other early PGEs, such as Caisse Centrale de Réassurance (CCR) in France
(see Chapter 3) or the Earthquake Commission (EQC) in New Zealand (see
Chapter 1), were also country-specific responses to disasters that the insur-
ance industry deemed too unknowable to calculate and cover profitably.
While these early PGEs have different objectives, interests, and governance
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structures, they all originated because insurance seemed a relevant and use-
ful tool for protection from disaster, but there was not enough knowledge to
sustain private-sector provision. As a response to this knowledge problem,
they assumed some collective societal responsibility toward disasters arising
from government intervention in the insurance market.

Rather than leaving individual citizens and the government with the
inevitable burden of bearing some or all post-disaster losses, some form of
government-backed insurance that could ease some of that burden was an
appealing middle ground. As one industry expert reflected: “the pools were
set up at that time. They were a necessary and appropriate reaction because
the insurance industry was not enough and so in a sense it meant that the
government had to intercede.” (Interview—Insurance Industry). These PGEs
provided insurance despite a lack of knowledge to calculate the risk (see
Figure 2.1). There was often insufficient knowledge of three key components
of calculating the risk of a disaster such as flood: knowledge about the nature
of flood as a disaster (e.g., the probabilities of floods of different severity
occurring at different locations), the exposure of property to flood (e.g., the
building materials, property values, and replacement cost for different build-
ings at those locations), and the vulnerability of property to flood (e.g., the
level of damage which would be expected from floods of different severity on
different properties).

These PGEs faced a fundamental challenge: how to work with the disequi-
librium occasioned by too little knowledge for these disasters to be insurable
in the private market. They addressed this challenge by finding a way to
ignore the lack of knowledge (see Figure 2.1: “ignoring too little knowledge”).
These early PGEs relied heavily on redistributing disaster risk among the
widest possible pool of citizens regardless of their individual risk profiles

developing
new

knowledge PGE

PGE

insurability

too little         

ignoring
too little

knowledge

KNOWLEDGE

Figure 2.1 Origination of early PGEs in response to too little knowledge of disasters.
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(see Chapter 1 and Appendix A). Typically, they instated compulsory insur-
ance, collecting premiums across the population and thus creating a big
enough pool of premiums for these PGEs to spread the risk of a loss across
society (see more in Chapter 3).

This collective approach of spreading risk across society allowed these
PGEs to generate an understanding of the aggregate losses they might face.
However, it also limited their motivation to develop detailed knowledge
about the risk affecting individual properties. As one PGEmanager explained
“we developed some internal modeling and we also used external ones. And
the conclusion was … that according to our financial capacity we are going
to cover all the disaster in [our country]” (Interview—PGE). Another PGE
manager explained that, if they know they can cover the maximum losses,
more detailed knowledge is not necessary. This is because price “is not based
on the actual premium [for the risk level of the policyholder], it’s based on
[percentage of] the insurance capital. That’s why it’s the same for everyone”
(Interview—PGE). Over time these PGEs also developed detailed knowledge
to understand individuals’ risk and their associated losses better, as depicted
in “developing new knowledge” in Figure 2.1. But when they first originated,
they came about because knowledge was simply too little to ensure insura-
bility in a private market. Their key job was to find ways around that lack of
knowledge.

2.3 And then we thought we knew: The origination
of later PGEs

Advancements in knowledge have gradually expanded the insurability of dis-
asters. This includes the scientific understanding of disasters, developments
in the systematic application of statistical and actuarial techniques, and a
growing body of data on insurance losses.4 For many disasters in a growing
number of regions, there was enough knowledge to build sufficient accuracy
about potential losses that insurers felt confident to trade in these disasters
in a market for a profit. Today, this process of “marketization” makes capi-
tal readily available to cover losses from a range of disasters such as floods,
earthquakes, or terrorist attacks.

Yet, this knowledge, or perception of knowledge, is not settled.5 Let’s
think about the 2001 World Trade Center terrorist attacks (9/11). In addi-
tion to thousands of fatalities and injuries this terrorist attack also had huge
economic consequences. The total insured losses were some $32.5bn:6 the
largest-ever insurance loss at the time. The insurance industry as a whole
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was caught off guard. This type of attack had not previously been consid-
ered in insurance pricing.7 Insured losses spanned multiple categories of
insurance that were normally considered separately, including business inter-
ruption, property, liability, and workers’ compensation.8 The 9/11 attacks
made the insurance industry understand that terrorism disasters could com-
pound losses, resulting in claims beyond anything previously envisaged.
While insurers and reinsurers managed to pay the claims, the attack resulted
in an ongoing crisis that made the industry rethink the future of terrorism
insurance. What the industry knew about terrorism risk, and their ability to
measure and price it, changed overnight.

This sudden realization of the inadequacy of current knowledge made ter-
rorism de facto uninsurable. Widespread terrorism exclusions in insurance
policies were introduced. Most reinsurers (firms that provide insurance pro-
tection to insurance companies) withdrew from offering terrorism coverage.
In turn, insurers withdrew as they could not carry the risk without reinsur-
ance backing. The insurance system moved suddenly from equilibrium to
disequilibrium. As one industry expert remembers: “you basically saw the
industry very, very quickly starting to run away from it … Everything was
in complete disarray. Insurers could not do it because it was just too much
exposure. Companies just started to pull out and they were not renewing
their business” (Interview—Insurance Industry). Everybodywas sure that the
insurance industry could not survive another 9/11. The 9/11 attack pushed
terrorism outside of the boundaries of existing knowledge and expectations
for the insurance industry, and thus challenged the boundaries of insura-
bility. Insurers lacked the knowledge to estimate the potential correlation
and aggregate level of losses from a major terrorist attack. Without the abil-
ity to effectively calculate terrorism risk, in tandem with the realization that
these incalculable losses were potentially enormous, their capacity to trade
it for a profit was also in doubt. As a manager in one of the several terror-
ism PGEs formed after 9/11 later reflected, “reinsurers believed quite rightly
that the underwriting of terrorism risk is probably not going to be profitable,
in fact, it’s probably uninsurable” (Interview—PGE). That is, uninsurable on
insurance industry terms.

The 9/11 attacks making terrorism cover uninsurable provoked a societal
crisis. As one insurer recalled, there was a complete halt to construction
projects in New York City just as people were scrambling to rebuild: “if you
were a property owner in New York City, you could not really get [terror-
ism] insurance. Construction projects just stalled … All this had a huge
negative impact on the economy. It was a very noticeable thing.” (Interview—
Insurance Industry). The widespread economic consequences of the sudden
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uninsurability of terrorism led to intervention by the US government. In
discussion with the insurance industry, they established the Terrorism Risk
Insurance Act (TRIA) in November 2002. A terrorism PGE for the US was
born. TRIA counteracted the sudden disequilibrium in the knowledge para-
dox and made a new balance possible. It established conditions that made
it possible to trade terrorism risk by ignoring what is not known, similar
to the earlier PGEs already discussed. Through TRIA, the federal govern-
ment would step in once terrorism losses to the insurance industry reached
a specified aggregate level in any calendar year. Claims on any “unknow-
able” losses beyond that level would be paid by federal government capital
reserves. In this way, the industry regained sufficient certainty about their
maximum losses to be able to calculate suitable premiums and thereby con-
tinue to trade.The governmentmeanwhile would not retain this loss over the
long term. Rather, after a disaster, when the full cost of the claims was known
and had been paid, the government would charge a levy on all insurance poli-
cies to recoup the money it had paid out.9 The government thus intervened
in the market process to provide the capital guarantee that insurers needed
to continue operating. This intervention by the government supported the
continued availability of terrorism insurance needed to allow businesses to
function.

Like TRIA, other PGEs—such asAustralian Reinsurance Pool Corporation
(terrorism, Australia), California Earthquake Authority (earthquake, Cali-
fornia), GAREAT (terrorism, France), and Pool Re (terrorism, UK)—were
established in the face of a sudden withdrawal of insurance arising from an
unexpected disaster that created an imbalance in the knowledge paradox (see
Figure 2.2). These PGEs make uninsurable risk insurable again by ignoring
the lack of knowledge that makes these disasters too hard to price and trade
in the private market (see Figure 2.2: “ignoring too little knowledge”). To do
so, they remove the unknown extremes of that risk from the insurance indus-
try to the PGE, which assumes responsibility to pay for the claims, often with
recourse to the government as the underpinning source of capital (see more
in Chapter 3).

Over time the insurance industry may develop sufficient knowledge to cal-
culate and price these disasters, and begin to bring in some of their own
capital to insure the risk of loss (see Figure 2.2: “developing new knowledge”).
However, when disaster losses remain largely unknown, PGEs become essen-
tial to the market functioning. For instance, TRIA has undergone several
reviews over the years to reduce the government’s exposure to terrorism risk
(see Case 1.1). But it has not been phased out despite the US government’s
preference to do so. Rather, a new equilibrium has been created where the
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Figure 2.2 Origination of later PGEs in response to unknown disasters.

government continues to provide a safety net to cover some level of terrorism
risk, allowing a capped remainder to be insurable again in the private sector.
For insurers, terrorism risk remains too unknowable to be fully insured in a
private market:

Terrorism is so volatile, and the marketplace is a result of this. It’s very difficult for
the insurance market to control that volatility. … Probably, we will always need a
government [backstop] to some extent, at least for themega-catastrophic risk. It’s
just a matter of what level you need them.

(Interview—Insurance Industry)

While 9/11 was geographically localized within the financial district of New
York, it had global ramifications and similar situations of sudden uninsur-
ability of terrorism risk arose around the globe. In France, insurers were
required to provide terrorism cover as part of their fire policies. As the
insurance industry found it impossible to offer terrorism insurance post-
9/11, the ability of property owners in France to get any type of insurance
cover was threatened by a large-scale “pull out” from the French prop-
erty market. GAREAT was established on January 1, 2002 and was the
first terrorism PGE following 9/11 to prevent a large-scale private-sector
withdrawal. Other public-private solutions were also established rapidly,
including the Australian Reinsurance Pool Corporation (ARPC). Each of
these PGEs enables insurers to ignore the lack of knowledge about terrorism
risk that would otherwise make it uninsurable in a private market. By using
various forms of government guarantee to limit the maximum loss that the
industry may face, these PGEs enable a market for terrorism insurance to
persist.
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2.4 And nowwe know toomuch: The origination
of recent PGEs

For a long time, PGEs originated to resolve the problem of too little
knowledge—either the absence of knowledge in the early twentieth cen-
tury or recognition of the inadequacy of knowledge following later disasters.
However, most recent PGEs have originated because of more frequent and
severe weather-based disasters intersecting with improved modeling. Com-
bined, these factors lead to too much knowledge for the insurance industry
to provide insurance to properties at increasingly certain risk of disaster.

Let’s explore the implications of this. The insurance industry is well-
equipped to understand and trade in recurring disasters such as a flood in
Paris, or a hurricane in Florida: their probability and frequency of occurrence
as well as the aggregate level of losses can be calculated. Advancements in the
relevant science (e.g., hydrology for flooding or geoscience for cyclones) and a
much richer field of data available for calculation, have given insurance com-
panies a growing ability to pinpoint which specific properties will be affected
more.10 For instance, the insurance industry absorbed the losses from fre-
quent and devastating floods that occurred in the UK in the 2000s and early
2010s. However, afterward, premiums went up for properties that were clas-
sified as high-risk, with often-staggering increases. One elderly homeowner
saw her home insurance soar from £267 to £1,767 (US $475 to US $3,145)
in just a year—a nearly six-fold increase.11 Other situations were even worse,
with an increase of almost 900 percent in a matter of a few years.12

Homeowners were falling victim to the combined effects of more frequent
and severe flooding and revised modeling. Flood losses provided an abun-
dance of data, while better techniques allowed insurers to assess the risk of
flooding per individual house with greater accuracy. In what is known as
risk-reflective pricing, properties that insurers identified as being at high-
risk of flooding were then charged very high premiums to reflect their
greater risk of loss. Risk-reflective pricing is considered a sound actuarial
practice that signals the cost of risk and enables insurers to remain solvent
to pay claims.13 However, it also means that many homeowners find their
insurance premiums becoming unaffordable: “there are properties out there
that aren’t currently insured … because they’re too expensive” (Interview—
Insurance Industry). As the likelihood of loss becomes almost certain for
these homeowners, the insurance industry either no longer offers them insur-
ance or charges them unaffordable premiums. Thus, in contrast to the 9/11
terrorist attacks, “too much knowledge” about disasters can also result in
uninsurability.
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Uninsurability arising from too much knowledge is a widespread pattern,
emerging globally. Similar issues are occurring with cyclone insurance in
Australia where “homeowners and businesses have been faced with crip-
pling insurance costs, and in some cases, can’t get insurance at all.”14 While
most UK or Australian properties may remain insurable against floods and
cyclones, high-risk policyholders are increasingly being “priced out” based
on risk-reflective pricing. For instance, for some areas in Australia that are
prone to flooding “the premium will be in the many thousands of dollars”
(Interview—Government).

Unaffordability arising from too much knowledge is, therefore, another
typical way that PGEs originate. Unlike the case of the sudden loss of con-
fidence in existing knowledge, the shift from equilibrium to disequilibrium
is not marked by a sudden insurance industry withdrawal. It occurs grad-
ually, as a series of known and expected disasters, such as repeated floods,
make insurance premiums unaffordable, and, thus, a particular subset of the
population uninsurable (see Figure 2.3: “repeated disasters”). The number of
high-risk properties becoming uninsurable steadily increases for various rea-
sons, including more extreme weather and increased urbanization in areas
at greater risk of disasters from that weather. Over years of such repeated
disasters, the uninsured population increases, until the problem of unin-
surability gains traction across society at large, becoming recognized as a
societal crisis. Different stakeholders, including government and the insur-
ance industry, then engage in ongoing discussions about how to address such
issues.

For instance, following recurrent flooding in the UK, representatives from
government, the Environment Agency, the insurance industry, and related
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Figure 2.3 Origination of recent PGEs in response to too much knowledge of
repeated disasters.
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organizations worked together to develop a solution. The uninsurability of
high-risk properties was recognized as a potential crisis: “the spirit in which
a solution was set up was a hands-up acknowledgment that the market had
failed for a certain group of customers, and there was a clear social need to do
something about it” (Interview—Insurance Industry). Negotiations between
the government and the insurance industry were heated. Insurers preferred
to keep control over a free market where they could decide which risks
made sense to trade commercially, and at what price. Government wanted
to assert more control to ensure affordable prices for all properties, irre-
spective of the risk they bear. Amidst such contestation, a PGE, Flood Re,
was launched in 2015 to address the problem. Legislated by the government,
Flood Re deals with uninsurability by collecting a small levy on all residen-
tial policyholders. This levy provides Flood Re with a pot of premium that
can be used to subsidize the cost of premiums to those at high-risk of flood,
making their insurance more affordable. This process redistributes the risk
of loss from high-risk policyholders across the wider pool of policyholders
nationally.

This redistribution rebalances the knowledge paradox by allowing Flood
Re to ignore knowledge of high-risk properties’ specific flood risk when
pricing flood insurance policies.The levy also alters the balance of the respon-
sibility paradox away from risk-reflective premiums for individuals toward
some collective responsibility for losses across the insured population of
the UK. These changes, brought about by increasing government control
over the market, have enabled the high premiums that would have been
charged by the private sector to be reduced to a level that is affordable for
individuals.

PGEs can thus originate as a societal answer to problems in the marketi-
zation of risk. In contexts of too much knowledge, the knowledge paradox
becomes imbalanced, making risk uninsurable for a segment of the pop-
ulation. PGEs need to resolve this disequilibrium to provide insurance at
an affordable price. Flood Re keeps further developing knowledge around
flood risk for several reasons, including to influence flood resilience (see
Chapter 5). Yet, when pricing insurance policies, it must overlook detailed
knowledge about individual high-risk policyholders in order to redistribute
their risk across the UK population (see Figure 2.3: “ignoring too much
knowledge”). From a situation of disequilibrium PGEs, such as Flood Re,
create a new equilibrium that prioritizes insurability over the risk-reflective
pricing that would prevail in a market where control is given primarily to the
insurance industry.
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2.5 Are we always motivated to know? The origination
of PGEs for disaster response

Governments with advanced economies typically have the funds to finance
disaster response. Those with fragile economies often do not.15 Such govern-
ments are typically dependent on humanitarian efforts and aid, which can be
slow tomobilize in response to disasters.Disasters such as a hurricane inHaiti
or a drought in Mali expose a different protection gap issue to that discussed
above for individuals who cannot get insurance for property reconstruction.
Rather, it is a gap between a country’s need for rapid financial response to
disaster, and the ability of the government of a country to meet the costs
of that response themselves. We call this a disaster-response protection gap.
Increasingly, insurance has been recognized as a means through which such
governments can gain the capital and autonomy to finance some of this
disaster response rather than waiting for international aid organizations.16

To bridge this disaster-response protection gap, several countries may
come together to formamulti-country PGE.That is, a collective pool of coun-
tries, within which each individual country can gain some form of insurance
protection. The multi-country PGE comprises a collective pot of operating
capital, administrative and modeling capability, and geographic spread of
risk that enables each country within it to buy an insurance product for dis-
aster response that is underwritten by the global reinsurance industry (see
Appendix A).17 Examples of such PGEs are the Caribbean Catastrophe Risk
Insurance Facility (CCRIF SPC) and the African Risk Capacity (ARC) which
were established in 2007 and 2012 respectively. Alongside the countries
themselves, development organizations like the World Bank and humani-
tarian organizations like the World Food Program collaborate in developing
these PGEs, as part of their interest in supporting countries to build capability
to respond to disasters.

PGEs are necessary to address a different knowledge problem in these
contexts. Scientific knowledge about hurricanes or earthquakes is now sig-
nificant. However, there is relatively little knowledge of how to model their
effects or price the damage they cause in regions that have, historically, had
little insurance, such as the Caribbean or the Pacific. The absence of knowl-
edge here is not the same as in the first half of the twentieth century (see
section 2.2), as the tools to assess and price risk are now available. While
insurance has sophisticated expertise to calculate homeowners’ losses from a
hurricane hitting the coast of Florida, it has not fully transferred and adapted
this knowledge to the Caribbean context, partly because data about historic
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losses are much scarcer in that context. This is a bit of a catch-22 situation. In
what is termed low insurance penetration and demand, few people have or
are looking to buy insurance in developing and newly developed economies.
Low insurance penetration and demand mean a small market for insurers.
Insurers thus have little incentive to develop the knowledge necessary to
devise products specific to such regions, because they will not generate profit.
However, the lack of products means that penetration remains low, generat-
ing a self-reinforcing cycle of disequilibrium, in which insurance in a private
market is not available due to a lack of knowledge. Uninsurability therefore
persists and affects the ability of the governments of these countries to buy
insurance for themselves.

How disaster-response protection gaps emerge and are addressed in these
contexts is similar to the process we described for early twentieth-century
PGEs. First, a widely recognized societal crisis emerges. In the case of CRIFF’s
origination:

YouhadHurricane Ivanwhich struckanumberof countries in theCaribbean…And
the losses for some countrieswere put at over two hundred percent of their GDP—I
mean could you just imagine this? … So you have this single event going through
theCaribbeanandcausing this level ofdamage. So that reallywasawakeupcall for
the governments of the Caribbean,who obviously realized theywere very exposed
to the advent of natural disasters like tropical cyclones, earthquakes and so on.
So they decided that they needed to do something about it, so they enlisted the
assistance of the World Bank.

(Interview—PGE)

The Caribbean governments decided that they needed some form of insur-
ance cover that would provide themwith immediate cash flow—“liquidity”—
in case of a major hurricane or earthquake, as no country could build
significant reserves to respond to such a disaster. It was not economical for
any single country to look at buying insurance cover individually. Rather,
since on average one to three Caribbean countries are affected by a hurri-
cane or an earthquake in any given year,18 the Caribbean governments and
their World Bank collaborators understood that a collective, pooled insur-
ance solution would be the most cost-effective. This established the basis for
a multi-country PGE.

However, the problem of uninsurability arose. Neither the countries,
the development organizations, nor the insurance companies had models
for developing insurance products for the Caribbean. As one participant
explained, there was a lack of knowledge: “it was how do you develop it when
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the data are so bad and—well the data are bad because most of the countries
did not have very long or good quality time series of data on that disaster. So,
you know, how do you build a model and how do you test it?” (Interview—
Development Agency). To generate insurance products that could move risk
in these countries from the zone of uninsurability (too little knowledge) into
the zone of insurability (sufficient knowledge), new knowledge needed to
be developed to balance the knowledge paradox (see Figure 2.4, 1). As pri-
vate insurers did not have a profit incentive to make a market to insure these
developing countries, donors, development organizations, and the countries
themselves chose to develop CCRIF as a response to societal demands to
enhance disaster protection for such countries.

In some of our other examples PGEs enabled insurability by basically
ignoring a lack of knowledge. By contrast, PGEs like CCRIF and ARC act as
the vehicles for generating some of the knowledge necessary to make insur-
ability possible. As a PGE manager explained, they collaborated with other
stakeholders to find ways to estimate damage that did not rely heavily on
historical insurance data; “we came up with a model of how it was going to
work and that did take a while and a lot of consulting and talking to peo-
ple” (Interview—PGE). They then developed models and novel insurance
products that provided an urgent capital injection immediately after a dis-
aster, rather than traditional insurance products that pay for reconstruction.
These products, known as disaster liquidity insurance, were innovations in
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insurance knowledge, as one participant explained; “it was quite revolution-
ary because it provided liquidity. … It would provide maybe three months of
liquidity to those countries to continue paying their public servants, to ser-
vice their debt, but it’s not there to cover the loss” (Interview—Development
Agency). This process of developing knowledge initiates the marketization of
disaster in these countries by moving it from uninsurable to insurable. The
PGEs act as the vehicle to enable that marketization.

2.6 Conclusion: The knowledge paradox,
uninsurability, and PGE origination

Where there are imbalances in knowledge that restrict insurability the
grounds are ripe for the formation of a PGE. It is tempting to imagine
that insurance knowledge and disaster insurability have a linear relationship
where an increase in one causes an increase in the other. However, as our dis-
cussion of PGE origination has explained, the relationship between disaster
insurance and the knowledge paradox—the tensions between too little and
too much knowledge—is considerably more complex. We summarize this in
Figure 2.4 and the rest of this section.

Historically, insurance has indeed worked to increase knowledge. As a
result, flooding in Switzerland or France, to name but two examples, is now
significantly more insurable than in the early twentieth century. The knowl-
edge base has matured (see section 2.2). In those contexts, PGEs played
a role in enabling insurability for disasters when knowledge was limited
(Figure 2.4: A). They initially ignored the lack of knowledge (Figure 2.4:
2) through strategies of risk redistribution that altered the balance of the
responsibility paradox, while at the same time supporting the gradual devel-
opment of new knowledge (Figure 2.4: 1). However, too little knowledge is
not simply a starting point that has now been left behind. While enough
knowledge to insure disasters has been developed in many parts of the
world, there are still many where the insurance market remains relatively
underdeveloped. As we discussed in section 2.5, the private sector has his-
torically chosen not to develop knowledge in markets that it has assessed
as economically unattractive. Instead, governments and intergovernmental
organizations have come together to develop PGEs, such as CCRIF in the
Caribbean orARC inAfrica, that can be the focal point for a collective pool of
countrymembers to access insurance for disaster response.These PGEs build
the knowledge necessary to develop insurance products that both serve the
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disaster needs of countries in the pool and also comprise an attractive
proposition for insurers (Figure 2.4: 1).

In many parts of the world, and for many disasters, the lack of knowledge
has been addressed. With increasing knowledge a robust insurance market
has been developed. Yet knowledge about any type of disaster risk is not static
(Figure 2.4: B). Disasters that are unexpected, either in nature or scale, can
challenge existing knowledge, cause knowledge setbacks that erode insura-
bility, or illustrate how little is still known about a disaster (see section 2.3,
Figure 2.4: “unknown disasters”). Many PGEs have originated as a response
to such knowledge setbacks, enabling the insurance market to persist by
ignoring the lack of knowledge. For example, by ignoring the unknowability
of terrorism risk in the UK, Pool Re has been able to offer insurance products
that enabled the marketization of these disasters to continue. While these
PGEs may develop knowledge to better understand these risks, they need to
ignore the initial problem of too little knowledge. By doing so, they can price
risk sufficiently to transfer it to their own balance sheets, which the private
insurance industry is reluctant to do (Figure 2.4: 1 and 2).

At the other extreme, we have shown that it is possible to know too much.
Repeated disasters with considerable losses (Figure 2.4: “repeated disasters”)
can result in “too much knowledge” about individual risk (Figure 2.4: C),
pushing high-risk policyholders outside of insurability boundaries (see
section 2.4). PGEs, like Flood Re in the UK, have altered themarketization of
disaster risk by lowering premiums for high-risk policyholders—effectively
ignoring their detailed knowledge of the risk of loss to those individu-
als (Figure 2.4: 3). They do this by subsidizing the premiums of those
at high-risk and redistributing their disproportionate risk of a loss across
the wider pool of policyholders, in this way reshaping the responsibility
paradox.

PGEs originate to surmount these different imbalances in the knowledge
paradox at the point when uninsurability has become a societal crisis that
governments want to resolve. These PGEs can temporarily ignore too lit-
tle or too much knowledge, to secure or restore insurability. In the longer
term, PGEs can also support the development of knowledge (see Chapter 4)
and use their knowledge productively to champion resilience measures that
reduce the risk of disaster losses (see Chapter 5). This chapter explained
why knowledge imbalances are associated with uninsurability and how PGEs
work around those imbalances to make disaster risk insurable. As we show,
the relationship between knowledge and insurability is dynamic and can
suffer setbacks in what is known, or move into the problem of too much
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knowledge. PGEs thus remain important in addressing ongoing imbalances
in the knowledge paradox.

2.7 Learning points

1. PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox.PGE origination and the knowledge paradox. To operate effectively,
insurance needs balance between toomuch and too little knowledge of the
risk of loss from a disaster. PGEs originate in contexts of disequilibrium
where: (i) the knowledge paradox is unbalanced through too little or too
much knowledge about a risk; (ii) knowledge imbalances lead to uninsura-
bility, as private-sector insurance is either unaffordable or unavailable; and
(iii) this uninsurability has prompted a societal crisis inwhich government
intervenes in the market.

2. PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox:PGEs as responses to the knowledge paradox: The knowledge paradox is
part of the problem (too little or too much knowledge) and the solution
at origination. PGEs must: (i) ignore too little or too much knowledge; or
(ii) develop new knowledge. In doing so, PGEs generate a new balance that
enables hitherto uninsurable risk to be insured.

3. PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market.PGEs involve government intervention in the insurance market. PGEs
come about because governments have intervened in the insurance mar-
ket, putting the PGE in place to supplement or extend insurance beyond
the insurance industry. PGEs are thus part of a new balance in govern-
ment and industry control over the insurance market (see Chapter 1,
section 1.4). This intervention can change responsibility for protection
by: (i) removing risk from the insurance industry to the PGE and/or
the government, so making them responsible to pay for losses; and/or
(ii) redistributing risk from high-risk individuals across a wider group of
policyholders.19
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3
Shouldering the burden
Who controls the market and has responsibility
for protection?

3.1 Introduction

The PGEs’ remit—what they should achieve and how—shapes the differ-
ent ways they engage with the question of uninsurability. We have shown
that PGEs originate when the knowledge paradox becomes unbalanced—too
much or too little is known about a particular risk, making it uninsurable (see
Chapter 2). But PGEs are not self-initiated. They originate as the outcome of
protracted and fraught negotiations about who should control the insurance
market—the insurance industry or the government (the control paradox)—
and whether individuals or society as a collective should be responsible for
protection (the responsibility paradox). These negotiations result in remits
that vary significantly across PGEs, depending on the specific facet of unin-
surability that the PGE is meant to address (for example, the absence or
sudden withdrawal of insurance or the creeping growth of unaffordability),
and the social and political context. Each of these remits, however, shapes the
extent to which a PGE can maneuver within the control and responsibility
paradoxes.

First, a PGE’s remit is defined by the extent of insurance industry or govern-
ment control over how insurance protection is provided to society. All PGEs,
even those that are controlled by the private insurance industry, come about
through government legislation aimed at addressing some specific societal
need for insurance. Yet all PGEs, even those that are government-owned or
backed, also use an insurance industry-based system to collect premiums and
pay for the losses from disasters. There are thus tensions between industry
and government control that each PGE balances in different ways.

Second, a PGE’s remit also broadly demarcates who is intended to be
responsible for paying for protection from disaster; the specific individual at
risk, or the broader collective of people within a society.1 While individuals
buy insurance, the insurance system depends on some collective spreading
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of the responsibility to pay for losses.2 Each individual buying insurance also
pays in advance for a fraction of the losses of other individuals in the collec-
tive, regardless of whether they themselves make a claim. PGE encapsulate
within their remit the extent to which individuals should bear responsibility
for their potential losses or whether society assumes a collective approach to
those losses.

We now examine three PGE examples: California Earthquake Author-
ity (CEA), Caisse Centrale de Réassurance (CCR), and CCRIF (Caribbean
Catastrophe Risk Insurance Facility). Each of these cases maneuvers within
the parameters of these control and responsibility paradoxes differently. This
is because, while all are intended to address some local issue of uninsur-
ability, they have very different remits for doing so. At CEA the remit is
to maintain as much insurance industry control over the market as possi-
ble and to ensure individuals remain responsible for their own protection.
CCR’s remit is defined by government control over the insurance market to
ensure that it can provide collective disaster insurance protection for France.
CCRIF occupies a middle ground within these two paradoxes. These vari-
ations occur because PGEs are not simply trying, universally, to rebalance
competing demands over control and responsibility. Rather, they are acting
on remits that have been defined differently, according to the problems that
uninsurability causes for key stakeholders within their specific country or
region.

In this chapter we explore these differences in PGEs’ remits and the ten-
sions that they bring about for these PGEs.We also discuss the implications of
different remits for uninsurability. The questions that both shape and linger
throughout this chapter are: What is the consequence of designing remits
in a certain way? And what, if any, interplay arises between the way PGEs
address local problems of uninsurability and the wider issue of uninsurable
disasters?

3.2 Coupling industry control with individual
responsibility: The case of CEA

The 1994 Northridge 6.7 magnitude earthquake in southern California
caused insured losses of $14.5bn, which reportedly equated to more than
80 years of premiums for earthquake risk in California.3 The magnitude
of loss was a clear message to the insurance industry: existing pricing of
earthquake risk did not reflect the actual risk. Earthquake risk was severely
underpriced, and insurers were now facing large unexpected losses.
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3.2.1 The remit of CEA

California law stipulated that insurers must offer earthquake cover to all
homeowners as part of any residential property insurance product. Alarmed
at the shocking losses incurred by the Northridge earthquake, insurers
wanted to “shed that risk that is a requirement in the State” (Interview—
Insurance Industry). Unable to offer any insurance unless they also offered
earthquake insurance, the industry simply withdrew, or severely restricted
the availability of insurance policies for properties. The societal impact of
homeowner insurance withdrawal was significant. Californians could no
longer insure their homes for any potential risk, not just earthquake. And
homeowners cannot get amortgagewithout a home insurance policy in place.

A local protection gap resulted for home insurance in California. Faced
with a severe crisis, the state of California, led by the insurance commissioner,
worked with the insurance industry to find a solution. The result was the
California Earthquake Authority (CEA). Created in 1996 CEA is a privately
funded, publiclymanaged, not-for-profit PGE built around a remit to “get the
residential property insurance market back, simply because the real estate
industry depends on them [homeowners] getting homeowners’ insurance”
(Interview—Insurance Industry).

CEA was legally obliged to offer and accept anyone who wanted to pur-
chase earthquake insurance, no matter how high-risk their property: “if a
person says… ‘I really want earthquake insurance’, we have to take them.The
only reason we could turn someone away is if they have pre-existing earth-
quake damage” (Interview—PGE). This meant that the private market was
able to continue to provide all other homeowner insurance, with the offer of
earthquake insurance met by the CEA. CEA thus solved one specific aspect
of the problem of uninsurability—lack of availability of insurance caused by
the withdrawal of the insurance industry from the market.

3.2.2 Maneuvering within the control and responsibility
paradoxes

CEA’s remit supports industry control over the insurance market. Insurance
protection continues to be delivered through the private sector, with CEA
only there to provide the earthquake cover that private insurers were unwill-
ing to offer. Individuals purchase earthquake insurance from CEA in return
for a premium. CEA’s remit enables industry control over the market to
remain by ensuring that other forms of insurance protection, such as for
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fire, remained available within the private sector: “the goal of the CEA was
to revive the residential property insurance market, period … There was a
great deal of effort put in to finding a way to avoid a government program
and to simply have the market come back” (Interview—Insurance Indus-
try). The insurance market in California remained industry-controlled, with
CEA’s intervention enabling that insurance market to persist.

Thismaintenance of industry control is entangled with conditions that dic-
tate who should shoulder the burden of paying for protection; in this case,
individuals. CEA is legally required to offer earthquake insurance to Cali-
fornian homeowners, but the legislation that defines its remit stipulates that
the price of the earthquake policies provided must reflect the degree of risk.
This means that the cost of earthquake insurance is not shared across Cali-
fornia homeowners. Rather, everyone is charged different premiums based
on the risk that the individual bears: “it is not always responsible to simply
average premiums” (Interview—PGE). CEA’s pricing varies by individual,
according to geographical variations in risk, building age, construction type,
and the coverage amounts and deductibles selected: “it is really wide differ-
ential pricing … the oldest homes and the most vulnerable homes in the
most vulnerable locations are going to be charged at … a pretty steep price”
(Interview—PGE).

CEA originated to ensure that Californian society benefited from the pro-
vision of insurance protection and that homeowner insurance could continue
to be offered. However, its remit meant that the protection is offered at
a competitive risk-reflective price. The insurance market remains largely
under industry control: even for earthquake insurance, there is no govern-
ment back-stop or legislation for cross-subsidization that could enable prices
to be smoothed across the whole society. Earthquake protection is instead
the responsibility of the individual. Designing CEA in that way had certain
implications.

3.2.3 Successes and challenges

CEA’s managers successfully fulfilled its remit. CEA preserves the marketiza-
tion of risk by ensuring the continuity of homeowners’ insurance provision
in California. It also ensures the availability of earthquake insurance, whilst
leaving the affordability issue unresolved. Only about 10 percent of house-
holds in California had earthquake cover in 2019.4 Furthermore, the ones
buying earthquake cover are mostly those at lower risk: “the majority of our
business is the low-risk, medium-risk [property owners], basically the ones
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for whom it is cheaper. Less than 17% of our portfolio is in the high-risk area”
(Interview—PGE). In making individuals responsible for their risk, rather
than decreasing the price of insurance for high-risk individuals, the CEA
has been unable to address the problem that those individuals were finding
“earthquake insurance unaffordable”. They thus remain unprotected, leaving
the problem of insurability only partially resolved.

CEA lives with this inherent problem. It is unable to provide affordable
prices to those at high-risk because there is little government control of the
market. There is no capped or unlimited government guarantee. Nor can
CEA introduce mandatory earthquake insurance at a standard levy rate, to
enable it to reduce prices: “they haven’t brought in a solidarity model. They
do have risk-reflective pricing, and as a result, they have very low insurance
penetration” (Interview—Insurance Industry). CEA moved California from
the disequilibrium of full uninsurability, restoring sufficient equilibrium that
property insurance was available. Yet, it has little, if any, ability to redress
the broader problem of earthquake uninsurability—which is represented in
the fact that so few Californians are insured for earthquake today. Further-
more, there is little sociopolitical will to push for more government control
thatmight enable greater collective responsibility for, and price reductions to,
those most at risk. As not everyone in California is exposed to earthquakes,
such an approach is considered unpalatable and unfair: “people would say
to themselves why am I subsidizing someone else” (Interview—Insurance
Industry).

3.3 Coupling government control with collective
responsibility: The case of CCR

Historically, disasters such as floods or earthquakes were typically excluded
from insurance policies in France. After more than a decade of discussion,
the Natural Disaster compensation scheme was established in France in 1982
to address this issue of uninsurability for so-called “natural” disasters.

3.3.1 The remit of CCR

The compensation scheme, the state-owned Caisse Centrale de Reassurance
(CCR), was established by the French government in the aftermath of World
War II as the first reinsurance company in France.5 As part of the scheme,
CCR was given the power to deliver unlimited government-guaranteed
reinsurance coverage for domestic insurance policies against disasters like
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flood and earthquake, enabling their insurability. But it was not just the guar-
antee that addressed thewidespread uninsurability of disasterswithin France.
CCR’s remit is built primarily around collective responsibility, ensuring that
all French citizens are protected against disasters. This is achieved through
mandatory disaster insurance.

3.3.2 Maneuvering within the control and responsibility
paradoxes

The French government requires all insurers to offer natural disaster insur-
ance as part of any other insurance offering, such as fire. As part of this
government control over the market, everyone pays the same price for
the “Natural Catastrophe” premium surcharge within the policy,6 regard-
less of their actual risk profile: “the rate of premium is absolutely the
same if you are in a disaster zone or a safe zone” (Interview—PGE).
In this way, CCR is, effectively, an “efficient mutualization of fifty mil-
lion people and perhaps ten million business companies” (Interview—
PGE) that makes French society, collectively, responsible for disaster insur-
ance protection. Insurers are not legally allowed to choose which risk
is included or excluded from an insurance policy (mandatory insurance
offer), and the premiums that they charge for disaster insurance are also
government-controlled.

Private insurers cannot simply be forced to offer insurance in this con-
text, as they would potentially face crippling losses. This is where CCR steps
in, providing government support to ensure that the insurance industry can
function while offering disaster insurance. In a traditional commercial insur-
ance market, insurers pay a premium to reinsurers, who in exchange pay a
share of the large-scale claims incurred by the insurers following a disaster.
This is ameans bywhich insurance firms can insure themselves for large-scale
losses (see Appendix A). CCR, as a public-sector reinsurer, provides insurers
operating in France with unlimited reinsurance cover for these disaster risks
in exchange for a premium. In effect, CCR is a government reinsurer that uses
the private insurance market as a mechanism to pool risks and premiums to
provide French citizens and businesses with protection against disaster: “we
have a mission by the government to provide public reinsurance for natural
catastrophes” (Interview—PGE).

CCR’s remit as a public entity with an unlimited guarantee enables the
government to control the insurance market’s ability to provide disaster pro-
tection. But it remains amarket. CCR draws on the private industry to deliver
its solution and it is not simply the state paying for disaster losses. Individuals
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purchase insurance from the private sector, paying premiums to insurers, and
a proportion of these premiums (alongside the respective risk of loss) is then
transferred toCCR.This allowsCCR to build up capital reserves that can then
be used to support insurers with claims payments in the event of a major dis-
aster loss. Thus, while the domestic insurance market is strongly controlled
by the government, the insurance industry persists and individuals buy into
industry-based insurance processes to access protection.

CCR’s remit to build collective responsibility for disaster protection, under-
pinned by government control of the insurance market, contrasts with the
industry control and individual responsibility incorporated in CEA’s remit
described in section 3.2. Yet, like CEA, in addressing uninsurability, CCR
does not simply try to balance industry and government control and indi-
vidual and collective responsibility for protection. Rather, CCR has created
its own equilibrium, quite different from that of CEA, to ensure widespread,
available, and affordable provision of disaster protection through a strongly
government-controlled insurance market.

3.3.3 Successes and challenges

The fundamental assumption underpinning CCR’s remit for government-
controlled, mandatory insurance is widespread affordable protection for
France. This collective approach is seen as the fairest way: “you have peo-
ple who bought their house thirty years ago [when the extent of risk was
not known]; and some areas are more exposed to one peril and others to
another” (Interview—PGE).Without CCR, premiumswould fluctuate across
locations and policyholders, potentially making some high-risk areas unin-
surable (see Chapter 2). For instance, Elodie, the owner of a flat in Marseille
that has been floodedmultiple times in recent years, would see her premiums
rise significantly and be unable to afford to buy insurance anymore. Instead,
the unlimited reinsurance guarantee provided by CCR ensures that insurers
can afford to provide the uniformly affordable price on her policy that state
regulations dictate: “I think the scheme of CCR, with that guarantee, is very
important because you have equity between people, and we can cover Natu-
ral Catastrophe for an acceptable price” (Interview—PGE). The whole of the
French domestic insurance market thus takes collective responsibility for the
multiple risks that different individuals face.

This new equilibrium of government control and collective responsibility
raises two key tensions. First, the private industry at times criticizes CCR for
unfairly dominating the French “natural” disaster reinsurance market. CCR
is not technically a monopoly: insurers can get reinsurance cover from any
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private reinsurer or even decide not to buy reinsurance at all. Butmost choose
to transfer their risk to CCR because the unlimited guarantee provided by the
government means CCR provides a more comprehensive offering: “we have,
let’s say, about 90 percent of the market” (Interview—PGE). Some private
insurers feel restricted, arguing that, if they could charge more, private mar-
ket capital could pay for losses in France: “the level of the original premium
is not decided by us. We would like to retain a lot [more risk] if we were able
to decide on the level of the premium charged to our clients” (Interview—
Insurance Industry). With the current arrangement, private reinsurers also
feel excluded, as private reinsurer SCOR stated: “the exclusive nature of this
guarantee … gives CCR a de facto virtual monopoly, enabling it to control a
market share of over 90 percent.”7 Generally, however, the insurance indus-
try seems content to have CCR creating this new equilibrium in the system:
“I think the scheme is, in the end, a good scheme because it allows people to
be covered. Everybody to be covered, even the most exposed” (Interview—
Insurance Industry). Since CCR builds on national solidarity to provide an
efficient way of addressing the wider issue of uninsurability, its intervention
appears justifiable to such insurers.

Second, there are tensions regarding how to manage the wide variation
between individual risk profiles in the future. CCR has data showing that
some areas are at increasingly high-risk. For instance, studies suggest that
the extreme weather disaster claim rate in metropolitan France could dou-
ble each year between now and 2050.8 The risk-reflective pricing that we saw
in CEA is one way in which the insurance market can signal the extent of a
risk to society. The associated high insurance premiums can be an incentive
for individuals and societies to minimize risk through mitigation measures.
CCR has rejected risk-reflective pricing and instead uses the availability of its
products to incentivize wider insurance cover.

CCR continues to smooth pricing so that people are not penalized for
legacy risks over which they have no control, such as older houses that have
now become flood-prone. However, it endeavors to curb future risks by dif-
ferentiating insurance availability at both the individual and collective levels.
For example, CCR excludes some cover for communes (local councils) that
have not put in place risk-mitigation plans, so bringing a collective element
to penalizing failure to control future risk (see Chapter 5 for more on disas-
ter resilience). Neither does CCR insure new properties in exposed areas, an
omission intended to disincentivize purchases in such areas.

Despite these tensions, CCR’s remit remains focused on collective protec-
tion from disaster, supported by government control that ensures that the
insurance market continues to function primarily for the benefit of society.
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3.4 Incorporating individual and collective
responsibility into an industry-government
solution: The case of CCRIF

Some PGEs, like CEA and CCR, work at extremes of the control and respon-
sibility paradoxes. Others take a middle ground position in maneuvering
within these two paradoxes. We now explain one such example: a multi-
country PGE, established with a remit to support countries with fragile
economies to access insurance as part of their disaster response strategies.

3.4.1 The remit of CCRIF

In 2004Hurricane Ivan devastated the Caribbean. It cost some countries over
200 percent of their GDP and damaged 95 percent of their housing stock.9
This disaster was “a wake-up call for the governments of the Caribbean in
terms of their exposure to natural catastrophe risk,” and so “they decided
that they needed to do something about it” (Interview—PGE). The govern-
ments turned to theWorld Bank for help: “so Caricom [an intergovernmental
Caribbean Community organization of 15 member states] heads of State
came to the bank and said: we can’t go on like this, please help us figure
out how to manage our risk better” (Interview—Development Agency). The
result was that in 2007 the Caribbean Catastrophe Risk Insurance Facility
(CCRIF), the world’s first multi-country PGE, was formed under the techni-
cal leadership of the World Bank and with supporting funding from multiple
donor countries outside the Caribbean.

CCRIF has a remit to “limit the financial impact of catastrophic hurri-
canes, earthquakes and excess rainfall events to Caribbean countries.”10 In
fulfillment of its remit, CCRIF offers its member countries disaster liquid-
ity insurance products that provide a rapid injection of cash—liquidity—to
respond in the immediate aftermath of a disaster. Such disaster liquidity
within days of a disaster is crucial in averting the escalation of the crisis. For
example, early response to drought can halve the number of livestock deaths
and is 14 times cheaper than the cost of replacing dead livestock as part of a
slower aid-relief response.11

Unlike traditional insurance, such as that offered by the CEA and CCR,
which is for the reconstruction of impacted properties, disaster liquidity
insurance is solely for urgent disaster response to help make people safe and
stabilize the situation. It is not sufficient to fund reconstruction and this is not
its aim. Products to cover the full cost of reconstruction would be extremely
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expensive given that the scale of some disasters in such countries can be in
the magnitude of their entire GDP. Because they do not endeavor to cover
the costs of reconstruction, disaster liquidity products are more affordable,
which is important since these are mostly countries with restricted budgets.
In addition, as explained in Chapter 2, because they pay rapidly disaster liq-
uidity products address an important protection gap between the aftermath
of disaster and the time taken for humanitarian and other forms of disaster
relief to be mobilized. Specifically, these are “parametric” insurance products
on which payment is triggered based on particular predefined, contractually
agreed parameters, such as the type, severity, and location of a disaster. For
example, for a hurricane disaster liquidity product the trigger could be a spe-
cificwind speed recordedwithin a defined geographical location.When these
triggers aremet—the wind blows at that speed in that place—there is no need
for any lengthy claims process. Rather, immediate payouts are issued to help
with urgent disaster response, such as restoring power supply or providing
food and temporary shelter. The insurance payments are thus an important
part of a wider ecosystem of response that includes international aid and
debt-based financing.12

CCRIF functions as a not-for-profit insurance facility that works with and
for those governments of Caribbean countries that are participating mem-
bers. Each of these countries pays their own individual premium based on
the risk profile of their country, and the amount of cover they wish to have to
respond to disaster in their country. CCRIF serves as the collective pooling
mechanism for these individual countries. It combines the benefits of pooled
reserves from the participating countries with the financial capacity of the
international insurance industry. In short, CCRIF retains some of the risk
transferred by the participating countries and then transfers the remainder
of the risk to the private reinsurance industry. CCRIF buys these reinsurance
products centrally every year to cover all the Caribbean countries paying pre-
miums to be part of the pool. This structure allows the member countries to
take advantage of pooled technical capabilities to help structure their insur-
ance products. They can also buy disaster cover more cost effectively than
if they tried to get reinsurance cover on their own.13 Then, for any country
that suffers a disaster that meets the predefined triggering criteria, CCRIF,
drawing from the private industry capital, will issue a rapid payment of the
predefined amount agreed with that country member.

As CCRIF relies on the insurance industry to provide this insurance cap-
ital, these disaster liquidity products need to be viable in a global insurance
market. As explained in Chapter 2, the amount of revenue that such prod-
ucts provide is not sufficient to encourage the private sector to develop these
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products independently or to develop the risk pooling system across coun-
tries that makes them affordable to each country. One such PGE explained
that developing these products is “incredibly expensive, right, and no private
sector company is going to do this unless they’re guaranteed the transaction
at the end of the day” (Interview—PGE). Nonetheless, the private industry is
happy to be involved in providing the capital once the products are in place,
if the approach is economically viable: “working to an actual market model.
That is sustainable because the industry will always be there if you pay the
premium that it asks for” (Interview—Insurance Industry).

3.4.2 Maneuvering within the control and responsibility
paradoxes

CCRIF is thus a PGE that provides insurance protection that falls under the
control of both the participating governments and the insurance industry.
While insurers benefit from their ability to access a new market, CCRIF’s
primary remit is to serve the disaster risk management and protection needs
of the member governments. Hence, CCRIF is at least partially controlled by
the governments of the participating countries, as it is acting on their and,
ultimately, their citizens’ behalf. Indeed, CCRIF is a means of ensuring that
non-market-based values are pursued through the insurance market, such as
countries’ duty of protection to their citizens, or values of regional solidarity
amongst countries to protect those that are more vulnerable. For instance,
CCIRF sometimes uses donors and its own funding to offer discounted pre-
miums or even pay premiums in full for some of its very low-income country
members, which would be impossible if the insurance cover was fully con-
trolled by the private sector. CCRIF’s goal is not to make profits but to build
some level of protection for society through insurance against the financial
instability and devastation that disasters can bring. However, the protection
it offers is also controlled by the insurance industry. The capital to pay for
disasters is provided by the insurance industry, which will only trade in risk
that is economically viable and meets at least some level of profitability (see
Appendix A). CCRIF thus negotiates a position between government and
industry control to deliver its remit.

CCRIF’s remit also requires it to accommodate both individual and col-
lective responsibility for protection. On the one hand, as with any typical
insurance transaction, each individual country is a policyholder whose gov-
ernment decides if they need protection, at what level, and howmuch they are
prepared to pay for it. If these governments feel that their countries’ interests
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are unmet they may leave the pool: “the value proposition has to be very
strong for aMinister to agree to spend every year somethingwhere the return
on their payments may be, by definition, zero for every year when there is no
disaster” (Interview—Development Agency). Each individual country thus
decides annually if membership in the pool still meets its interests. On the
other hand, CCRIF needs to ensure that the pool will remain large enough for
insurance to remain viable by building a sense of collective responsibility for
protection across its members. While each country is responsible for manag-
ing its own risks and paying for its cover, CCRIF also takes actions that pro-
mote collective responsibility for protection across the region. For instance,
CCRIF sometimes offers help with premiums to very low-income countries,
enabling them to stay in the pool even if they cannot assume full responsi-
bility for paying their premiums. It also funds disaster-risk management and
mitigation projects for countries and supports risk-management education
programs.These activities build collective responsibility about risk across the
Caribbean—reflected in the fact thatmost countries have remainedmembers
over the years, even though they do not always receive payouts.

CCRIF has thus created a new equilibrium that enables disaster liquidity
insurance to be provided by balancing government and industry control, and
individual and collective responsibility.

3.4.3 Successes and challenges

CCRIF successfully fulfills its remit by ensuring the widespread and afford-
able provision of disaster-liquidity insurance for governments across the
Caribbean. In fact, between its inception in 2007 and 2021, CCRIF has made
54 payouts totalingUS $245million to 16member countries. All payouts have
been made within 14 days of a disaster, with some governments receiving
partial payouts within five to seven days to begin recovery efforts and to sup-
port their most vulnerable citizens.14 These payouts have helped its country
members fund their disaster response in the immediate aftermath of several
major disasters. Referring to one such payout, a CCRIF manager explained:
“we knew, for example, how many people this single payout has helped—you
could say 140,000 people—themedication that was purchased, the number of
roofs that were built” (Interview—PGE). A prime minister of another coun-
try explained the value of the payout they received: “this cheque will be going
directly to strengthening and rebuilding our agriculture sector.”15

CCRIF addresses a specific, focused problem of disaster-response liquid-
ity for its member countries. However, its remit is not addressing the wider
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uninsurability of disaster risk in these countries where the insurance mar-
ket is not well-developed. CCRIF was not designed to address widespread
and comprehensive reconstruction post-disaster or the lack of homeowner
insurance more generally amongst the population. Indeed, this wider social
issue of uninsurability remains largely unresolved in these societies, even as
they bear the brunt of climate change in terms of disaster risk.

3.5 Conclusion: PGEs expand the possibilities
for equilibrium

There are many ways for a PGE to fulfill its remit. Compared to the tra-
ditional insurance industry, PGEs expand the possibilities for equilibrium.
As depicted in Figure 3.1, they do so by combining the poles of industry
or government control over the market (horizontal axis) and individual or
collective responsibility for protection (vertical axis) in multiple ways.

To deliver their remits and build a new equilibrium within which insur-
ability is possible, some PGEs prioritize one or the other end of the control
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and responsibility paradoxes. Either through privileging industry control and
individual responsibility (Figure 3.1, PGE Type 1), or government control
and collective responsibility (Figure 3.1, PGE Type 2). Across the PGEs that
comprise our dataset (see Appendix B), we did not observe PGEs with remits
where government control bundled strongly with individual responsibility
or industry control with collective responsibility. This is because when insur-
ance protection falls under industry control then responsibility for protection
typically resides with individuals, holding them responsible for paying pre-
miums at a risk-reflective price. By contrast, when insurance protection falls
under government control, then responsibility for risk resides mostly with
the collective, as the government can distribute the potential for losses across
a society. Hence, as shown in Figure 3.1, most PGEs cluster along the dotted
line, building insurability by combining the elements of the two paradoxes
in ways that occupy a middle ground between them, as with our example of
CCRIF (section 3.4).

How a PGE maneuvers within the control and responsibility paradoxes
is not an arbitrary decision. It depends on the PGE’s remit—the problem
it was originally set up to solve and how it was mandated to address it.
This remit is also shaped by the sociopolitical and cultural system within
which the PGE is embedded and the historical moment in which it origi-
nates. In highly marketized contexts that abhor government intervention in
markets16 and in highly individualistic contexts,17 remits such as that of the
CEA tend to prevail. That is, remits focused on maintaining industry control
over the market and ensuring that individuals take responsibility for their
own protection. By contrast, in countries with a culture of solidarity, a remit
to maximize social protection through government control over the mar-
ket is more likely, as in CCR’s case. Alternatively, as with the CCRIF case,
a PGE might aim to find a flexible balance, combining industry and govern-
ment control and subsidizing some higher-risk or less-fortunate members to
bring them into the collective even as it focuses on individual responsibil-
ity for the others. Regardless, all PGEs work to address the disequilibrium
that is causing uninsurability in their own local contexts, discharging their
various remits in ways that expand the possibilities for equilibrium in that
context.

The way that a PGE fulfills its remit has implications for the very issue of
uninsurability. Those that privilege industry control and individual responsi-
bility tend to have less impact on the wider issue of uninsurability than PGEs
that privilege government control and collective responsibility. For example,
the CEA addressed the availability but not the affordability issue that made
risk uninsurable, whereas CCR was able to address both.
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This is not, however, an argument to design all PGEs with govern-
ment control and collective responsibility. There are always trade-offs. For
example, risk-reflective pricing, which arises from the PGE Type 1 position
(Figure 3.1), provides pricing signals that a particular area is highly prone
to disaster, which may indicate that it is not viable for people to continue to
live there and/or that mitigation efforts are needed (such as better building
codes). These pricing signals are suppressed by the collective responsibility
that characterizes government-controlled PGEs (Figure 3.1, PGE Type 2),
potentially masking the decreasing viability of some areas. This is important
when we consider issues of physical resilience to disaster, which we explore
further in Chapter 5.

Sociopolitical realities also need to be considered. Government-controlled
PGEs require a strong political commitment and often an accompanying
financial guarantee by governments. And a PGE founded on the principle of
collective responsibility for risk requires a national or regional culture of sol-
idarity.18 In short, PGEs and their remits reflect the local society from which
they emerge: what is possible in France may not be possible in California.
Nonetheless, lessons can be learned from greater awareness of the trade-offs
involved.

This issue of ongoing wrestling with the boundaries of a PGE’s remit leaves
us with an as-yet unanswered, question. This chapter has shown that PGEs
are designed to solve a local problem arising from their origination at a spe-
cific point in time. Should the remit of PGEs be limited to fixing the initial
problem, or should it have the flexibility to evolve as disasters, their insura-
bility, and stakeholders’ expectations for protection evolve? And how might
PGEs navigate this issue? We pick up this question in the next chapter.

3.6 Learning points
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about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve.about to solve. There is no one-size-fits-all design that should be used by
PGEs to address issues of uninsurability. Apart from the sociopolitical
context within which PGEs operate, the key reason for variation is
based on the specific nature of the problem they are asked to solve. For
instance, if the problem is restoring private-sector capital that has been
withdrawn from some risk, a PGE remit that is focused on reinstating
industry control over the market might resolve this problem. If the
problem is maximizing societal protection across the entire popula-
tion, then a PGE with a remit to build collective responsibility might
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be preferred. Other problems might lend themselves to yet different
remits, each of which might combine issues of control and responsibility
differently, including providing controls that enable the subsidization of
some high-risk parts of society, without moving toward full collective
responsibility.

2. The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability.The design of a PGE’s remit has implications for uninsurability. Different
PGE remits are more or less effective at solving the affordability and avail-
ability components of uninsurability (see Chapter 1). While PGEs that
privilege industry control and individual responsibility can successfully
resolve the local problems they are confronted with at origination, the
wider issue of uninsurability is often difficult to address. PGEs that bal-
ance industry with government control and individual with collective
responsibility, and those that privilege government control and collective
responsibility, will typically have a better result in increasing the availabil-
ity and the affordability of insurance, so having a more profound effect
on uninsurability, at least in the short term. However, as we will explore
in Chapter 5, increasing the affordability of insurance blunts incentives to
risk mitigation and can become problematic to sustain in the longer term.
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4
Problemsolved?
Between static remits and evolving environments

Introductory Case
Evolving gaps in terrorism insurance. On Saturday June 3, 2017 at around
10 pm, a terrorist attack unfolded on LondonBridge. The bridge is a popu-
lar tourist destination, just minutes’ walk from The Shard and the famous
Borough Market. As it was a weekend, the area was busy. In the span
of eight minutes, eight people were killed and 48 wounded by terrorists
who drove a van at pedestrians and then stabbed multiple people. The
terrorists were subsequently shot dead by police.1

Borough Market closed for 11 days afterward. Around 100 small busi-
nesses, unable to open during this time, suffered combined losses esti-
mated at £1.5 million (~US $1.9 million), with some traders projecting
individual losses of up to £30,000 (~US $38,400).2 Therewas also a decline
in foot traffic in the weeks after the reopening, as people continued to
avoid the area.
These losses were significant for such small businesses. They looked to

their insurance companies for relief. Business interruption insurance cov-
ersorganizations for the lossof incomecausedbyadisaster.3 ButBorough
Market business owners quickly realized that, if they did have such insur-
ance cover, it only covered business interruption deriving from physical
damage to their business premises. No such damage had been caused.
This meant traders struggled “to squeeze payouts from insurance com-
panies because of gaps in the way terrorism cover works.”4 The issue was
the nature of terrorism insurance policies, rather than any effort by the
insurance industry to avoid payment.
Public attention to the plight of the stallholders was high, as was their

support. Donations to the Borough Market Traders Relief Fund of around
£140,000 (~US $179,200) were made in the month following the attack.5

Stallholders remarked on the contrast: “when you see the outpouring of
generosity from the public, for insurers to shut the door shows they don’t

Disaster Insurance Reimagined. Paula Jarzabkowski et al., Oxford University Press. © Paula Jarzabkowski, Konstantinos
Chalkias, Eugenia Cacciatori, and Rebecca Bednarek (2023). DOI: 10.1093/oso/9780192865168.003.0004
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have any corporate or social responsibility and theydon’t care about their
customers. They should be ashamed of themselves.”6

As traders ruminated on their lack of protection, there was reputa-
tional fallout for the insurance industry: “they [insurers] keep finding
loopholes” to avoid “pay[ing] up”7 As public concern over the problem
gainedmomentum, someMPsbegan to champion for terrorism insurance
cover to support these businesses. Yet advocates for such cover could
not turn to the existing terrorism PGE, Pool Re. Its remit, established in
the wake of terrorism bombings in the early 1990s causing massive prop-
erty damage in the UK, did not cover non-damage business interruption.8

Somepeoplewondered,whatwas thepoint in a terrorism insurancepool,
and the billions of pounds it had accumulated in its fund, if it did not
enable terrorism insurance in the form in which it was most needed?

4.1 Introduction

How do PGEs evolve? Governments establish PGEs when a set of circum-
stances leads to a specific aspect of uninsurability becoming salient to society.
This was the case, for instance, with the withdrawal of terrorism insurance to
businesses following the 9/11 terrorist attacks. The solutions brought about
by a PGE produce a new equilibrium but tend to be partial, rarely address-
ing all aspects of uninsurability. In addition, the disasters that PGEs face, and
society’s expectations of how they should address those disasters, change. A
PGE needs to evolve in response both to the changing nature of its protection
gap, as demonstrated by the terrorist attack that interrupted trading but did
not cause property damage, and to the changing expectations for protection,
such as those of the stallholders and their MPs.

Yet evolution is challenging for PGEs.Their remit is often enshrined in law,
or at least solidified andwidely understood in customand practice.This remit
establishes the boundaries of what a PGE can do, often narrowly, and those
boundaries are usually difficult to change. Further, even when stakeholders
agree a PGE should evolve to address new protection gaps, the best way to
address a gap is often unclear. For example, the necessary insurance products
may not have been developed yet. And stakeholders’ interests and expecta-
tions about that evolution vary, or even clash, according to their economic,
political, and social circumstances.

In this chapter, first, we explore the sources of tensions inherent in PGE
evolution. Second, we describe how PGEs navigate those tensions via two
different evolutionary patterns. We conclude by providing practical insight
into how PGEs can do this difficult yet vital evolutionary work, to remain
relevant in the face of the changing nature of risk and expectations for
disaster protection.
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4.2 Sources of tension in PGE evolution

Efforts to evolve PGEs are often partial, delayed, or even thwarted. This
messiness is the result of tensions that PGEs face in three key areas: gain-
ing recognition of a mismatch between its current remit and the aspects of
uninsurability that are, or soon will be, salient to society; taking the change
necessary to address this gap through its control systems; and ensuring the
change in the remit meets stakeholder expectations.

4.2.1 Recognition

PGE managers often recognize and anticipate the shortcomings of the PGE’s
remit for securing protection from disaster. For example, before the London
Bridge attack, Pool Re managers had observed similar attacks overseas and
had been raising awareness about the growing need for non-damage business
interruption protection. Such gaps in protection may arise because the PGE
remit has provided only a partial solution; and/or because the risk is now
better understood and more serious than first thought; and/or because the
risk itself is changing. Once these additional protection gaps are recognized,
PGE managers are then faced with the tension-laden question of whether it
is their job to address them.

PGEs are uniquely positioned to recognize or anticipate additional gaps
in protection beyond that which they currently provide. This is because
they often generate detailed knowledge about a potential disaster and
its risk to society. Changes to the risk landscape may not be appar-
ent to other stakeholders, like the government, whose focus is more dif-
fuse. The PGE’s role also differs from that of private insurance firms.
Insurance companies build detailed knowledge of risk, but any specific
insurer’s portfolio of risk is commercially confidential information and
not shared to build knowledge about an entire population.9 Further, an
insurer’s knowledge is often partial and may exclude high-risk parts of
the population who are priced out of insurance.10 By contrast, PGEs
often have an implicit or explicit remit to develop knowledge about the
risk of a particular disaster to the whole population within a particu-
lar region.11 This role of PGEs in generating, understanding, or collating
new and existing knowledge often underpins recognition of a widening
protection gap.

Let us consider some examples. First, knowledge generated by PGEs
might show that the nature of the disaster has changed. With terrorism,
for example, the means of terrorist attacks is continuously shifting.12 PGEs
such as the Australian Reinsurance Pool Corporation (ARPC) have con-
ducted research into the potential for cyber-terrorist attacks.13 Cyber-attack
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is an evolution in the nature of terrorism risk that could cause losses that
are neither insurable in the private market nor included in the PGE’s orig-
inal remit.14 Second, the PGE might uncover new insights into a risk that
had always existed, but about which society had only partial knowledge.
For example, seismic activity may become better understood because of
research initiated by a PGE like California Earthquake Authority (CEA).
Improved knowledge can lead to new sections of a population being rec-
ognized as at high-risk. Yet the PGE’s remit may be inadequate to protect
this section of the population, newly identified as high-risk and uninsur-
able in the private market. In these ways PGE managers can recognize gaps
in the insurance protection offered within their existing remit. A PGE’s
raison d’être is to offer meaningful protection. Hence, recognition of poten-
tial disequilibrium in the insurance landscape is a source of tension for
them.

4.2.2 Control systems

PGE managers do not have direct control over their organization’s remit.
Rather, they are embedded within control systems that legislate, or at least
approve, the work that they should undertake. These control systems can
take many forms, from public-private governance boards (e.g., Consorcio),
to oversight by specific government ministries (e.g., TRIA), to collaborative
governance arrangements (e.g., CCRIF, ARC). Such systems are typically
embedded within the control paradox, in terms of the extent to which
the PGE’s role is to enable government or industry control of the insur-
ance market (see Chapters 1 and 3). PGEs must then acquire support
from this “control system”—its industry and government stakeholders—to
evolve.

Both government and insurance industry tend to need a great deal of
convincing that a newly recognized gap should be insured, and cannot be
insured, at least not in full, in the private sector. As one insurer pointed out,
they tend to be concerned about “remit creep”: “because the PGE exists, it’s
convenient to ask it to do all this other stuff” (Interview—Insurance Indus-
try). Furthermore, government approval and even legislative change are often
required to change a PGE’s remit. The control systems around PGEs thus
comprise an important set of checks and balances to PGE evolution, aim-
ing to ensure sufficient protection through the PGE without expanding it
unnecessarily. As one PGE manager reflected: “the tension that exists is
a positive tension because it means we’re constantly pushing to do more”
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(Interview—PGE). Nonetheless, these tensions must be navigated within
the more government- or industry-oriented control system in which any
particular PGE is embedded, and can be constraining.

4.2.3 Stakeholder expectations

Government departments and insurance companies are not the only
stakeholders that need to be satisfied. Tensions arise when stakeholders’
expectations for protection are not met. That is, when the gap between the
PGE’s remit and the protection offered becomes a problem for some part
of the population, such as the small businesses in Borough Market and
their MPs.

These stakeholders are often disengaged or unaware of protection gaps
unless they personally experience a problem. Insurance, whether delivered
by the private sector or by a PGE, is largely a hidden engine of the econ-
omy,15 not noticed except when it is needed or is not working. Thus, a gap in
protection might only become salient to these stakeholders when they expe-
rience a disaster—as occurred with the Borough Market stallholders. When
wider stakeholders do become aware of a gap in protection, typically after
a disaster, their expectations can change rapidly. The public nature of their
loss and their urgent, vocal demands for a solution can put pressure on the
government or the insurance industry to act. Heightened stakeholder expec-
tations necessitate a response from the control system16 and can motivate it
to support PGE evolution.

Tensions over stakeholder expectations for protection can thus be a stim-
ulus for change in a PGE’s remit. PGE managers can pay attention to stake-
holder concerns and use their knowledge of the gap to amplify stakeholder
voices, positioning the PGE as a solution. Or in the face of such expec-
tations, a government may turn to an existing PGE, expanding its remit
to fulfill the demands upon the government to protect their citizens. For
example, in the cases of cyclone-induced flooding in Australia or raging
wildfires in California, the insurance industry was unable to provide mean-
ingful protection for a growing area of disaster risk. Like the BoroughMarket
traders’ plight, the recurring Australian and Californian disasters raised a
groundswell of support for increased protection. Governments cannot force
an insurance company to take on more risk. But they can change a PGE’s
remit. As stakeholder pressure mounted in the context of repeated disasters,
the respective governments turned to existing PGEs, expanding the ARPC’s
remit in Australia to cyclone in 2022 and the CEA’s remit in California to
wildfire in 2021.
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4.3 Parameters that shape evolutionary patterns

To evolve their remit, PGEs must navigate tensions associated with their
recognition of a gap, with their control systems, and with stakeholder
expectations. The course they steer is shaped by two key parameters, as
depicted in Figure 4.1:

1. The perceived urgency to address the recognized gap in protection (verti-
cal axis).

2. The extent to which control over the market is oriented toward the
government or the insurance industry (horizontal axis);

Urgency is critical in enabling evolution. Our opening vignette in this
chapter described how, before the London Bridge attack, despite recog-
nition by Pool Re, there was little awareness amongst other stakeholders
about the gap in protection for terrorism-triggered non-damage business
interruption (NDBI). To stimulate change, PGEs need to use their unique
knowledge and connections to raise awareness of a protection gap that they
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have recognized. A sense of urgency can be built by emphasizing the potential
magnitude of impending disaster and/or the time-sensitivity of addressing
it. However, all too often, it is only when disaster strikes that heightened
awareness of the protection gap decisively increases the urgency to find a
solution.

The way a PGE evolves is shaped by the extent to which control over
the insurance market is oriented more toward the insurance industry or the
government. In some contexts, PGEs are primarily intended to enable the
insurance industry to function (as discussed in Chapter 3). Their remit is
often designed around leaving insurance protection up to the industry as
much as possible. Efforts toward change are usually viewed by both gov-
ernment and the insurance industry as remit creep by PGEs into spaces the
private sector could address, as one Treasury official argued: “any time the
government intervenes in any way, shape or form … it’s a bailout to the
industry, which doesn’t need it” (Interview—Government). By contrast, in
contexts where government control is more prevalent (see Chapter 3), PGEs
are intended to provide a widespread societal protection net. Such PGEs typ-
ically already have a comprehensive remit and are expected to evolve to meet
future challenges. The control system thus throws up fewer barriers to evolu-
tion, even if the question of how to evolve still presents tensions. Thus, a PGE
is embedded in a context of government or industry control that shapes the
extent to which it is expected and enabled to evolve.

Taken together these parameters shape four key patterns in attempts to
evolve a PGE remit: contested, collaborative, thwarted, and delayed—as
shown in Figure 4.1. Those recognized gaps which lack urgency typically
mean change is thwarted or, at best, delayed. We, therefore, focus on examin-
ing the two urgent evolutionary patterns, which we term contested evolution
(Figure 4.1A) and collaborative evolution (Figure 4.1B).

4.4 Contested evolution: Working at the market-edge
of disequilibrium

A contested evolution pattern occurs in contexts where industry control over
themarket is dominant. To limit government intervention, the remit of PGEs
in such contexts is typically narrowly defined around a specific aspect of
a specific risk. The default position is to contain PGE evolution and avoid
“remit creep.” In such cases, efforts at evolving to address a gap recognized
by PGE managers are typically contested.
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4.4.1 Evolving to address non-damage business
interruption (NDBI).

We illustrate these dynamics by examining how Pool Re managers worked to
expand its remit to cover non-damage business interruption (NDBI) for ter-
rorist attacks. Following the IRAbombing of the Baltic Exchange, Pool Rewas
established in 1993 to cover the gap in fire- and explosion-based terrorism
insurance for commercial property, primarily in the City of London. It has
changed a lot since then. For example, following the 2001WorldTradeCenter
attack, Pool Re’s remit expanded to include chemical, biological, radiological,
and nuclear (CBRN) terrorist attacks. More recently, Pool Re has positioned
itself at the forefront of knowledge development on terrorism risk, sponsor-
ing research at universities and employing in-house security experts. In this
way, Pool Re has become a leader in recognizing many emerging protection
gaps in relation to terrorism risk. Indeed, they had already recognized the gap
in NDBI and made government and other stakeholders aware of this, as one
participant explained:

If we look at what happened in Paris [2015] where there was a bunch of maraud-
ing gunmen who went and murdered people, well they didn’t necessarily cause a
huge amount of property damage.What they did causewas a huge amount of non-
damage business interruption and they also caused a huge amount of impact on
life. So, what we have is a disconnect between the intentions of [terrorism insur-
ance in the UK] and the way that [insurance] policies are responding in the event
of a claim.

(Interview—Government)

However, acting on this recognized gap was problematic because: “an
expansion of the remit requires a new Act of Parliament, new legislation”
(Interview—PGE). As often happens, it took a disaster—the London Bridge
terrorist attack—to stimulate evolution. As explained in the opening vignette,
the 2017 London Bridge terrorist attack meant many small businesses had to
close temporarily. As their properties suffered no physical damage, they did
not have insurance for their losses: “non-damage business interruption was
not covered because nobody had thought of it before. They’d thought that
there would always be a bomb and so you would never have non-damage
business interruption” (Interview—PGE). In short, terrorism as a risk
was evolving to encompass a much wider threat than Pool Re’s focus on
property damage.
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While Pool Re had recognized a gap inNDBI protection prior to the attack,
they had initially struggled to raise urgency for any change. Yet they contin-
ued to generate knowledge, expanding their stakeholder network to include
the Office for Security and Counter Terrorism (OSCT), and to provoke the
attention of a wider group of stakeholders around the necessity of NDBI
protection.

Following the LondonBridge attack, as extended closure caused small busi-
nesses to lose both customers and perishable goods, Pool Re drew on the
knowledge it had amassed. It moved quickly to champion these stakeholders,
whose expectation for protection became urgent as they experienced losses.
Empathizing with the stallholders, Pool Re bemoaned the fact that NDBI was
outside their remit. Media attention focused on the effects of non-insurance
for small businesses, helping to raise awareness about the limitations of the
Pool Re remit. For example, the Financial Times noted that: “Pool Re, the
government-backed terrorism insurer, was set up by the government of the
day in the early 1990s to provide cover after IRA bombings in the City of
London. But it is only allowed to pay out if the claimant has suffered property
damage.”17

The government was aware that the relatively small losses were within the
reach of the private insurance industry. As an official argued: “if youmax-out
the modeling for non-damage business interruption, individual insurers can
still pay for it” (Interview—Government). Pool Re pointed out that: “NDBI is
something that the insurance industry—if they had a will and if they thought
there was a sufficient profit incentive—could fill themselves” (Interview—
PGE).Therewere thus growing stakeholder expectations, within government
and the business community, that the private sector should offer protection
from NDBI. And all the while, Pool Re continued to use its specialist knowl-
edge to raise awareness about the potential scale of the risk. As one participant
commented on some analysis that Pool Re had provided:

Non-damage business interruption for businesses during an active shooter event
in a citywhich is deliberately locked downby the security forces. Say if every single
business in London is shut down for three days? The entiremarket doesn’t want to
carry that risk because it’s too much.

(Interview—Government)

Urgency was built, but of course the government could not force an insur-
ance industry response. The cost and effort to develop such a product at
speed was not a high priority for the private sector, given the modest returns.
As one insurer admitted, “the private sector in the UK ain’t going to do it
until it has its arse kicked by somebody” (Interview—Insurance Industry).
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Under reputational pressure for a solution, and yet without products at hand,
the insurance industry began to point to Pool Re as a possible solution.
“Almost without exception, they said no. We don’t want to do that [terrorism
NDBI]. We don’t understand it. We can’t model it. We want Pool Re to do it”
(Interview—PGE). The professional body, the Association of British Insur-
ers, proposed that “to help insurers support businesses, Pool Re’s function
could be extended to cover business interruption.”18 Some MPs joined in on
these suggestions.

Pool Re was thus seen by all stakeholders as being able to provide a timely
solution to address the recognized gap. They would use their modeling to
develop a product with the aim that it would eventually revert to the pri-
vate sector once established: “trying to get the industry to expand cover … it
was going to take ten/fifteen years at least. So, we have got a mechanism that
accelerates the privatization of terrorism risk” (Interview—PGE).

The process, while initially contested, reached a point of urgency at which
both government’s fundamental reluctance to intervene and the private mar-
ket’s antagonism toward remit creep were overcome. The required legislative
change was achieved in 2018:

When businesses raised their concerns about a gap in insurance cover following
a terror attack, we worked with Pool Re to come up with a solution. Today, we’ve
changed the law to give businesses peace of mind, helping them to insure them-
selves against financial loss as a result of a terrorist attack, even if there is no
physical damage to their property.19

As the amendment to their remit was passed, Pool Re’s CEO noted: “our pri-
ority has been to keep this as far as possible a private market solution.”20
The product was launched with the expectation that it could soon be offered
within the private sector.

4.4.2 From contested to thwarted evolution

In a context that considers insurance industry control over the market as the
best way to achieve protection for society, PGE evolution is often thwarted.
With theNDBI extension of its remit, Pool Re had generated the grounds for a
wider role. It had positioned itself as capable of recognizing gaps in protection
and informing society about—and questioning—looming disequilibrium:
“we want to take the opportunity [building from success in changing NDBI]
to … adapt the Pool Re scheme to meet whatever manifestations of the
terrorism threat were causing uninsured loss and damage (Interview—PGE).
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Yet, despite these efforts to expand the PGE remit, Pool Re’s provision
of cover for terrorism NDBI remained modest, as the immediate threat of
such terrorist attacks subsided. Small businesses owners no longer expe-
rienced urgency to address this threat. Yet the government was reluc-
tant to intervene with any mandatory insurance scheme. Rather, the 2022
five-yearly government review of Pool Re recommended a reduction in
pricing and an awareness campaign to help small businesses recognize
the benefits of terrorism cover. The contested process of PGE evolution
continued.

4.5 Collaborative evolution: Making the collective work
for the individuals

Case 4.1 is an example of a collaborative evolutionary pattern (see
Figure 4.1B). The collaborative pattern is prevalent in those PGEs that take
a government-led approach toward the benefits that insurance should pro-
vide (see Chapter 1). Multi-country risk pools, such as ARC and CCRIF,
are particularly strong examples of the collaborative approach because they
need to balance both elements of the control system carefully. They need
insurance industry capital to provide for losses. Yet their purpose is not to
provide profits for the insurance industry, but to ensure that the insurance
market can provide benefits to their government members. In these contexts,
control systems behave in very different ways to those seen in contested pat-
terns. The PGE is expected to evolve to address societal needs for protection
and needs to work with a diffuse control system comprising governments,
the insurance industry, and wider stakeholders in achieving social aims for
protection.

Case example 4.1: Collaborative evolution in the AfricanRisk
Capacity.

The African Risk Capacity (ARC) is a multi-country PGE, established in 2012 to pro-
vide drought insurance products to African countries. ARC needs a critical mass of
countries to form a big enough pool to enable it to buy cost-effective insurance poli-
cies from international reinsurance markets for its member countries. A large pool
makes insurancemore affordable for each individual country because of diversifica-
tion; as disasters are unlikely to affect all countries at the same time, reinsurers can
spread their risk of a loss across the entire portfolio and, so, provide their capital at
a lower price.a
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Throughout the early years of its existenceARC struggled. Itmanaged to keeponly
4-6 countries in the pool; too few to comprise a collective basis for protectionb and
ARC was engaged in “ongoing efforts to ensure more countries sign up to support
this mechanism.”c

ARCmanagers thus needed to work at bringing on board newmembers. They did
soby expanding their remit collaboratively througha rangeof initiatives. First, in col-
laboration with countries, they expanded from crop drought to also cover grazing-
range drought and tropical cyclone to better meet countries’ varied needs for pro-
tection. Second, in collaboration with donors, they introduced donor-subsidized
financing of premiums for some countries, enabling them to join the pool or to
retain them in the pool during a period of economic hardship. Third, in collaboration
with donors and humanitarian organizations, they introduced new humanitarian
members, such as Start Network and the World Food Program. While not country
members, these organizations increased the size of the pool by purchasing prod-
ucts to enable them to meet their humanitarian objectives for disaster relief within
different ARC countries.

Via this collaborative process with a wide range of stakeholders, ARC was able
to grow the collective pool.d By 2022 they had 24 members across a range of prod-
ucts, a mix of humanitarian and country members, and a variety of subsidized and
country-paidpremiums. This expansionof their remit in termsof their initial product
(crop drought) and members (governments) enabled ARC to meet its overarching
social remit to “help African governments improve their capacities to better plan,
prepare, and respond to extremeweather events and natural disasters.”e The evolu-
tion had not been easy. Multiple different donors from countries around the world
had to be brought on board, even as different countries moved in and out of the
pool for a range of reasons including changes in government, loss of confidence in
insurance, or lack of resources. Further, the need for evolution is ongoing. Despite
a more robust pool by 2022, ARC managers knew they needed to continue to work
hard at developing the collective pooling mechanism to ensure protection for their
individual members.
a Christophers, B., Bigger, P., Johnson, L., “Stretching Scales? Risk and Sociality in Climate
Finance.” Environment and Planning A: Economy and Space, 52(1) (2020): 88–110. https://doi.org/
10.1177/0308518X18819004
b Johnson, L., “Rescaling Index Insurance for Climate and Development in Africa.” Economy and
Society, 50(2) (2021): 248–74. https://doi.org/10.1080/03085147.2020.1853364. Linnerooth-Bayer,
J., Mechler, R., “Disaster Safety Nets for Developing Countries: Extending Public–Private Part-
nerships.” Environmental Hazards, 7(1) (2007): 54–61. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envhaz.2007.04.
004
c “ARC Member States.” Date accessed: September 2022. Available from: https://www.arc.int/
countries
d “ARC Member States.” Johnson, “Rescaling Index Insurance.”
e ARC, “About the African Risk Capacity Group.” Date accessed: September 2022. Available from:
https://www.arc.int
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Even though this control system is not intended to curtail PGE evolution,
it often remains unclear how the PGE should best evolve. For example, there
may not be products to address the recognized gaps, and stakeholdersmay be
uncertain about whether proposed solutions will address their problems.21
Furthermore, if countries do not feel that the PGE is providing adequate
protection and value for them, they can easily leave the pool.Therefore, man-
agers in these PGEs need to work collaboratively, engaging with multiple
stakeholders to enable evolution.

We now explore this collaborative pattern in more detail focusing on
CCRIF, a multi-country risk pool made up of 22 member countries. As with
the contested pattern, typically the occurrence of a disaster triggers the evo-
lution process. Disasters highlight gaps, provide an impetus to develop more
knowledge about them, and provide a specific focus for improving protec-
tion.22 Disasters can often be the difference between delayed evolution and
building enoughurgency for stakeholders to collaborate on change.Our story
of CCRIF’s evolution, therefore, revolves around such a disaster.

4.5.1 Evolving to develop new products for protection

CCRIF’s remit is explicitly focused onworkingwithmember countries to rec-
ognize their various disaster liquidity needs and prepare for them physically
and financially.23 It is supposed to help develop knowledge about disasters
within the region and build members’ understanding of them. Given these
expectations, CCRIF’s history has been one of continuous collaborative evo-
lution. We now illustrate this process through the example of the aftermath
of Hurricane “Harper.”24

Disasters like Hurricane Harper expose inconsistencies in the collective
system of a multi-country risk pool, in terms of which countries did or did
not get a payout. After Hurricane Harper swept through the region, some
countries sustained higher levels of damage but, because of the amount of
insurance cover they had purchased, received lower payments. While the
variation in payments was consistent with the insurance contracts purchased,
pool members were dissatisfied: “but the losses in Country B were not as
devastating as what was seen in Country A. So, there was this discrepancy,
people trying to understand how can you pay out more for a government like
Country B?” (Interview—Development Agency).The accompanying outrage
exposed unmet expectations for protection on the part of the member coun-
tries: “you’re bleeding money to pay for these products which you don’t
see how they are addressing any of your vulnerability needs. So where is
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it going?” (Interview—Government). These experiences were not uniform.
Indeed, some countries had positive experiences from the payments they
received. One explained that “within one week we received the money.
The President declared a state of emergency and we can use the money to
respond” (Interview—Government).

The varied experiences of the countries helped the PGE recognize gaps in
the cover offered and in stakeholders’ expectations for protection. At any
point, a country member of CCRIF can decide their individual needs are
not being adequately met within the collective pool and withdraw from it. If
CCRIF could not get stakeholder expectations to match the protection they
could offer, they would be unable to retain sufficientmembers and potentially
fail as a solution. PGE managers sprang into action. They worked individu-
ally and directly with countries, modeling the outcomes from the disaster
to understand both why countries felt their needs had not been addressed,
and what might be done to improve the protection that could be offered. This
helped them understand stakeholder expectations and collaborate with them
on the ongoing evolution of protection.

One such evolution was the development of an excess rainfall product.
Some countries found that the hurricane products they had purchased were
not triggered by Hurricane Harper. This was because the damage it caused
was not related to wind speed (the usual focus of a hurricane product) but
excess rainfall (which is extremely heavy rainfall over a concentrated period).
ThePGEand its stakeholders recognized a protection gap for excess rainfall—
a risk for which no insurance product already existed for governments in that
region.

To develop such a product, PGE managers collaborated with their range
of stakeholders. They worked with meteorologists and modeling compa-
nies, building the knowledge to develop this new product, and with the
reinsurance industry to ensure their confidence to underwrite the product
with industry capital.25 But the collaboration reached far wider: they also
approached donors and development organizations tomobilize their support
for a roll-out of the new product across the Caribbean.26 They collaborated
on testing the potential viability of the products—both for the countries
involved and for the private-sector insurers. Any new product had to be
something that multiple countries would be willing to buy, to strengthen
CCRIF’s collective system, and also be appropriately priced to attract private-
sector capital to underwrite the risk. As one insurer stated: “I do get the social
thing. But at the same time, we’re publicly listed companies, we are not char-
ities. We have shareholders, so we have to charge an appropriate premium”
(Interview—Insurance Industry).
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This collaborative process was important for CCRIF’s evolution because of
the diffuse nature of the control system in such contexts. As the product was
launched, the President of the Caribbean Development Bank, Dr. Warren
Smith, emphasized that collaboration among CCRIF, donors, and regional
organizations was “enhancing the disaster-risk management capacity of the
region as a whole.”27 This example of the collaborative pattern shows how,
even when a PGE places government members’ needs for protection at the
heart of its remit, the process of evolution is enormously complex. PGEs
like CCRIF evolve incrementally as gaps in protection are recognized and,
over time, incorporated into a collaborative approach to protection.The basis
for this ongoing change is an assumption that the PGE should change to
address new sources of disequilibrium. Any specific disaster may feel like a
point of imminent disequilibrium, in which the whole system of protection
could break down. However, the collaborative pattern holds that disequilib-
rium at bay, as the solution itself emerges within the collaborations between
stakeholders and the PGE.

4.5.2 From collaborative to delayed

The complexity of the collaborative process, necessitating interactions
amongst multiple stakeholders, means that any evolution of the remit can
also be delayed. Even though there is an assumption that a PGE will evolve
to address gaps in protection, a sense of urgency is still needed to provide
impetus to this complex process.

The Swiss system provides an example of how, despite its strong orien-
tation toward government control of the market for the benefit of society,
PGE evolution can be delayed.The Swiss system of disaster insurance is com-
prehensive. The exception to this is earthquake disaster risk, which was not
included in the early set-up of the system. The existence of this significant
protection gap has been recognized for decades. However, the Swiss sys-
tem, which includes highly regulated market provision in some cantons, and
PGEs in the form of cantonal public sector insurers in others (see Chapter 5),
has struggled to evolve to include earthquake cover. In contrast to the ten-
sion in a contested evolution, the PGEs and the insurance industry agreed
that earthquakes would be best covered within the existing disaster insur-
ance system rather than by pure private-sector provision. However, tensions
persist and have delayed evolution. These tensions derive from the percep-
tion that the current bundle of risks is good value for money and balanced
in terms of cost and benefits across cantons. However, earthquake risk is
very unevenly distributed, with some cantons highly exposed and some far
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less so.28 The cantonal government stakeholders and individual policyhold-
ers within less risk-exposed areas pushed back on evolving the PGE remit to
include earthquake cover; “as we are a federal country with 26 cantons, with
26 opinions, we did not succeed to get it … too many cantons said no, we
don’t want that” (Interview—Insurance Industry).

The cantonal PGEs and the insurance industry continued to collaborate
on raising awareness about the gap and developed schemes through which
cover could easily be provided within the existing system: “the solution,
even the price, it was very, very affordable” (Interview—Insurance Indus-
try). However, the lack of support of some key stakeholders has meant that
these initiatives have yet to bear fruit.29 Both industry and PGEs believe that
their efforts to raise awareness and expand their remit are delayed rather than
thwarted. They expect that a disaster will build the urgency that has so far
been lacking and that will shift stakeholders’ expectations: “I think the more
we get little earthquakes, … the more it gets into the heads of the people …
OK, this is really necessary to have” (Interview—Insurance Industry). Yet,
as this example shows, even within a government-oriented approach to pro-
tection, the evolution of a PGE’s remit is always tension-laden and may be
delayed when a sense of urgency is missing.

4.6 Conclusion: PGE evolution is vital to keep pace
with the changing nature of disaster

Evolution is vital for PGEs, as insurance protection gaps and the understand-
ing of them change over time—sometimes dramatically. If they cannot evolve
around newly recognized gaps, PGEs run the risk of becoming less relevant
in their role of enabling protection that cannot be provided within the pri-
vate sector. This chapter has shown how an orientation toward industry or
government control over protection, together with the urgency of the recog-
nized gap, shapes different patterns of evolution (see Figure 4.1). PGEs use
that urgency to expose the potential disequilibrium of unprotected risk as a
basis to evolve. Our chapter shows that evolution is vital but hard-won via
two main patterns: contested and collaborative.

To enable change through contested or collaborative evolution, PGE man-
agers need to address three key tensions associated with evolution: raising
awareness of recognized gaps (Figure 4.2A), acting through the control sys-
tem (Figure 4.2B), and addressing stakeholder expectations (Figure 4.2C).
Evolution involves a process of interaction with the control system and wider
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C. Stakeholder
expectations

(To whom does
change matter?)

B. Control
system

(How possible is
change?)

A. Recognition

(What needs to
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PGE evolves by
raising awareness

and building urgency

Figure 4.2 A framework for PGE evolution.

stakeholders to raise awareness of a recognized impending disequilibrium in
the insurance system and build urgency to address it; ideally before a disaster
makes the associated uninsurability an immense problem for unprotected
sections of society. These sources of variation and the different patterns of
navigating the three key tensions via which PGEs evolve are summarized in
Table 4.1.

In this chapter, we highlighted the difficulties of PGE evolution. People
often think that “good” change is a smooth process, but those working in
the protection gap space should have different expectations. PGE change is
often triggered by disasters that reveal unmet stakeholder expectations. As
stakeholders grapple with physical, financial, social, and emotional hardship
after disasters, their expectations for protection are always going to be fraught
with tensions. PGE evolution often occurs at this point of dissatisfaction with
existing solutions, which typically also highlights a gap in the protection pro-
vided by the PGE: for example, stakeholders finding out that Pool Re did not
cover business interruption, or countries realizing that the existing CCRIF
hurricane product did notmeet their needs for protection from extreme rain-
fall. The reality is that no PGE can be the perfect solution, nor can societies
ever be protected fully from disaster losses. But this dissatisfaction—and yes,
pain—can at least be used as an engine of change. We hope that this can be
an enabling perspective given the realities of working within the protection
gap space.
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Table 4.1 An overarching framework to explain PGE evolution

Contested Pattern
(Industry-control-oriented)

Collaborative pattern
(Government-control-oriented)

A. Recognized
protection gap

PGE uses knowledge to recognize and raise awareness about the gap
relevant to their domain
The PGE’s remit may involve
developing knowledge of new
protection gaps but not evolving to
address those gaps.

The PGE’s remit is generally
assumed to involve developing the
knowledge to recognize gaps AND
evolving to address them.

Disasters: Increase recognition of, and insight into, protection gaps.

B. Control
System

Protection in the form of insurance
is assumed to be best provided by
the insurance industry. There are
widespread fears of remit creep and
the control systems’ default is to
stop PGE evolution. Legislative
change is required for any change
beyond a narrowly defined existing
remit.

Protection via insurance is
controlled by the government on
behalf of its citizens. The PGE’s
remit to offer protection is
comprehensive rather than narrow.
Hence, the system is open to PGE
evolution, albeit the best way to
evolve may still need considerable
negotiation.

Disasters: help build urgency that makes the control system more likely to
enable PGE evolution rather than thwart or delay it.

C. Stakeholder
expectations

Salience of the protection gap for different stakeholders fluctuates;
stakeholders can be oblivious to or highly conscious of the gap. PGEs can
work to raise awareness and thus expectations for change.
Stakeholders assume protection is
provided by the insurance industry.
They tend to be unaware of
recognized gaps until they are made
salient by a disaster. Post-disaster
expectations for protection become
urgent and may trigger the control
system to expand the PGE remit to
address that protection.

Stakeholders expect the
government to ensure that the
insurance market provides adequate
protection from disasters. They tend
to be unaware of recognized gaps
until they are made salient by a
disaster. Post-disaster, they are
likely to express an urgent need for
expanded protection and to assume
that a PGE will evolve to provide
this protection.

Disasters clarify and increase stakeholder expectations for protection and
build urgency for PGE evolution

4.6.1 Looking ahead: Potentially the most meaningful
evolution of all

We end this chapter with a final point regarding the direction in which PGEs
might evolve. As the potential for disaster increases, PGEs can play a key role
in avoiding disequilibrium by evolving to enhance society’s resilience to these
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disasters. They need to move beyond just offering financial protection post-
disaster to helping society to avert the effects of disasters. For example, as
flooding increases due to climate change, it becomes essential to build more
physical resilience to that risk, such as changing how we build and even relo-
cating at-risk communities. Chapter 5 explores the complex question of the
role that PGEs can play in the physical resilience of societies as part of their
ongoing evolution.

4.7 Learning points

1. Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps.Focusing on recognizing protection gaps. Building the knowledge neces-
sary to recognize protection gaps is a critical role for PGEs, regardless of
their ability to directly address those gaps. This knowledge can be used to
either prompt other stakeholders to address recognized gaps or enable the
PGE to act quickly after a disaster creates the urgency to find a solution.
The ability to recognize gaps is thus an important PGE achievement in its
own right.

2. Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster).Building urgency and awareness (pre-disaster). Raising awareness and
building urgency about impending disequilibrium is a critical role for
PGEs, as societies can sleep-walk toward even foreseeable disasters,30 such
as the climate crisis. Disasters are typically a key stimulus for building
urgency (see Table 4.1). As a next step PGEs can, however, use our frame-
work to consider how they could raise awareness and build urgency to
increase protection prior to disasters.

3. Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships.Relationships. Evolution for PGEs is always relational.31 Whether collab-
orative or contested, evolution involves repeated interactions with mul-
tiple stakeholders over time. PGEs can use our framework to distinguish
between stakeholders who form their control system and the wider stake-
holders whose expectations for protection can impact that control system.
They could then identify how their relationships with these groups, and
the interactions between the groups, constrain and enable their evolu-
tionary process. Despite the challenges to evolution, we regard this web
of relationships as a largely positive system of checks and balances—one
that ensures PGEs pay attention to stakeholders and their most pressing
needs for protection.

4. Stakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagementStakeholder engagement. Our findings also have implications for the
stakeholders surrounding the PGE, particularly those government and
insurance organizations that comprise the main control system. By bet-
ter understanding the role that PGEs play, particularly in alleviating the
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financial hardship of post-disaster response, these stakeholdersmight also
consider how they can better facilitate the evolution of the PGE to meet
the demands of a changing disaster landscape.Ourwork should alert those
stakeholders that, while forming checks and balances on PGE evolution is
important, so is enabling thoughtful change.
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5
Limiting loss
Between financial and physical resilience

Introductory Case
The “hot potato” of resilience. We participated in a few conferences in
quick succession where the insurance protection gap was discussed by
industry, government, and other stakeholders. Resilience was a persis-
tent theme across the separate events. Physical resilience—in the form of
better buildings, wiser land use, and improved response—is the answer,
insurance industry experts confidently said. Multiple times. Yet it also felt
like the insurance industrywas treating resilienceasa “hotpotato”; some-
thing to be passed over to other stakeholders as quickly as possible. If
the answer was resilience, clearly that was not within the bounds of the
insurance industry’s responsibility—it is not insurers who set urban plan-
ning guidelines or build flood barriers. As we stepped away from these
conferences, we were left with a lingering disquiet. By invoking physi-
cal resilience, insurance industry stakeholders distanced themselves from
the protection gap, enabling them towork from a positionwhere they felt
comfortable, leaving their role and practices fundamentally unchanged.
Ensuring financial resiliencebypricing risk andproviding funds toaddress
the consequences of disaster was an insurance role; developing the phys-
ical aspect of resilience and building more resilient communities was
something for the public sector. Yet we were left wondering how the two
could be more deeply andmeaningfully connected.

5.1 Introduction

Insurance and resilience have become increasingly connected in discus-
sions of how to deal with the protection gap. Insurance provides financial
resilience by delivering sufficient funding for reconstruction after a disas-
ter. Physical resilience addresses the need for properties and people to be
less vulnerable to damage from disaster in the first place, through invest-
ment in prevention and mitigation. The conference participants shared the
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understanding that, in a context in which disasters are becoming more fre-
quent and severe,1 physical resilience is crucial to maintaining insurability.
Without it the losses—and the premiums—threaten to become unafford-
able. But who should take responsibility for improving physical resilience?
In this chapter, we explain why answering this question involves reshaping
the control and responsibility paradoxes.

Taking responsibility for physical resilience is not a trivial problem.
Resilience is not simply a matter of investing in individual properties; it is
also generated by flood defenses, planning and building regulations, disaster-
response services such as firefighting, and even communications during
disasters. A real web of stakeholders! And physical resilience derives not
just from these elements in isolation, but from how they interact with each
other as a complex system. This means that individual property owners are
not the only ones responsible for reducing their risk. That responsibility
needs to be shared with other stakeholders, such as environment agencies,
planners, legislators, disaster services, the building industry, and, yes, the
insurance industry as well. We need to figure out how to identify and coordi-
nate responsibilities between individuals, their immediate communities, and
also central and local governments, who are the major players in important
issues such as land-use planning and building standards. Effective physical
resilience thus involves connecting and coordinating stakeholders outside of
the traditional boundaries of the insurance industry. In the face of a com-
plex andwidespread threat like the climate crisis, many different stakeholders
need to be involved if we are to reduce risk to the point where the various
disasters are insurable. These new relationships will involve new dynam-
ics within the responsibility and control paradoxes. PGEs, which straddle
the public-private boundary, appear ideally suited to supporting this new
equilibrium.

To achieve this, though, a PGE’s main priorities must be reversed. Rather
than seeing physical resilience as a complement to their role in making risk
insurable, they need to see insurance as a complement to their role inmaking
the built environment physically resilient. Only when PGEs operate within
these reversed priorities, can new balances in the responsibility and control
paradoxes be found from which a new sustainable equilibrium can emerge.
With this change in remit, PGEs will be able to make a meaningful impact on
long-term insurability of disasters.

We propose this dramatic adjustment in PGEs’ focus because making
insurance available, the primary objective of most PGEs, can have unin-
tended negative consequences for physical resilience. By increasing financial
resilience through the provision of affordable insurance PGEs might end up
weakening some of the pricing signals that indicate the need for physical
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resilience.2 This is especially the case when affordability is emphasized. For
example, as one PGE manager mused:

Maybe insurance coverage wouldn’t be available in some locations if it wasn’t for
[the PGE]. Because private insurers, they’d be like “no, we’ll be out of here, thanks,
we’re not covering tops of cliff and floodplains and fault zones.” So, with [PGE] and
thegovernment enablingpeople to live in thesehigher-risk areasmaybe it is taking
away the absolute incentive to adapt andmitigate to climate change effects.

(Interview—PGE)

If PGEs mask pricing signals in a world of increasing disaster, they will
undermine motivations to increase physical resilience, meaning that losses
are likely to grow over time in a way that will, in turn, undermine insurabil-
ity. Thus, to ensure the availability and affordability of insurance in the long
term, PGEs need to give priority to physical resilience, integrating insurance
as a tool to achieve it.

The task for PGEs is not simple. Integrating physical and financial
resilience involves changing the nature and scope of the PGE’s remit. It
also involves new webs of relationships with different stakeholders beyond
those traditionally involved in insurance. Many PGEs confront the problem
that, without these changes, they will have little or no impact on long-term
resilience and thusmight also end up unable to provide insurance any longer.
This chapter reviews possible approaches to resilience and explains howPGEs
currently handle the integration of physical and financial resilience. We will
show that a fundamental reconfiguration of the responsibility and control
paradoxes is necessary if we are to achieve this integration and ensure the
ongoing sustainability of insurance.

5.2 Approaches to resilience

Approaches to resilience vary in scope and temporal horizon. They can also
be situated along a continuum from “return-to-normal” at one end to “adap-
tation” at the other.3 We now explore the tensions in these positions on the
continuum.

5.2.1 Tensions in resilience as back-to-normal or
adaptation

When resilience is understood as “return-to-normal” the focus is on the spe-
cific asset affected (e.g., the specific building), the ability to avoid disturbances
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to its normal operations (e.g., throughmeasures that avoid water entering the
building during a flood), and, failing that, the ability to restore normal opera-
tions quickly (e.g., through easily cleanable floors in case of floods).The scope
is limited (the specific building), time horizons are relatively short (the floods
we can reasonably expect), and the appropriateness of “normal operation”
is not questioned (for instance, whether building should be allowed in that
location).The emphasis is on restoring the pre-disaster situation as quickly as
possible. The danger is that ways to avoid damage in the first place, or reduce
it, are missed.

At the other end of the continuum, resilience means “adaptation.” Rather
than returning to normal, the aim is to reconfigure the whole system to
be better prepared for future crises. Here, the scope of the system under
consideration extends to include institutional structures, such as where peo-
ple are expected to live and work, and considerable changes in that system
may be undertaken. Further, the time horizon extends to the long term as
this approach considers the potential future disequilibrium that anticipated
disasters can bring to the insurance system (see Chapter 4).

Based on this contrast, approaches to resilience can be seen as operating
across tensions between narrow and broad scope and short- and long-term
time horizons,4 as shown in Figure 5.1.

Further complexities regarding resilience derive from the cyclical nature
of disaster management,5 which takes place across pre-, during, and post-
disaster phases. During a disaster, attention is focused on the system affected
and ensuring a rapid and effective response. The urgency of the situation
tends to bring a short-term focus: for example, repairing houses quickly to
ensure that people can get back into them, albeit at the expense of longer

Localized
systems

Short-term

Wider
systems

Long-term

Scope

Time
horizon

Back-to-normal
resilience

Adaptation
resilience

Figure 5.1 Varying approaches to resilience.
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repairs than might make them more disaster-proof in the future. Yet much
of what happens during a disaster—and the extent of the resilience to it—is
determined in the pre- and post-disaster phases. This work in the pre-
and post-disaster phases is not dominated by the sense of urgency that
accompanies the immediate aftermath of disaster noted in Chapter 4. In the
pre-disaster phase, activities that improve prevention (i.e., measures to avoid
loss in the first place),mitigation (i.e.,measures to limit losses), and prepared-
ness (i.e., measures to make sure that response is timely and appropriate to
avoid losses getting worse) are crucial. For instance, the availability of mobile
flood defenses and the ability to deploy them quickly can dramatically reduce
the damage from floods. In the post-disaster phase, the ability to learn from
disaster is crucial to further improve prevention, mitigation, preparedness,
and response.

When resilience is seen as adaptation, connections are made across all
the phases of the disaster cycle: putting in place prevention and mitiga-
tion measures pre-disaster; making sure that disaster response is adequate
to avoid damages escalating; and, post-disaster, learning from the experience
of the current disaster to limit damage at the next occurrence. Indeed, the
post-disaster phase of one disaster becomes the pre-disaster phase of the next.

A final set of complexities arises because disasters are multipliers of
inequality. Those with access to resources emerge from crises faster and
in better condition. Those who do not tend to experience an escalation of
the negative consequences of disaster.6 Unequally distributed resilience is,
therefore, a further multiplier of inequality,7 raising questions about how
to allocate resources for resilience across society, not just across phases and
timeframes.

5.2.2 Insurance and resilience

Insurance has traditionally fit neatly with a back-to-normal approach to
resilience. The funds it releases allow policyholders, post-disaster, to restore
their properties to their pre-disaster condition, thus going back to their nor-
mal life as quickly as possible. As one insurer mused to us, a back-to-normal
approach sets the boundary of insurance:

We always get asked why insurers do not fund what we call betterment, like
improving peoples’ homes when they’re flooded to make them more resilient to
flooding in the future. It’s because insurance is there to put you back in the place
where you were before. You had the home, it got damaged, you’ve put it back to
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what it was like before. But we’re not improving your home. You’re not profiting
out of your insurance claim, even if thatmightmake youmore resilient to flooding
andmake you a better risk in the future.

(Interview—Insurance Industry)

If placed within a disaster risk management framework, the traditional
role of insurance is thus focused on “financial protection” (see Pillar 4 in
Figure 5.2). High levels of insurance can provide financial resilience by mak-
ing funds available for reconstruction, ensuring that economic recovery is
not stymied by difficulties in accessing finance. Conversely, insurance that is
unequally distributed can worsen inequality.8 Whether equally or unequally
distributed, by providing financial resilience, traditional insurance works in
the post-disaster phase, to enable the short-term, narrow-scope response of
return-to-normal resilience (see Figure 5.1).

Insurance can, however, also foster pre-disaster mitigation and post-
disaster adaptation by helping to build knowledge about and incentivize
“physical resilience”: non-financial measures that mitigate or prevent dam-
age and thus also economic losses (see Pillars 1, 2, 3, and 5 in Figure 5.2).
Typical examples of measures that increase physical resilience include build-
ing codes requiring materials and designs that are less prone to damage,
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and disaster-aware land-use planning.9 The insurance industry role in such
measures has developed along two trajectories.

The first is to assist in a limited move from back-to-normal toward adap-
tation, through insurance premium discounts to incentivize mitigation mea-
sures either at the construction stage or at the point of reconstruction after
disaster. For example, in flood-prone areas buildings that are designed with
their heating systems above the predicted level of flood, rather than the more
traditional basement location, would qualify for a discount on their flood
insurance premium. While the use of these kinds of measures is slowly grow-
ing,10 they are not common.11 This is partly a problem of knowledge; the
insurance industry has knowledge around the costs associated with disaster
damage but is less able to calculate precisely deductions thatmight be applied
over the insured life of a property to reflect resilience measures.12

These measures also generate tensions because they shift a considerable
part of the responsibility to avoid risk onto individuals rather than onto
the government. The focus is on the building and what individuals can
do to improve the resilience of the building rather than on broader sys-
temic measures such as flood levies or building standards. Yet, individual
property owners often have difficulty in finding the right information and
clarifying any specific action they might take that would lead to reduced pre-
miums.13 Even when the information is available, individuals might not have
the money to invest in improvements to the resilience of their homes.14 This
shifting of responsibility to individuals is a multiplier of inequality in terms
of both insurance and resilience. Those who are more disadvantaged are less
likely to have either the ability to insure or to adopt the mitigation measures
that might make them more insurable.15

The second potential role for insurance in resilience is to take a stronger
step toward adaptation by tackling the interdependencies between gov-
ernment and the insurance industry. That is, developing a system where
insurance stakeholders and government work together to tackle resilience.
For example, using insurance data to inform local government land-use poli-
cies or tying in policies of chimney removal in earthquake-prone areas with
insurance premium reductions, with government funds to support these
modifications for less wealthy households. Integration of insurance with
these types of building and environmental measures can help reduce dam-
age.16 They need to be applied systematically, with a view to long-term
adaptation, as the intersecting challenges of the climate crisis and demo-
graphic trends, particularly urbanization, place an ever-larger share of the
population at risk of disaster.17 This calls for a strong government role in
mandating building standards and other systemicmeasures, such as land-use
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planning. There is a potential role for insurance disaster risk modeling to
inform these government initiatives. For example, industry expertise inmod-
eling economic losses arising from disaster could be an important input to
the pre-disaster activities of risk identification and assessment at policy levels
(see Pillar 1 in Figure 5.2).18

There are thus opportunities for insurance to support a shift toward
systemic adaptation. However, these opportunities contradict insurance’s
traditional role of enabling a return-to-normal that might well perpetuate
and increase vulnerability to disaster.19 The potential damage of a return-
to-normal approach is particularly evident when the climate crisis is con-
sidered. For example, the insurance claims payments in the aftermath of
Australian bushfires, cyclones, and floods increased vulnerability in disaster-
prone areas by enabling rebuilding, whilst the underlying climate exposure
was neglected.20 Moving beyond this traditional role involves a difficult and
fundamental shift. The insurance industry needs to engage in complicated
discussions with a much wider range of stakeholders, including the most
vulnerable parts of the population that typically do not benefit from either
pre-disaster mitigation or insurance.21 In addition, a wider knowledge base
must be developed around how resilience can be factored into insurance
products and pricing practices.22 Shifting the insurance industry to being a
partner in resilience-as-adaptation is a fundamental change for the indus-
try, its knowledge base, and its relationships with other stakeholders. It
requires a fundamental rethinking of the control paradox in terms of how
the insurance market provides societal benefits for protection. It requires a
fundamental rethinking of the responsibility paradox in terms of how both
individuals and the collective can be supported to achieve physical and finan-
cial resilience. Unsurprisingly, therefore, the insurance industry reaction, as
shown in our initial vignette, is often to push the issue of resilience onto
other parties and just keep doing what insurers have always done, especially
when commitment from other stakeholders, particularly the government, is
unclear.23

In summary, the insurance industry is traditionally grounded in the short-
term, return-to-normal approach to resilience. In the context of a climate
crisis this might end up exacerbating vulnerabilities and increasing inequal-
ity. While insurance has some tools to support a long-term, systemic adap-
tation response, the insurance industry’s engagement in resilience has so far
been only partial, due to mismatches in knowledge bases and difficulties in
either exerting control over, or changing responsibility for, a resilience-as-
adaptation response. In the next section, we argue that PGEs can help extend
the insurance system’s reach into resilience. We show how PGEs’ roles can
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range from limited impact on adaptation, similar to private-sector insurers,
to a full partner role in the broader adaptation approach to resilience.

5.3 PGEs’ role in resilience

PGEs are established to address problems in insurability, but it is becoming
increasingly clear that to deliver on this they also need to grapple with the
thorny issue of resilience. As one insurance industry participant reflected:

The whole idea is to set this [PGE] up to give a window of opportunity to change
things and reduce people’s risk. If you don’t do anything, then that risk-reflective
pricing is going to look pretty bad for these high-risks, right? And you’ll just have
unaffordable premiums again.

(Interview—Insurance Industry)

PGEs straddle the boundaries between the government and the insurance
industry. They have unique capabilities in building knowledge about poten-
tial future protection gaps, and connections to both private- and public-
sector partners they can use to search for a new equilibrium to address those
future gaps (Chapter 4). PGEs are thus uniquely placed to play an impor-
tant role in weaving together the multiple threads of resilience. The extent
to which they can exploit their unique position depends on how easily their
remit enables them to focus on overall resilience and thus use insurance as
a tool in the service of physical resilience. Different PGE remits lead to dif-
ferent engagement with the phases of the disaster cycle, different degrees of
interconnectedness with other stakeholders operating in the resilience land-
scape, and, ultimately, different outcomes in facilitating either adaptation or
back-to-normal resilience.

We now examine twomain patterns by which PGEs engage with resilience;
one in which financial resilience dominates and one in which it is integrated
with physical resilience.

5.3.1 Privileging financial resilience through insurance
markets

Some PGEs have a remit that is targeted overwhelmingly toward finding
new ways to package risk so that it can be transferred from some sector of
the population to insurance markets (see Appendix A). A dominant focus
on financial resilience leads these PGEs to reproduce the limitations of the
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insurance industry in dealing with physical resilience. Regardless of whether
the control paradox is balanced in favor of the industry or the government,
and the responsibility paradox is balanced in favor of individual or collective
responsibility, such PGEs tend to have limited impact on physical resilience.

An example of a PGE that adopts a government intervention and collec-
tive approach and has a remit focused on financial resilience is Consorcio de
Compensación de Seguros (Consorcio). Consorcio is designed to replace the
disaster insurance market almost entirely and provides compulsory disaster
insurance at the same price for the same type of property (e.g., home, offices,
commercial buildings) to all property policyholders in Spain.They see them-
selves primarily as insurers, with limited responsibility for resilience, which
is considered the responsibility of other stakeholders: “a criticism we receive
is that we are not contributing to risk-mitigation, and we are not lowering
risk . . . As a public institution [and thus with a duty to the country], we
are happy to be part of that, but it is the role of other institutions to lead in
this area” (Interview—PGE). Thus, traditionally, Consorcio’s role in physi-
cal resilience has been limited. Its major contribution—the power to demand
improvements at the reconstruction stage for properties that suffer significant
and repeated damage—is used infrequently.

In recent years, as resilience has come to the forefront, Consorcio has
steadily increased collaboration with other partners in the resilience ecosys-
tem. Initial efforts included sharing its data on disaster losses with other
government stakeholders, such as the Directorate for Civil Protection and
Emergencies, who can then use it in their own activities (see Pillar 1 in
Figure 5.2). More recently, Consorcio has collaborated with other govern-
ment agencies to produce guides on how to prevent damage from floods and
contributed its risk expertise to pilot prevention projects led by the Ministry
for Ecological Transition.24 Consorcio is thus increasingly active as a part-
ner in physical resilience, supporting progress led by others, but in a limited
and sporadic fashion, rather than being fully integrated within the resilience
ecosystem in Spain.

This lack of integration with a broad array of stakeholders in the resilience
ecosystem also arises for many PGEs in a context of industry control over
the market and an emphasis on individual responsibility for protection (see
Chapter 3). Such PGEs have a primary duty to provide insurance with the
least possible disruption to insurance markets, even when physical resilience
is an explicit, but secondary, remit. California Earthquake Authority (CEA)
is an example. To avoid interfering in the competitive market, its remit ini-
tially focused on providing insurance at prices that reflect the true nature
of the risk (see Chapter 3). However, soon after, a second component
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related to incentivizing individuals to adopt physical resilience measures
was added to its remit. Today CEA pursues resilience by partially financing
retrofitting of houses (whether insured or not) to make them more resilient
to earthquake; “we’re doing thousands of retrofits now” (Interview—PGE).
Any such retrofitted houses that took up insurance were offered premium
discounts.

CEA’s resilience remit involves a limited expansion over the traditional
understanding of insurance as back-to-normal, with a strict focus on the
individual property owner’s building and with little engagement with the
overall physical resilience system of the government. Thus, its move into the
resilience landscape is along the lines of the insurance industry, with a focus
on limited adaptation that is centered on the individual building. CEA strug-
gles to join forces with other stakeholders and activate important levers of
physical resilience at the wider system level, such as what housing is built and
where.This inability to engagemore widely hampers their ability to influence
long-term, systemic adaptation.

The dominant remit for both Consorcio and CEA is financial resilience.
While they differ in the balance of control between industry or government
(see Chapters 3 and 4), this is not key to their effect on physical resilience,
so much as the fact that they are in place primarily to provide insurance.
As Consorcio does not adopt risk-reflective pricing, its approach blunts any
incentives for individuals to increase physical resilience to lower their pre-
miums. Dealing with resilience is largely left to government. For CEA, the
risk-reflective pricing of its insurance should discourage construction in
high-risk areas by contributing to lower house prices, due to the high-risk
and high insurance costs. Yet, as we have shown above, in practice insur-
ance is not particularly direct or effective in promoting physical resilience.25
While premium prices reflect the risk, people cannot simply relocate or
rebuild. For social and financial reasons, they usually cannot afford to.26
Thus, as in California with earthquake insurance, they simply drop out of
the insurance market. In both cases, the PGEs are not engaged in substantive
changes toward resilience-as-adaptation, which is left mostly in the hands of
government stakeholders, such as the offices that oversee land use.

These examples show that a primary remit to provide insurance constrains
a PGE’s possibility to impact resilience. This, rather than how they balance
industry versus government control or individual versus collective respon-
sibility (Chapter 3), limits the work a PGE can do to address the long-term
threat of disequilibrium. Being primarily a vehicle for insurance does not help
PGEs to reshape wider relationships that would promote a new equilibrium,
in which more properties are protected physically from disaster. Such PGEs
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may play a role in post-disaster recovery and can even move beyond return-
to-normal—but they are not dominant players in long-term adaptation.

5.3.2 Can a PGEmove from financial to physical resilience?

Some PGEs, which were set up with a remit tightly focused on financial
resilience, can actively seek to work around the constraints it poses to their
engagement in physical resilience. We explore this situation through the
example of Flood Re.

Flood Re’s remit is clearly and narrowly defined: to provide insurance cover
for 25 years for a limited number of properties that are classified as most at
risk of flood. At the end of this period, Flood Re is mandated to return these
properties to a market where they have access to affordable, risk-reflective
insurance. This remit required Flood Re to set up a risk register, collecting
information for its own risk management, so it could assess risk-reflective
pricing for the properties it was to cover. Upon its establishment, Flood Re’s
first stepwas thus to improve its understanding of the risk via bettermodeling
(see Pillar 1 in Figure 5.2). As one participant explained:

One of the biggest component parts of our work was further investigation of the
floodmodels and what we like, what we do not like with them, what are they cov-
ering, what are they not covering, etc. And that was really useful because we’ve
moved ourselves on with respect to our understanding of the risk. . . . So, we
have made inroads into the whole objective of Flood Re, which is to make the
understanding of risk better.

(Interview—PGE)

As Flood Re increased its understanding of these risks, it quickly recognized
a pending future disequilibrium; it would be impossible to deliver the exit
strategy without a major change in physical resilience that lowered the risk of
these properties and thus also their premiums. However, as Flood Re’s initial
remit did not include resilience, it could not discount for resilience features,
incentivize resilient reconstruction after disaster, nor directly influence any
decision regarding land-use planning or building permission. As a partici-
pant observed reflecting on their limited ability to influence wider, long-term
adaptive measures:

All the evidence says that pre-disaster [physical] resilience at a community level
is more effective than post-disaster [physical] resilience at house level. But, given
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our remit, it’s very difficult for us to jump into a community andgo “right, OK,we’re
going to pay for this wall because we think that’ll give the best bang for the buck.”

(Interview—PGE)

Flood Re managers thus began to shift their focus to physical resilience
and to engage with those stakeholders responsible for it. They expanded
their sphere of activity to the pre- and post-disaster phases in a two-
pronged approach. First, they connected directly with policyholders to
raise awareness of resilience measures and support them in their individ-
ual efforts to become more flood resilient. They built a “Floodmobile”; a
mobile home that showcased ways to make properties more flood resilient
and toured through the UK’s most flood-prone areas. While this addressed
some elements of the prevention part of the disaster cycle, it placed the
onus on the individual to undertake property mitigation. On its own, it
would not be enough for long-term adaptation. Second, therefore, they lob-
bied alongside other stakeholders, through activities such as speaking on
resilience at COP 26.27 They also pushed for government action, for example,
through submissions to parliamentary calls for evidence following flooding
disasters:28

It’s really just about saying: what views do we have on the effectiveness of
resilience of properties and where do we want to start influencing others like the
Environment Agency and government and others. . . . The biggest challenge we
have is that we can’t use our money to invest in flood defenses. That’s got to be
done by the Environment Agency.

(Interview—PGE)

By working to raise awareness amongst stakeholders of the threat of a persis-
tent disequilibrium in the insurance market, Flood Re began reshaping the
system to make resilience more central. They began to use insurance in the
service of resilience, and to support individuals to take responsibility for their
resilience, by gaining the authority to finance a “Build Back Better” program
from April 2022. This program supports localized adaptation, as it enables
flood insurance claims to be used tomake individual houses more resilient to
disaster. Nonetheless, Flood Re still lacks connections and authority in other
crucial processes such as the definition of land use, the development of flood
defenses, and the building permit process. In addition, somepropertiesmight
not be economically salvageable despite mitigation efforts, given the trends
projected for the climate crisis.29

It is thus crucial that Flood Re continues its work to construct a new equi-
librium in which stakeholders who have more control over the resilience
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landscape, such as planning permission and flood defenses, support a more
collective responsibility for resilience. Through such actions, Flood Re’s
might expand its own remit to use insurance as a tool in the pursuit of phys-
ical as well as financial resilience. Given the pressures to build new houses in
the UK,30 and the barriers that the largely industry-oriented approach puts in
the way of PGE evolution, this will require significant political skills in using
the knowledge they generate (see Chapter 4) to influence long-term system
adaptation.

5.3.3 Integrating financial and physical resilience

Let us introduce the rare contrasting case to the above. Some PGEs have a
more expansive remit that focuses on insurance as a tool in achieving overall
resilience. This enables them to play a more proactive role. The Swiss system
of disaster insurance, based on cantonal PGEs, is an example that shows how
the responsibility and control paradoxes (Chapter 3) can be reconfigured to
be more conducive to a higher overall resilience.

Switzerland adopts a dual systemwith part of the country relying on highly
regulated private provision, and part of the country (accounting for about
80 percent of the market by both value and number of buildings)31 rely-
ing on cantonal-level public-sector insurers who operate local monopolies.
These 19 cantonal PGEs are not-for-profit public-sector organizations, with-
out a government guarantee, and operationally independent from the state.
Each of these PGEs provides insurance formultiple different types of disaster,
which is compulsory and is offered at the same price (a percentage of insured
value) to any building within the canton. Disaster insurance coverage is thus
virtually complete.

These cantonal insurers historically started by providing fire insurance
and firefighting services, with disaster insurance gradually added from the
1920s.32 The historical link with fire insurance and firefighting has made
resilience considerations, particularly a focus on timely and appropriate
response, also integral to their approach to disaster insurance.

The links between financial and physical resilience were further strength-
ened following a wave of natural disasters in the 1990s which led to the
development of an integrated national risk-management system. Today, the
provision of insurance is, therefore, seen as just one component of the role of
the system of PGEs.

The real unique aspect of our system is that we cover three parts. We have pre-
vention, we have intervention, and insurance. As we are public institutions, we
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can put obligations on policyholders to do protection measures. We do a lot of
prevention work. With good prevention you have less damage. . . . We supervise
the fire brigades and so can make sure that they have the right equipment, the
right education to do the work well and to limit possible damage. And the third
part, the damage that occurs, we cover it with insurance. And this triangle is key to
our system.

(Interview—PGE)

A significant part of the cantonal insurers’ budget, financed by their pre-
miums, goes into prevention of damage, including financing improvements
to properties that have been subjected to heavy or recurrent losses, and the
training and equipment of fire brigades. As they explain: “fire brigades in
Switzerland are our first line of defense. They are not only fighting fires. In
case of floods, they put upmobile flood defenses.Those are heavily subsidized
by the public insurance companies” (Interview—PGE).

Resilience via insurance mechanisms has been implicated in planning. For
example, “if you want permission [to build], you need insurance. Then we [at
the PGE] look to see if this building has some dangers, and we insist that they
adopt prevention measures, to build something different, a little bit larger,
higher” (Interview—PGE). This is a particularly effective resilience step for
floods, for example, where relatively simple and inexpensive provisions at the
design stage can limit losses significantly in the case of moderate floods. The
cantonal PGEs also tend to intervene post-disaster, by supporting build-back-
better approaches with both advice and partial financing. For example, on
individual family dwellings,muchmitigation and prevention takes place after
disaster.

Wehave quite a big number of [external] architectswho go out after an event to do
an estimation of the damage. This is a very effective point of intervention because
people realize what we pay is a small part of the personal value which got lost
after a flood. Those things are lost forever. So, this arrangement is effective for
implementing measures that prevent damage next time.

(Interview—PGE)

These building-centered resilience activities are not unique to the Swiss
system. For instance, we have already seen that Flood Re has evolved to
include similar “build-back-better” activities and that the CEA also engages
in pre-disaster mitigation. The Swiss system’s distinctive feature is that these
building-centered activities are integrated with disaster response and disaster
mitigation across all the pillars of resilience depicted in Figure 5.2, through
a myriad of formal and informal ties between PGEs and other stakeholders
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in the resilience landscape. Government controls are, thus, not simply
over the insurance market but over the whole resilience landscape, foster-
ing the relationships between insurance providers and those with respon-
sibility for building codes and planning permission in a comprehensive
framework.

This approach acts as a multiplier of the PGEs’ impact on longer term sys-
temic adaptation and involves Swiss PGEs interacting with a wide array of
resilience stakeholders as an integrated part of the system in the following
types of activities:

• Development of building standards by the appropriate authorities and
the certification of building materials;

• Collaboration in the local authorities’ production of risk maps that are
then used to restrict construction in certain areas and require special
measures in other risk-prone areas. While owners of properties in high-
risk zones benefit from the same insurance prices as everybody else, no
new construction is allowed, and old construction cannot be rebuilt;

• Consultations regarding land-use planning;
• Contributing to larger-scale resilience measures, funded by cantonal or

national government, through risk assessments based on their knowl-
edge of insurance claims and losses.

Thus, for Swiss PGEs financial and physical resilience support each other.
The financial resilience aspect of the PGEs’ work remains an integral part of
a balanced view of risk, as risk cannot be entirely eliminated:

Let’s say it makes sense from an insurance point to build upwalls to address expo-
sure to flooding for a property. You cannot force the homeowner or people living
there to live behind flood protection measures that take away all the view and
make access to their building very difficult or whatever for hundreds of years. We
cannot keepeverything safe. So that’s the classic insurancepart, youhavedamage
to an insured value.

(Interview—PGE)

This integration of physical and financial resilience supports long-term
systemic adaptation, consistently enforcing measures to limit damage and
integrating measures at the building level with community-level measures.
This adaptive approach to resilience makes sharing risk equally across all
stakeholders via mandatory disaster insurance feasible. It keeps prices low,
provides benefits for everyone, and does not expose the community to
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continuously financing repeated losses that can be avoided by intervention
in physical resilience.

Of course, the Swiss cantonal system is not without limitations.Whilemost
natural disasters are insured, there is a significant protection gap in relation
to earthquake (see Chapter 4). And PGEs themselves remark how factors
such as changes in the design of contemporary buildings, such as the exten-
sive use of glass, and the need to accommodate a growing population are
leading to increases in overall risk. Nonetheless, the Swiss system illustrates
how responsibility for resilience can be balanced across individuals and the
collective through a government that controls the financial role of the insur-
ance industry and its relationships to other private- and public-sector bodies
involved in increasing physical resilience. This is a fundamental expansion of
the system of control and responsibility that actively integrates financial and
physical resilience to disaster.

5.3.4 Can a PGE be designed to integrate financial
and physical resilience?

Successful resilience systems are difficult to imitate. They are complex, and
their success derives not only from the performance of each of their many
individual components (PGEs, land-use planning, infrastructure planning,
building permits, construction standards, etc.), but also from their inter-
connectedness. These interconnections often emerge over a long period of
time, sometimes as a happy accident of history. Yet, some newly established
PGEs indicate how systems based on similar principles can be built. For
example, African Risk Capacity (ARC) started its journey in 2012 grounded
in resilience: seeing insurance as effective only when part of a larger resilience
landscape. This contrasts with most PGEs, which start from insurance and
then attempt to influence the broader resilience framework to sustain their
ability to insure.

ARC is a multi-country PGE that focuses on disaster response (see
Chapter 4, Case 4.1).Their remit focuses on resilience at the disaster response
phase. They aim to ensure the ability of permanently cash-strapped govern-
ments to respond rapidly and effectively to disaster, preventing damage from
getting worse in the aftermath of disaster. ARC started its operations to pro-
vide insurance products to mitigate against the effects of drought in African
nations. Providing funds that help drought-stricken populations to weather
a drought and to remain on their lands can dramatically reduce the human
and economic cost of a drought.33 However, this is only possible if the funds
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are dispatched quickly and if they can be transformed into material supplies
that are delivered quickly to the affected populations:

The payout is supposed to be used to address immediate needs. . . . it’s an early-
actionpayout . . . it’s not, for example, to supportpeople toprepare for farming, you
know, it’smore for addressing needs of people that have been affected by drought
and that are likely to be food-insecure.

(Interview—Development Agency)

ARC cannot mitigate the actual incidence of drought. Its aim is to mitigate
some of the effects, such as insufficient food, prior to the situation becoming
disastrous. Resilience to the effects of drought is built into how the financial
product is provided by ARC. Most insurance products trigger after a disas-
ter has occurred, thereby linking into the post-disaster phase of the disaster
cycle. By contrast, as drought is a slow-onset disaster, the ARC product trig-
gers before the disaster is in full force. ARC’s process is thus about identifying
the critical moment in drought onset when a rapid injection of cash can help
mitigate its effects. It is thus a disaster risk mitigation approach. It also works
pre-disaster tomake sure that governments have the processes and structures
to use that payment effectively in the response phase (see Figure 5.2, Pillars 1
and 3), thus increasing the resilience of the whole disaster response system.
That is the aim of the ARC remit: “most important is how you use this pay-
out to address the immediate need of the population, to address their food
security and prevent them having to sell off their assets, the small assets that
they have” (Interview—PGE).

The preparation necessary to avert the worst effects of oncoming dis-
aster is key to the purpose of the ARC insurance products. Indeed, ARC
has two parts. One is dedicated to the development of insurance products
that can be financed in the international reinsurance markets, so supporting
financial resilience. The other part supports African country governments in
understanding what type of disaster impacts they face, and in developing the
operational and contingency plans necessary to deliver aid: “the work that we
do helps to guide the government to say ‘according to our modelling, these
are the areas where the impact is going to be significant; it is in these areas
that we are going to start’” (Interview—PGE). Governments can only partic-
ipate in the insurance scheme once they have developed a viable operational
plan for responding to a disaster. When disasters are imminent, they provide
a detailed operational plan to ARC for getting food to people before the funds
are disbursed. This ensures that mitigation of the disaster effects is integrated
with the financial payment.
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ARC’s bringing even more value because of the contingency planning and the
discipline around the use of the funds. There’s lots of other value being created
just getting Ministries of Finance along with disaster management people in the
same room making some decisions in advance . . . before any actual risk transfer
happens.

(Interview—PGE)

ARC remains relatively limited in its approach to long-term system-wide
adaptive resilience. For example, it cannot help in designing farming sys-
tems that are less vulnerable to drought. Nonetheless, it demonstrates how
a PGE can be designed to integrate insurance into a resilience framework. By
anchoring on response and by putting resilience first, these PGEs are show-
ing an alternative path through which insurance can be a tool in building
resilience and adaptation—not the other way round. We hope future PGEs
are created with this in mind.

5.4 Conclusion: Integrating financial and physical
resilience makes PGEs sustainable

Integrating physical and financial resilience is a critical but difficult role for
PGEs as they seek to generate a new long-term sustainable equilibrium in
which disaster risk is sufficiently mitigated that it can remain insurable. Most
PGEs focus primarily on restoring or developing insurance as a form of pro-
tection (see Chapter 2). They therefore struggle to integrate insurance with
the physical resilience measures that mitigate the effects of disaster because
such efforts are outside their remit. Yet PGEs are facedwith the growing threat
of disequilibrium (in the form of increasingly complex insurance protection
gaps) associated with the climate crisis and changing demographic trends. A
key challenge for many PGEs, therefore, is to work through the tensions that
arise when their remits are designed to address only one part of the resilience
framework.

Working through this challenge holds opportunity, as PGEs are in a unique
position to recognize gaps in future provision of protection (Chapter 4).They
can use this knowledge to inform resilience measures that help reduce those
gaps and ensure the future relevance of PGEs in addressing protection gaps.
In doing so, they can circumvent a looming challenge for many PGEs and
societies. Insurance uses rising price as a market signal to indicate risk that is
increasingly unsustainable and thus needs to be mitigated. PGEs can sup-
press this market signal through smoothing out the price of insurance. It
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is true that those “pure” market signals have so far had limited effective-
ness inmotivating physical resilience.34 However, suppressing them via PGEs
without attention to physical resilience will only contribute to making risks
increasingly uninsurable, and thus undermining the mission of PGEs. We
therefore advocate for PGEs to reduce the protection gap by integrating their
insurance-based financial resilience role with physical resilience. While few
PGEs have the long-term systemic capability of the Swiss PGE system dis-
cussed here, their activities in knowledge-generation and awareness-raising
contribute to the overall potential for greater resilience throughout society—
but only if PGEs are more thoroughly embedded within the wide resilience
landscape. Thus, even where they are not designed to deliver resilience, or
struggle to do so, PGEs’ efforts build capability that can be drawn upon at a
future point.

5.5 Learning points

1. Interactions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilienceInteractions between financial and physical resilience. The pursuit of
financial resilience can undermine the pursuit of physical resilience. Yet,
physical resilience is central to the sustainability of insurance in the face
of more serious and frequent disasters. Thus, a key issue that PGEs need
to address is how to integrate the two into the core purpose of their
remit.

2. The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit.The longer term role of a PGE’s remit. Insurance implies a return-to-
normal view of resilience. This approach is increasingly insufficient to
address the challenges of a climate crisis. When the remit of a PGE is
dominated by providing insurance, its role in physical resilience will be
limited, with few of the interconnections with the stakeholders in the
resilience landscape that are needed to foster adaptation. This inability to
seriously address resilience will occur whenever insurance is the primary
goal, independently of whether the PGE also has an emphasis on collective
or individual responsibility for protection and is oriented toward industry
or government control over the insurance market.

3. Starting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilienceStarting from overall resilience.ThePGEs that havemore impact on phys-
ical resilience start from a view of insurance as part of a resilience system,
rather than bolting on resilience after the fact. Insurance via PGEs thus
needs to be designed as a tool in the service of overall resilience within
our societies.
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6
Reimagining disaster insurance
Toward a new equilibrium

Introductory Case
Is disaster insurance broken? The 2022 Australian floods. As we were writ-
ing this book in early 2022, Australia was experiencing the worst flood
in its recorded history. This catastrophe affected 1,100 km of the East
Coast, causing 22 deaths, mass evacuations, and devastation of homes
and infrastructure including in two of Australia’s most populated cities.
On a balcony well back from the water’s edge, one of us sat in transfixed
horrorwatching as theBrisbaneRiver rose, sweepingproperty and foliage
away in its path. As the rain finally eased, it became apparent that many
people in the affected areas were uninsured. Insurance had been largely
unaffordable formany sincepremiums jumped in 2011, followingextreme
floods that killed 33 people and caused insured losses of AUD $2.38 bn
(~US $2.43 bn).1 This time, however, as the waters rose above rooftops
and people were evacuated, a proposal for a Northern Australian flood
and cyclone Protection Gap Entity (PGE) was going through legislation in
Australia. Sadly, even if the PGE had already been in place, it would have
had no effect for the flooded population in 2022. The proposed PGE had
been so tightly defined that neither the nature of the flood (not caused
by a cyclone) nor its location (outside Northern Australia) was within its
remit.
The disaster response and recovery were accompanied by the usual

blame games. An Insurance Council of Australia spokesperson claimed
that “there is no area of Australia that is uninsurable, although there are
some locations where there are clearly affordability and availability con-
cerns.” Laying the responsibility for addressing the problem elsewhere,
the spokesperson claimed: “that is why the Insurance Council has called
on all Australian governments to do more to protect homes, businesses
and communities from the impacts of extreme weather.”2 At the same
time, analysts and insurance companies began to signal that insurance
premiums, already unaffordable for many, would have to rise after this
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disaster.3 While some politicians called for an expansion of the proposed
PGE to help address uninsurability, the insurance industry continued to
claim that “a flood reinsurance pool is not required at this time.”4

Further contradictions abounded. The coordinator-general of the
National Recovery and Resilience Agency proposed that homes should
not be rebuilt in areas that would never be resilient to extreme flooding.
Yet, less than a week after the cessation of flooding, with uninhabitable
homes still full of stinking mud, the NSW Planning Minister revoked a
requirement to consider flood and fire risks before building new homes.
His spokesperson cited “priorities to deliver a pipeline of new housing
supply and act on housing affordability.”5 Climate scientists pointed to
the increasing likelihood of extreme weather disasters, while engineers
emphasized the growing vulnerability of properties to such disasters. As
the massive task of clean up and recovery began, yet again, the weak-
nesses in the former strategy of spending money rushing back-to-normal
after a disaster, rather than investing in adaptation (see Chapter 5), were
apparent.6

In September 2022, the Bureau of Meteorology announced a third La
Niña extremewet season, striking fear into the hearts of those still in tem-
porary accommodation from the earlier flooding. The insurance industry
was also severely affected. Even with widespread underinsurance, the
projected AUD $5.45 bn7 (~US $3.65 bn) in losses from the 2022 flooding
more than doubled those in 2011.8 Withmore extreme rainfall on theway,
how could insurance continue to be a robust solution to finance disaster
recovery and reconstruction? Would this finally be the catalyst for fun-
damental change in an insurance and resilience system that was vastly
inadequate for protecting either the population or the economy?

6.1 Introduction

This and similar stories playing out around the world prompt us to ask: how
relevant does the global insurance industrywant to be in aworld of increasing
catastrophic disasters?TheAustralian floods are not the only record-breaking
disasters that have occurred while we were writing this book. Among other
extreme-weather disasters, wildfires devastated close to 7 million acres of
California in 2020 and 2021,9 much of Europe experienced unprecedented
heatwaves in 2022,10 and the worst drought in decades brought extreme
hunger to 18 million people throughout the Horn of Africa.11 Yet, the insur-
ance industry often appears to have few tools to address such extreme
disasters, beyond increasing prices and withdrawing availability. If the global
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insurance industry continues to retreat from extreme disaster through high
pricing and withdrawal while the risk of that disaster continues to grow, its
significance will dwindle. As the population at risk of disaster grows, insur-
ance will fall short of its role of providing the safety net that is so fundamental
to the working and prosperity of modern societies (Chapter 1).

Insurance matters and we need it to work.12 The global property insurance
market underpins individual and business lending, supports the globalmove-
ment of goods, and pays for recovery after a disaster.13 A robust insurance
industry benefits individuals and governments. These benefits are economic.
Each percentage point increase in property insurance in a country reduces
disaster-recovery times by almost 12 months.14 The benefits are also social.
Extensive insurance enables disaster-affected people to return to their nor-
mal lives within approximately 12 months.15 For example, if we consider
the case of the Earthquake Commission (EQC) in New Zealand (which
opened Chapter 1), the 2010/2011 Christchurch earthquakes caused enor-
mous damage, loss of life, livelihood, and homes. The claims distribution
was traumatic, and people suffered. And yet, some 75 percent of those losses
were paid through a combination of public- and private-sector insurance,
enabling New Zealanders to rebuild homes and businesses, and get back to
work, community, and everyday life … until the next disaster.

The role of insurance as a foundation that enables the continuation of
taken-for-granted individual economic activities, such as mortgages and
home ownership, and global activities, such as trade credit and supply chains,
is largely hidden. If disaster insurance dwindles in advanced economies, it
will alter the fabric of society. Personal wealth and housing security (often
of the most vulnerable) will reduce, and inequality will increase as access to
affordable insurance is a key element of social and financial inclusion.16 If
insurance fails to take hold in poorer countries, where there is already less
insurance than in rich countries, their road to economic development will be
further stunted.17 In this chapter, we sketch out the potential obsolescence of
disaster insurance.We then imagine a way to avoid sleepwalking into a future
in which viable disaster insurance can no longer be taken-for-granted.

6.2 The obsolescence of private-sector disaster
insurance

This book has shown how disequilibrium among three entangled
paradoxes—knowledge, control, and responsibility—makes disasters
uninsurable within the private sector. Catastrophic disasters are increasing
in severity, frequency, and concurrence due to a complex and compounding
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set of factors.18 These include climate change and its interaction with other
key factors in a globally interdependent world,19 such as increasing urban-
ization, with a global population that has grown by more than 397 million
people between 2015 and 2020.20

Even in countries with a well-established insurance sector, private-sector
insurance is already struggling to continue to insure disasters like flood-
ing,21 as shown by the development and evolution of PGEs in this book
(see Chapters 2 and 4). In the face of this compounding risk of disasters,
private-sector insurance faces potential obsolescence as a critical partner in
addressing these big risks facing society.

6.2.1 Why is private-sector disaster insurance potentially
obsolescent?

Disaster risk is geographically concentrated and affects multiple types of
insurance at the same time (for instance, property but also health insurance).
Disasters are thus more difficult to insure than other risks, such as car theft,
because they create infrequent but large and concentrated losses that can
put insurers at risk of default. Disaster insurance thus requires mechanisms
for spreading this highly concentrated risk. The birth of global reinsurance
markets (in which insurance companies could insure themselves against
excessive losses) was a key factor in the growth of disaster insurance.22 The
interconnectedness of economic activities todaymeans, however, that “local”
disasters increasingly have the potential to destabilize global supply chains.
Climate change and the growth in urbanizationmean that increasingly severe
cyclones, bushfires, andfloods cause losses to high-value assets and large pop-
ulations in multiple countries with greater frequency.23 The global insurance
industry can only absorb so much of these severe losses within any year, even
by transferring these risks from individual people into a collective compris-
ing the entire global insured population and the pot of market capital that
provides (see Appendix A).

Insurers and analysts have been highlighting the increasing threat of cli-
mate change and other systemic risks to the insurance business model.24
These studies point to the effects of rising insurance claims globally, the
increasing unaffordability and withdrawal of insurance, and the need to limit
climate change whilst making greater investment in resilient property and
planning. As one of our interviewees noted: “you need to invest a billion
pounds a year more on flood risk, just to keep pace with climate change”
(Interview—Insurance Industry). Yet, as another participant lamented, it is
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hard to know whether such investment in property resilience will actually
improve insurance affordability or availability: “you imagine the problem of
modeling it, what’s climate-change-related, how do you price it, what market
is interested in it, what sort of premiums; [it’s] too high a level of uncertainty”
(Interview—Government). Insurers are clear that more action is needed to
increase the resilience of assets to climate change and other disasters. Yet they
have little control over these actions or how to incorporate them into a viable
risk transfer process (see Chapter 5).

6.2.2 COVID-19 indicated the limitations of the insurance
system

The COVID-19 pandemic was a disaster that crossed national borders,
affecting many types of business and most aspects of civil society. It thus
displayed the complex interdependencies and cascading effects characteris-
tic of systemic risk.25 As the Chartered Insurance Institute noted; “systemic
risks—risks, such as COVID-19, that are so large in scale they can cause
the breakdown of an entire system—not only pose a major threat to society
but also render traditional risk-transfer mechanisms unsuitable, calling into
question the role of the insurance sector in addressing them.”26 Many of the
economic losses of the COVID-19 pandemic were not insured. Where they
were, for example in event cancellation or in business interruption, the insur-
ance industry was reluctant to pay for a disaster it would never knowingly
have insured. This generated litigation around the world.27 Insurers pointed
out that a pandemic on the scale of COVID-19 was uninsurable. As one
insurer explained to us: “this is too big for the industry. In other words, it’s just
a government issue. The industry has no part to play” (Interview—Insurance
Industry).

Pandemic is a much faster-moving and more immediate type of systemic
risk than climate change.28 Nonetheless, it provides an important indica-
tor of the limitations that the global insurance system faces in a world
where increasingly frequent, severe, and concurrent disasters contribute to
a growing problem of uninsurability.

Traditional private-sector insurance is mostly under industry control, with
government control limited to setting some broad “rules of the game.” This
is because, by working well as a market, insurance mostly satisfies society’s
expectations of protection from loss. However, the inability of the industry
to deal with the challenges of disaster insurance creates a social problem.29
This problem—the loss of financial protection from disaster—is no longer a
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dystopian future but an increasingly urgent present. To ensure ongoing pro-
tection from disaster, insurance has to be reimagined. Here, PGEs have a role
to play.

6.3 PGEs at the nexus of local and global insurance
systems

Our book has examined PGEs as ad hoc local interventions initiated by gov-
ernments to increase insurability in the face of disasters, with the aim of
protectingmoremembers of their society. As shown in the previous chapters,
these local efforts point to numerous non-traditional ways in which insur-
ance can be reimagined for the greater benefit of society.30 For example, by
overriding knowledge deficits (Chapter 2); enforcing solidarity as a means of
protecting high-risk individuals (Chapter 3); evolving to address new areas
of disaster (Chapter 4); and providing some stimulus to increase resilience
(Chapter 5). Hence, as more properties are becoming uninsurable in the pri-
vate sector, existing PGEs are being called upon to fulfill more functions and
new PGEs are established. For example, during the research for this book:
a cyclone reinsurance pool was established in Australia; wildfire insurance
came under the remit of the California Earthquake Authority (CEA); the
African Risk Capacity (ARC) began to provide excess rainfall products to
African countries; and the South-East Asian Disaster Risk Insurance Facil-
ity (SEADRIF) began offering its first flood insurance product in Lao PDR.
We argue that PGEs can no longer be considered as separate from the global
insurance system, developed to address some local anomaly that makes risk
uninsurable in the private market.31 Rather, PGEs are here to stay; integral
to the process of making disaster insurable at the local and global level in the
age of climate change.

6.3.1 Effects at the local level

In this book, we have explained how PGEs mitigate the effects of disequilib-
rium locally.They work around the imbalance in the knowledge, control, and
responsibility paradoxes in their local contexts to generate insurability in dif-
ferent ways. For example, in Chapter 2 we show how PGEs, such as Flood Re
or Caisse Centrale de Réassurance (CCR), can choose to ignore the problem
of too much knowledge when pricing risk, to provide a socially oriented, col-
lective approach to insurance. Alternatively, they can work to develop better
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knowledge, as with themulti-country (e.g., ARC) or the terrorismPGEs (e.g.,
Pool Re), enabling otherwise uninsurable risk to be at least partially trans-
ferred into the privatemarket. InChapters 3 and 4, we demonstrate that PGEs
can create a new equilibrium in many different ways by adopting different
positions among the three paradoxes and adjusting these positions according
to the changing demands upon them. These differences reflect the demands
of their specific local context and have different implications for the extent to
which the PGE can address the protection gap. For example, some, such as
CEA (see Chapter 2), struggle to increase the take up of insurance, while oth-
ers, like the Swiss system (see Chapter 5), are even able to have effects upon
the wider ecosystem for resilience.

6.3.2 Effects at the global level

In addition to their local effects, PGEs enable these risks to become part of the
global insurance market. First, many of them transfer a portion of the local
risk that they cover into the global reinsurance market (see Appendix A).

Second, PGEsmay act locally but they exchange knowledgewith each other
through a range of international forums. Examples include the annual Inter-
national Federation of Terrorism Risk (Re)Insurance Pools (IFTRIP) con-
ference, the World Forum of Catastrophe Programs meetings, and various
OECD and World Bank events. These forums provide opportunities for PGE
managers to come together to discuss their challenges in working with the
uninsurable aspects of extreme weather and seismological disasters and ter-
rorist attacks. Third, as most PGEs are heavily scrutinized through legislative
review and external policy evaluations, their lessons, including the criticisms
of them, are made easily available to others. For example, the 2010/2011
Christchurch earthquakes in New Zealand provided a sudden and profound
test of a PGE. Many PGEs, observing the problems the EQC experienced in
settling claims post-disaster, re-examined their ownpotential for rapid claims
handling (Observation fieldnote). Thus, what is experienced or learned by
one PGE, while not necessarily directly transferrable into another PGE, is
nonetheless the basis for another to develop its own approach to local risk. In
this way PGEs provide a platform for broad exchanges between local contexts
and the wider global system for working with otherwise uninsurable risk.

In summary, PGEs mitigate the disequilibrium of uninsurability through
local actions to make risk insurable. By transferring some of that risk to the
global market, and through knowledge exchange between them, they also
help to shape the global system for dealing with uninsurable risk. However,
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much of this is done on an ad hoc basis in response to local problems, rather
than as part of a purposive effort to reimagine a disaster insurance system
that has, at its heart, a mission to increase societal protection from disaster.

6.4 Toward a new equilibrium: Integrating PGEs
in the global insurance system

PGEs are organizations that have created insurability out of uninsurability
in collaboration with many different stakeholders, often over decades. They
have done so in the context of a large array of different disasters.32 Over time
they have amassed substantial knowledge, relationships, and capabilities that
can help address the growing threat of uninsurable risk globally. Extending
and integrating the work of PGEs is central to reimagining a new landscape
within which disaster insurance remains possible.

To make more use of these organizations at the interface between different
public, private, and societal stakeholders, it is necessary to consider how their
work can generate a new dynamic equilibrium in the underlying knowledge,
control, and responsibility paradoxes within which disaster risk is insured.
We now consider the interrelated ways in which PGEs’ work with these para-
doxes can be scaled and further enhanced to reimagine insurance as a system
of societal protection from disaster.

6.4.1 Addressing the knowledge (and responsibility)
paradox: Linking financial to physical resilience

Disaster insurance sits at the crux of a knowledge problem. There is grow-
ing certainty over the increasing frequency and severity of disasters for parts
of the population. At the same time, there remains considerable uncertainty
over what, specifically, this increase in frequency and severity will mean in
terms of losses, and in what time frame.33 The risk associated with climate
change is both too knowable—it will happen—and yet too unknowable34—
it cannot be modeled with sufficient certainty to price—creating a profound
imbalance in the knowledge paradox at the heart of insurance (Chapter 1).35
Any reimagined insurance system must address this imbalance. As discussed
in this book, PGEs are instrumental in finding ways to rebalance the knowl-
edge paradox, by ignoring either the absence or the excess of knowledge; for
instance, subsidizing insurance to those for whom the risk of disaster is too
certain to be privately insured (see Chapters 2 and 3).
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Addressing the knowledge problem by simply ignoring it is not sustain-
able in the context of climate change. Subsidizing the premiums of high-risk
individuals means that their risk of loss is transferred at a rate below its actual
cost to the collective.36 In the short term, the collective pool of premiums can
support recovery for those at high-risk. However, as the group of individuals
at risk keeps growing, this approach is unsustainable. It is, therefore, essen-
tial to use knowledge to promote changes in physical resilience to disaster, so
helping to contain losses to both individuals and the collective.37 Addressing
the knowledge paradox will, thus, also address elements of the responsibil-
ity paradox, by supporting both financial and physical resilience to disaster
(Chapter 5).

Integrating the financial resilience role of PGEs within the wider physical
resilience landscape is critical for reimagining insurance. Such integration
might hint at some future state in which all properties, having been made
resilient to disaster, are fully insurable within a private market. That it is pos-
sible to use physical resilience to resolve the knowledge paradox, returning
risk to that sweet spot where enough is known about it to calculate a price
at which individuals can purchase an affordable premium in a private-sector
insurance market (see Chapters 1 and 2). While this might be a theoretical
possibility, it is utopian. Rather, we need to manage our expectations.

First, uncertainty abounds over precisely which mitigation measures will
have exactly what effects on insurance pricing. For example, in 2019 we
attended a conference where the plight of apartment owners in Welling-
ton, New Zealand, was discussed in relation to building code updates. Many
stakeholders (from the property owners to the government) were frustrated
and surprised that this expensive work that had supposedly reduced earth-
quake risk had not resulted in more affordable or accessible insurance. Thus,
even with focused efforts on physical resilience, some volatility and uncer-
tainty over insurability will remain, for which a PGE is a relevant financial
partner.

Second, there will be properties for which, nomatter whatmitigationmea-
sures are taken, the risk of disaster will remain too high. For example, an
apartment complex that sits on an earthquake faultline or on the coastline of
a hurricane-prone area. These properties, particularly where there are many
of them, pose a substantial problem. For some societies, it will be impossi-
ble to buy out everybody at risk of disaster and relocate them all to more
disaster-resilient properties at speed.Thus, we need to understand that efforts
to improve physical resiliencewill not resolve every protection gap and in full.
There will be housing stock that may not be long-term insurable, and will
not be able to be sold, but will, nonetheless, remain inhabited for some time.
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Here PGEs might be able to help by offering some support during a period
of transition.

Third, contradictions across different stakeholders canmake resilience dif-
ficult. For example, our opening vignette showed that, within days of the
flooding in Australia, state government planning permissions focused on
building affordable housing, dismissing concerns for flood resilience. Yet the
federal disaster agency had recommended not rebuilding housing in disaster-
prone areas. The problem is that affordable housing and flood-resilient
housing are both important and often contradictory priorities according to
politicians’ different portfolios, and at different levels of government. Inte-
gration of physical and financial resilience will be a complex, tension-laden,
multi-stakeholder issue that requires constant work rather than a final end-
point that resolves the problem once and for all. PGEs can be a helpful player
in navigating these contradictions. As shown throughout this book, PGEs
have capabilities in working with the different political demands upon them
and the different priorities that need to be met to ensure that a market sys-
tem can continue to fulfill a societal need for protection. PGEs are thus
well-placed to facilitate links between all the stakeholders—insurers, govern-
ment agencies, construction companies, and planners to name a few—in the
ongoing and deepening relationship between resilience and insurance. To do
so, they will need to be integrated within the resilience ecosystem of their
national and regional contexts and be empowered to play a part in ensuring
progress toward physical resilience to disaster.

In summary, PGEs can play a key role in reimaging the insurance land-
scape by helping to build physical resilience to disaster. There is no utopian
future in which all disaster risks can be known, mitigated, and returned to
the private sector. PGEs will, nonetheless, be able to support individuals to
remain insured and to bemore responsible members of an insured collective.
The PGE role may include:

• Paying claims that enable disaster-prone building stock to be rebuilt to
more resilient specifications (e.g., Flood Re and CEA), so enabling those
individuals to access more affordable insurance;

• Funding research and education on disasters and ways of reducing their
effect, socially and economically (e.g., ARC, CCRIF, and EQC);

• Using the knowledge that they have access to, or that they develop, to
build data and modeling and make these available to inform decisions
about physical resilience (e.g., ARPC, Pool Re, Consorcio, and the Swiss
system);

• Being integrated into their national and regional disaster resilience land-
scape in ways that enable insurance information to inform current
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and future building permissions and relocations (e.g., Swiss system and
CCR);

• Negotiating amongst stakeholders’ contradictory priorities whilst keep-
ing the focus on evolving to respond to increasing risk (e.g., ARPC,
Flood Re, Consorcio).

Some of these activities are done sporadically, or in different ways in differ-
ent contexts by different PGEs. Some PGEs are at the forefront in this effort,
and some play a smaller role. However, as our study progressed, we have
seen most PGEs become significantly more active in resilience, and actively
attempting to learn from each other in this area. This is an encouraging sign.
Nonetheless, much remains to be done.

6.4.2 Addressing the control paradox: Government
and private-sector collaboration

The control paradox—who controls the insurance market—is also central in
reimagining insurance. While the insurance market is typically run by the
insurance industry, which needs to be profitable, the government needs to
retain some control to ensure that insurance provides a societally acceptable
level of disaster protection. Breakdowns in disaster protection have led to the
formation of many PGEs, often raising tensions between governments and
the insurance industry about who should control the market.

A reimagined insurance system must reconceive the control paradox in
the context of disaster insurance: governments must intervene in the mar-
ket and the industry must collaborate and support those interventions. This
does not mean that governments should fully underwrite the market, pro-
viding an unlimited capital guarantee. Neither does it mean that the private
sector should have no or a smaller role in insurance. Indeed, it will remain
critical. Rather, it means generating a new dynamic equilibrium that meets
the demands of a world affected by forces such as the climate crisis, increas-
ing urbanization, and geopolitical instability—an equilibrium in which PGEs
are considered part of the global insurance landscape rather than an anomaly
within it.

Many of the PGEs formed in the last three decades are viewed as “tem-
porary” solutions, needed only to address moments of private-sector failure,
and tightly bound around a specific gap in the market. Yet, as the previous
chapters show, insurance is often only brought about and continues because
of the PGEs that sit between the needs of the government and the private
industry. It is not clear that PGEs can be eliminated. Where efforts at doing
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so have been made, most prominently in the case of TRIA (see Chapter 1,
Case 1.1), they have failed. PGEs often enable the profitability of the insur-
ance industry to continue in many areas of risk, even as they secure and
expand protection for policyholders. They can, therefore, be considered as
part of the system, rather than a less-than-ideal anomaly or a stopgap.

While not yet widespread, there are indications that the concept of PGEs as
government, industry, and wider stakeholder collaborations to expand insur-
ance, is indeed widening. Innovations show the increasing scale of the PGE
concept, as new forms of public, private, NGO, and civil society collabora-
tion emerge to insure what would otherwise be uninsurable risk, as per the
example of the Mesoamerican Reef Insurance Program (Case 6.1).

Case example 6.1: MesoamericanReef InsuranceProgram:
Expanding thePGE concept to natural assets

As extremeweather wreaks havoc on natural assets like coral reefs, insurance is one
proposed source of capital to repair these assets after disasters such as hurricanes.

One example is the Mesoamerican Reef Insurance Program, established in 2019
through a collaboration between the Nature Conservancy NGO, aMexican state gov-
ernment, the tourism industry operating in the area, scientists, and the international
insurance industry. This program initially provided disaster liquidity insurance to
cover 160 km of the Mesoamerican barrier reef. Following Hurricane Delta in 2020,
an insurance payout of $1.14 million allowed swift damage assessments, debris
removal, and initial repairs to the reef, alongside preparation for restoration and
recovery work. This enabled rapid response to prevent further deterioration, ensur-
ing that coastlineswould continue to be protected by the reef, and that the reef itself
would remain an important and viable resource for tourism revenue. As Fernando
Secaira of The Nature Conservancy noted: “this innovative approach to protecting
reefs paid off. Insurance plus government commitments paired with on-the-ground
rapid response create the perfect formula to quickly repair critical coral reefs. It’s
a win-win and we look forward to identifying other parts of the world where this
approach could work.”∗ For the global insurance industry, it was also positive as it
was one more area of risk on which to use their capital, albeit not one they could
easily have brought to market by themselves.

In 2021 this program was extended to three more countries, with the aim to
eventually insure the full 1,000 km of the Mesoamerican barrier reef.

∗ Winters, R., “World’s First Coral Reef Insurance Policy Triggered by Hurricane Delta.”
The Nature Conservancy, December 7, 2020. Available from: https://www.nature.org/en-us/
newsroom/coral-reef-insurance-policy-triggered/

https://www.nature.org/en-us/newsroom/coral-reef-insurance-policy-triggered/
https://www.nature.org/en-us/newsroom/coral-reef-insurance-policy-triggered/
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Other innovations are emerging from a range of different collaborations.38
For example, donor-led efforts, such as the German development agency
InsuResilience, and humanitarian efforts, such as the World Food Program
and Start Network, are building insurance into anticipatory financing for
post-disaster relief efforts. Previously, humanitarian disaster response was
funded by charitable giving, donors, and development agencies. Insurance
is now an additional source of anticipatory financing for humanitarian disas-
ter response, for example, enabling humanitarian agencies to buy a disaster
liquidity insurance product for a specific country through a PGE, such
as African Risk Capacity (see Chapter 4, Case 4.1). The premium to buy
these products is funded by donors and underwritten by the private insur-
ance industry. And the products trigger at a contractually agreed point in a
disaster—such as the onset of a drought—releasing cash immediately for the
humanitarian response. Such initiatives harness the power of insurance to
ensure cash for humanitarian relief is in place prior to the disaster, rather
than a mad scramble to find it afterwards. By leveraging private capital,
these initiatives can enable donor funds to go further, whilst also expand-
ing opportunities for the insurance industry. In other initiatives, the private
industry is embracing the turn to collaboration, such as the Insurance Devel-
opment Forum, a private-sector-initiated effort to work with governments,
development banks, and NGOs on novel ways to insure disasters.

Table 6.1 provides a brief, rather than exhaustive, overview of the various
types of initiatives emerging that constitute an expansion of the PGE concept.
Our point is that it is necessary to consider PGEs, both in their current forms
discussed in this book and these burgeoning new forms of collaboration, as
central parties in a reimagined global insurance system. This new landscape
will continue to experience tensions over control, as it will be imperfect and
evolving. However, stakeholders will be comfortable with working with the
contradictions that public-private collaboration entails, as part of the ongoing
quest to improve physical and financial resilience to disasters.

6.4.3 Addressing the responsibility paradox: Should
insurance be mandatory?

A reimagined insurance landscape relies on available, affordable, and sustain-
able disaster insurance for the protection of society. In a world of increasing
disaster, private-sector disaster insurance faces severe challenges and, poten-
tially, the risk of breakdown. PGEs have come about at these points of
breakdown, providing insights into how insurance markets of the future will
have to address the issue of who is responsible for disaster protection. As our
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Table 6.1 Growth in the wider PGE concept.

Example of Initiative Key characteristics

Donor initiatives: e.g.,
InsuResilience;a Global
Risk Financing Facility
(GRIF)b

Donor-led initiatives to support provision of insurance as part
of development, climate, and humanitarian relief. These
initiatives provide a range of support from financing the
technical and operating capabilities of PGEs, such as ARC, to
premium support, in conjunction with other donor countries
and the World Bank.

Humanitarian initiatives:
e.g., Start Network;c

World Food Programd

Humanitarian initiatives to stabilize their post-disaster funding
capabilities through the purchase of insurance products. These
products provide a payout that enables humanitarian agencies
to provide a rapid response to alleviate the effects of disasters
within countries.

Private industry
initiatives:
e.g., Insurance
Development Forum;e

Blue Marblef

Private industry initiatives, usually comprising a consortium of
insurance companies coming together to provide market capital
and technical support for social insurance projects. These are
focused on addressing risks that would otherwise be
underserved or not served at all by insurance capital. These
initiatives, which often expand to become cross-sector, can
provide the technical assistance to develop a product and source
the market capital for it.

Problem-led initiatives:
e.g., Mesoamerican Reef
Insurance Program;g

CCRIFh

Initiatives where a problem that would not usually attract an
insurance response brings collaborators together to model risk,
develop products, source premium providers, and insurance
market capital to offer protection. These initiatives can become
institutionalized over time. For example, the Caribbean
Catastrophe Risk Insurance Facility (CCRIF) began as a novel
problem-led initiative by the Caribbean Community following
Hurricane Ivan in 2004.

a. InsuResilience. Date accessed: September 2022. Available from: https://www.insuresilience.org/
b. Global Risk Financing Facility. Date accessed: September 2022. Available from: https://
globalriskfinancing.org/
c. Start Network. Date accessed: September 2022. Available from: https://startnetwork.org/
d. World Food Program. Date accessed: September 2022. Available from: https://www.wfp.org/
e. Insurance Development Forum. Date accessed: September 2022. Available from: https://www.
insdevforum.org
f. Blue Marble. Date accessed: September 2022. Available from: https://bluemarblemicro.com
g. MAR Fund. Date accessed: September 2022. Available from: https://marfund.org/en/
h. CCRIF. Date accessed: September 2022. Available from: https://www.ccrif.org/

analysis has shown, those PGEs set up to emphasize individual responsi-
bility for protection, typically through risk-reflective pricing, and to bolster
industry control over insurance markets, have comparatively little impact
on ensuring widespread insurance protection from disaster (see Chapters 3
and 4). It thus seems inevitable that protecting individuals from disaster will
require more collectivization of risk than many are used to.

We agree that, in principle, individuals need to be responsible for con-
taining their losses from disasters to prevent an undue burden on society.

https://www.insuresilience.org/
https://globalriskfinancing.org/
https://globalriskfinancing.org/
https://startnetwork.org/
https://www.wfp.org/
https://www.insdevforum.org
https://www.insdevforum.org
https://bluemarblemicro.com
https://marfund.org/en/
https://www.ccrif.org/
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However, for individuals to be able to take responsibility, theymust start from
a position in which their properties are not disproportionately vulnerable to
disaster.39 That is, they must already have been moved from the flood plains
or have had their homes built to withstand hurricanes. To ensure amore level
playing field for individuals to act responsibly in containing loss, therefore,
strong government-level investments in physical as well as financial resilience
are needed. As we have discussed (see Chapter 5 and section 6.4.1), with an
appropriate mandate, PGEs can be an important vehicle for this integration
of physical and financial resilience to take place. Such integration reduces the
burden to the collective of excessive loss from some individuals.

PGEs are particularly effective vehicles for instigating collective responsi-
bility for disaster, because, with government intervention, they can spread
the risk of multiple types of disasters across all members of a society (see
Chapters 2 and 3). However, to further a collective approach to protection,
PGEs will have to grapple with what is often a thorny problem for soci-
eties with a strong culture of marketization and a strong focus on individual
responsibility; should disaster insurance be mandatory? By mandatory disas-
ter insurance wemean that individuals are required to buy, and the insurance
market must offer, disaster insurance. In a reimagined insurance landscape,
disaster insurance will, most likely, only be possible when it is made manda-
tory. This is because mandatory insurance ensures that a wide protection
net is spread across society, encompassing all individuals within a collec-
tive responsibility for protection.40 Mandatory schemes are already a feature
of some areas of insurance. For example, compulsory third-party (CTP)
motor vehicle insurance is widely accepted as part of car insurance in many
countries. This insurance, often a condition of registering a vehicle, provides
protection for people who may be injured or killed in a motor vehicle acci-
dent. Effectively, this CTP motor insurance means that every vehicle owner
must buy the insurance and makes the entire vehicle-owning population of
a country into a collective with responsibility to pay for extreme losses to
any individual. In those countries that already have mandatory insurance for
some disasters (such as New Zealand, France, and Spain), disaster insurance
is often coupled with the general insurance purchase. For example, earth-
quake insurance is mandatory as part of fire insurance in New Zealand (via
the Earthquake Commission—EQC). In these contexts of heightened gov-
ernment control of the insurance market, the PGE’s role is to ensure the
affordability of this mandatory insurance. In tandem with the integration
of insurance with physical resilience, and active collaboration between gov-
ernment and the insurance industry, mandatory insurance via PGEs is one
way to reimagine responsibility for insurance protection. Hence, despite the
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difficulties of setting up and running mandatory systems effectively, they
seem our best option to achieve affordable and sustainable insurance. Draw-
ing inspiration from Churchill, mandatory schemes are “the worst form” of
disaster protection “except for all those other forms that have been tried from
time to time.”41 Mandatory insurance can indeed work as a means of rebal-
ancing the responsibility paradox, where it is fully integrated within a new
equilibriumof physical and financial resilience and collaborative control over
the insurance market; in effect in a reimagined insurance landscape.

6.5 Conclusion: Reimagining insurance in an ecosystem
of protection

We have argued for a new dynamic equilibrium in which PGEs, in both their
existing forms and in the burgeoning expansions of the PGE concept, are
integral to the global insurance system. Our strong advocacy for PGEs is
not because they are a silver bullet to save private-sector disaster insurance
from obsolescence. Rather, in a world of increasing disaster, it is essential to
recalibrate the entire ecosystem for disaster protection. Insurance will be one
key part of that new ecosystem. Based on our extensive fieldwork, we offer
a vision for how to reimagine insurance within the ecosystem of protection:
embracing knowledge to build stronger links between physical and financial
resilience; acknowledging government and industry collaboration in insur-
ance markets; and accepting that collective responsibility for protection will
be necessary to enable individuals to act responsibly in their own protection.
PGEs, with their expertise, political capabilities, and role at the intersection of
many of the stakeholders in the insurance and resilience landscape, provide
one vehicle to create our vision of an ecosystem of protection. This ecosys-
tem would have societal protection from disaster at its heart, with insurance,
reimagined, as an effective tool for protection.
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APPENDIX A

The disaster risk transfer process

1. The traditional (re)insurance market

The purpose of disaster insurance is to transfer the risk of loss from a disaster, such as a
major flood or hurricane, from insured individuals and businesses to insurers. This helps these
individuals and businesses pay for repairs after a disaster.

Insurers accept the risk from insureds in exchange for a premium. Insurers are then respon-
sible to pay for the potential future financial losses arising from disaster according to the terms
and conditions of the insurance policy. If a loss occurs, insurers will pay claims as specified in
the insurance policy. For example, individuals can buy an insurance policy to protect their
house from flood. They can decide the level of cover (for what proportion of their house value
they will buy cover) and how much risk to retain themselves (“excess” or threshold they will
pay themselves for damage before their insurance starts to pay). These different factors affect
the amount of their premium. Then if a flood damages their house, insurers will issue a payout
based on the cover bought through the insurance policy. Insurers calculate and charge pre-
miums, so that the accumulated premiums of the many insureds over time cover the losses
of the unfortunate few that suffer losses from disasters. Insurers are typically private-sector
companies that make a profit through this risk transfer process.

Insurers must also protect themselves from a disaster that gives them many claims at once.
They, therefore, transfer some risk via reinsurance to ensure they will remain solvent to pay
claims after a big disaster. Essentially, reinsurance is insurance for insurance companies. Each
insurer transfers some of their risk to a panel of multiple reinsurers. As with insurance risk
transfer, reinsurers agree on the conditions upon which to pay their share of that insurer’s
claims, in return for which they receive a reinsurance premium. Reinsurance capital can come
from reinsurers that accept insurance risk for a profit and other financial market providers,
such as hedge funds, mutual funds, sovereign wealth funds, pension funds, and institutional
investors, also accepting risk for a profit (see Figure A.1).
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for risk transfer
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Individuals
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Premium payment
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Figure A.1 The risk transfer process in the traditional (re)insurance market.
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2. PGE intervention

While the traditional (re)insurance market is critical in assisting individuals and businesses
to withstand financial loss after disasters, a significant portion of disaster risk globally is not
insured, resulting in an insurance protection gap (see Introduction). The risk transfer process
just described is typically a private-sector mechanism. However, when an insurance protec-
tion gap arises governments can intervene in the risk transfer process to make at least some
of that risk insurable. Such interventions take the form of Protection Gap Entities—PGEs (see
Chapter 1). These PGEs adopt different strategies for making risk insurable, which can range
from governments taking some risk upon their own balance sheet, to introducing schemes
such as publicly funded or privately funded but publicly managed (re)insurance pools, to
using developmental and donor funds to subsidize some formof insurance provision for coun-
tries. The aim of these PGEs is to introduce, increase, or restore insurability to risk that would
otherwise be uninsurable in the private sector.

2.1 PGE position in the risk transfer process

PGEs can occupy one of three archetypal positions in the risk transfer process: insurer, rein-
surer, and market capture (see Figure A.2).1 This position simply explains at what point they
participate in transferring risk, rather than explaining any variation in their governance struc-
tures (e.g., public, private, partnership), risks covered (e.g., single peril or multi-peril), type
of risk solution (e.g., product used), and their funding model (e.g., policyholders’ premiums,
public or private levy).

The Insurer PGE operates in the insurance market by providing insurance policies on a par-
ticular disaster that is either no longer covered by the private sector or one for which cover
has become unaffordable for those highly exposed to the risk. They provide policies directly
to individuals and businesses in return for a premium and are responsible for paying claims.
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Figure A.2 The risk transfer process after PGEs’ intervention (individuals and businesses
are the insureds).
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They can also buy reinsurance from the private sector to cover their risk exposure. Examples
of the Insurer PGE are the NZ Earthquake Commission (EQC), the California Earthquake
Authority (CEA), and the USA National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP).

TheReinsurer PGE operates as a reinsurance pool.They typically intervene eitherwhen there
is a supply failure in the private reinsurance sector (e.g., Pool Re or Australian Reinsurance
Pool Corporation (ARPC) orwhen insurance premiums become unaffordable (e.g., Flood Re).
They enable the insurance market to continue offering policies by transferring the proportion
of risk that would otherwise form an identified protection gap from any insurance policy to
a Reinsurer PGE. For example, insurers in the UK can offer flood insurance to individuals,
knowing that they can transfer the risk of a loss from flood to the Reinsurer PGE, Flood Re.

TheMarket Capture PGE operates in both the insurance and reinsurance spaces. It acts as an
insurer for all, or at least most, disaster risks in a country. They do so either alongside private
insurers as an additional product or by “co-insuring” on existing products with the private
insurers. Because it typically holds all the risks in a country, the Market Capture PGE has a
highly diversified portfolio that enables it to optimize its capital reserves. Thus, it does not
necessarily need to purchase reinsurance but can choose instead to act as its own reinsurer.
This type of PGE is typically a public-sector organization. An example of the Market Capture
PGE is Consorcio in Spain.

2.2 PGE strategies for transferring risk

When they intervene in the traditional risk transfer process, PGEs have two main strategies
for transferring risk, removing risk and/or redistributing risk. Some PGEs combine the two
strategies.2

Removing risk refers to an interventionwhere a PGE removes risk from the insurance indus-
try onto the PGE or government balance sheet. This is particularly likely for disasters that are
seen as too volatile or extreme for the private sector to insure. For example, a PGE may take
all the earthquake risk in an area such as California, so that the PGE, not the industry, will pay
the claims after an earthquake. It can also focus on removing the most extreme risk that is the
most difficult to insure by the private market. For example, a PGE such as ARPC may pay the
highest levels of claims arising from a terrorist attack, while the insurers pay the lower-level
claims.

Redistributing risk refers to a PGE taking insurance premiums from a group of high-risk
policyholders at a lower rate than they would be charged in the private sector. This lower rate
is subsidized by redistributing the cost of premiums across all policyholders. Redistribution is
typically used in situations where risk-reflective pricing would make insurance unaffordable
for policyholders in high-risk areas. A PGE may redistribute the risk by charging a flat rate
for disaster insurance across all policyholders at a national level. This is typically supported by
the government legislating mandatory disaster insurance. A PGE can also redistribute the risk
from a small group of policyholders across all policyholders. This is typically supported by a
levy on all other policyholders, who are each charged a small amount more in their premiums
to subsidize the reduction in price to the small group that are at high-risk of loss.

2.3 PGE intervention for governments

The PGE strategies explained in 2.2 are relevant to a mature insurance market where the
insureds are individuals or businesses. However, there are also protection gaps where the
insureds are sovereigns seeking financial protection for the effects of disaster upon the nation
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Figure A.3 The risk transfer process after PGEs’ intervention (governments are the
insureds).

(see Figure A.3). National Disaster PGEs3 are insurance-based facilities to provide govern-
ments with parametric insurance products in exchange for a premium.4 Acting as the insurer
to these countries, these PGEs retain some of the disaster risks of themember governments on
their balance sheet and then transfer the rest to traditional reinsurers and financial markets.
While the structure resembles a traditional insurer, there are two striking differences. First,
National Disaster PGEs are not-for-profit organizations that often receive substantial finan-
cial and technical assistance from development banks and donors to operate. Second, while
private insurers retain a substantial part of the insureds’ risk and transfer just some of that to
reinsurers, National Disaster PGEs do the opposite. They retain some, typically a small part,
of the risk and then transfer most of it to reinsurers which therefore are liable for most of the
claims’ payments. This type of PGE may be an insurance facility for a single sovereign, such
as FONDEN in Mexico, or, increasingly, are multi-country PGEs, such as the African Risk
Capacity (ARC), or the Caribbean Catastrophe Risk Insurance Facility (CCRIF).

Notes

1. Jarzabkowski, P., Chalkias, K., Cacciatori, E., Bednarek, R., Between State and Market:
Protection Gap Entities and Catastrophic Risk. London: Cass Business School, City, Uni-
versity of London, 2018, 12–19: section 3, “In the Presence of aMature InsuranceMarket:
Market Dynamics.” Available from: https://www.bayes.city.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/
0020/420257/PGE-Report-FINAL.pdf

2. Jarzabkowski et al., Between State and Market, 12–19.
3. Throughout this book, the National Disaster PGEs that we explain are multi-country

PGEs, and so we use the term multi-country PGE within the book text.
4. Jarzabkowski et al.,Between State andMarket, 20–5: section 4, “Protection for Sovereigns:

Insurance as a Disaster Liquidity Product.”
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APPENDIX B

Methodology

Our research followed a phenomenon-driven, inductive approach that was global, multi-
stakeholder, and longitudinal in nature.

The central aim that guided our research was to seek a deeper understanding and offer
insights into a focal phenomenon—the problem of disaster insurance protection gaps and the
solutions brought to addressing this gap by the various Protection Gap Entities (PGEs). Our
approach was inductive as we did not start with a specific research question but with an inter-
est in understanding how these entities intervened to address specific disaster protection gaps.
Our research design, analytical insights, and research questions grew inductively out of a quest
to better understand the phenomenon at hand.

The nature of the phenomenon we investigated prompted a global research design. Insur-
ance protection gaps are a global phenomenon. Climate change, increased urbanization, and
geopolitical instability that are increasing the protection gap are global issues. Many organiza-
tions involved, such as the World Bank or some (re)insurance firms, are global organizations,
engaged with protection gaps around the world. Also, the lessons learned and solutions
implemented locally in one context are often transferred elsewhere within the global insur-
ance system. While other studies have focused on specific PGEs1 or compare them,2 our
study traced PGEs as a varied global response to a global problem within the complex and
interdependent system of insurance, rather than as separate organizations.

Nonetheless, to understand the phenomenon, we also needed to understand the local con-
texts in which PGEs respond to the protection gap. Each PGE is distinct and embedded
in country-specific contexts that shaped both the disaster being addressed and the PGE’s
approach to it. Understanding the global phenomenon thus also entailed a focus on local solu-
tions. We therefore zoomed in to collect data within countries, focusing on different local
solutions and the stakeholders involved. Then we zoomed out to understand the connections
and interdependencies among these local solutions.

Given the complexity of the disaster insurance protection gap, which extends beyond the
boundaries of any organization or country, and includes the multiple organizations and
communities that PGEs must interact with, we took a multi-stakeholder approach. We fol-
lowed many stakeholders with competing interests and objectives across the world, including
PGE managers, and the insurance industry, government, and development stakeholders that
worked directly upon, or around, the protection gap phenomenon. Some of these stakeholders
worked globally, across multiple PGEs, while others acted mainly at the local level of spe-
cific PGEs. Consequently, our research design focused on PGEs as the central organizations
addressing protection gaps, but was inter-organizational, focusing on the interdependencies
between PGEs and their multiple and diverse stakeholders, locally and globally.

Finally, our research was longitudinal as our purpose was to understand the global phe-
nomenon over time. Protection gaps, as well as the local responses to them from PGEs and
their stakeholders, are not static. This meant we were interested in exploring how PGEs orig-
inated as a response to local gaps, how local gaps evolved, and how PGEs responded (or not)
to such evolution. While other studies3 have shown how various PGEs are structured and
governed, our study examined the relationship between PGE evolution and protection gap
evolution, in an effort to not only explore their past and current state but also understand and
anticipate future issues.
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Specifics about research design and data collection

We collected interview, observational, and documentary data on 17 PGEs that are collectively
addressing protection gaps in 49 countries. These data collection sites include in-depth pri-
mary data with 14 PGEs and their stakeholders, and some broader primary data with an
additional three PGEs. Some PGEs are multi-country, while other countries have more than
one PGE. We also gained passing familiarity with additional PGEs in other countries through
our meetings with them and their stakeholders while participating in conferences and work-
shops. We traveled extensively for data collection (Australia, Belgium, France, Mexico, New
Zealand, Russia, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, the UK, and the USA) which enabled us to
immerse ourselves in some of the field contexts. Given the breadth of our study, phone calls
and virtual platforms such as Zoom or Skype also allowed us to expand the global reach of
our data collection as well as continue our engagement when the pandemic hit. We also made
the most of in-person conferences, and visits to London by any of our participants, to arrange
face-to-face meetings to get to know people better. This breadth and depth of data enabled us
to capture different understandings of the disaster insurance protection gap and variations in
the solutions developed by PGEs around the world.

Our research design was multi-stakeholder. We interviewed not only an array of people
working within PGEs, but also external stakeholders including people in government (e.g.,
ministers, treasury departments, environmental agencies, and development departments), the
insurance industry (e.g., insurers, reinsurers, brokers, and modelers), and intergovernmental
organizations (e.g., the World Bank, the OECD, and humanitarian and aid organizations).

To enhance the global nature of our research design, we captured interdependencies across
PGEs and stakeholders in two ways. First, apart from the PGEs and their stakeholders, we also
interviewed stakeholders within multinational organizations that operated across those local
contexts, such as global (re)insurers, brokers, modelers, development banks, and international
aid and donor organizations. These stakeholders had knowledge of the global protection gap
and were also associated with some of the local PGEs. For instance, we interviewed a par-
ticipant who had in the past worked for an international bank, was active in setting up one
PGE, and had advised as an external consultant to another PGE during its development. Such
engagement across different PGEs was not unusual, demonstrating the interdependencies
within our dataset.

Second, we observed and participated in field-configuring events.4 These included confer-
ences and workshops where many diverse stakeholders gathered to discuss the protection gap,
learn from each other, and make connections. For instance, we participated in the Interna-
tional Forum of Terrorism Risk (Re)Insurance Pools (IFTRIP) where managers in terrorism
reinsurance pools meet annually to collaborate and exchange experiences in terrorism risk
pooling and mitigation. We were often not just attending but actively participating in these
events by chairing sessions or presenting results. For instance, we held a panel at the World
Bank Understanding Risk conference with PGE managers and government ministers from
three of the multi-country PGEs.

Finally, where opportunity presented itself, we also observed specific PGEs as they made
decisions and interacted with their stakeholders about their local protection gap. For instance,
we observed numerous board meetings of a PGE while it was developing its remit, sat on
advisory panels with another PGE, and attended the public communication events run by
PGEs for their immediate stakeholders.

Overall, we collected 460 interviews, each lasting between one and two hours, which were
transcribed verbatim; conducted 148 observations lasting from one hour to three days, on
which we took detailed fieldnotes; and collected 956 documents about our PGEs (Table B.1).
Throughout this book, we provide verbatim extracts from these data.We have, however, edited
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Table B.1 Types of data (bold text denotes totals of different subcategories of data and
participant).

Interviews per type
of participant

PGEs 178
Market stakeholders 181
Brokers 32
Modelers 25
Insurers 44
Industry Association 24
Reinsurers & capital markets 42
Consultants 14
Non-market stakeholders 101
Government 50
Intergovernmental organizations 51

Total interviews 460

Interviews per type
of context

Emerging markets and developing economies 124
Advanced economies 287
Global context 49

Total interviews 460

Observations per
type of meetings
attended

PGE-specific meetings 86
Field-configuring events (of more than 150 individual sessions) 49
Social events 13

Total observations 148

Total documents 956 comprising 23,620 pages 956

such extracts where necessary to make technical insurance or disaster terminology accessible
to a wider audience or to preserve the anonymity of the source.

We collected longitudinal data to capture how PGEs evolve in response to changes in their
environment and in the protection gaps they are addressing. We collected historical and cur-
rent documents and also conducted retrospective and real-time interviews. During interviews,
we asked about the reasons why a PGE was established as well as their efforts to address the
changing nature of disasters and their effect on specific protection gaps. For instance, we dis-
cussed the changing nature of terrorism risk in most countries, or the increasing severity of
floods or tropical storms in other countries, and how these changed existing, or gave rise
to new, protection gaps. We also interviewed stakeholders that had been actively engaged
in setting up a PGE or being part of prior government or industry inputs. For instance, we
interviewed stakeholders that participated in industry working groups which were the pre-
lude to the launch of Flood Re in 2016. In addition, our real-time data collection of interviews
and observations over the 60 months we were actively in the field (2016–20) enabled us to
explore the dynamic and shifting nature of the phenomenon. For example, in the Caribbean,
we engaged in follow-up interviews with key individuals in the aftermath of the 2017 hurri-
canes. At a global level, we followed the discussions of issues related to the evolving nature of
the focal protection gaps by participating in field-level configuring events in different parts of
the world over this same 60-month period. From 2020 to 2022, while we were engaged in writ-
ing this book, we also kept track of our various PGEs through their websites, press releases,
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seeing them at virtual field-configuring events, and through occasional follow-up calls, which
allowed us to check impressions and monitor ongoing evolution. This longitudinal nature of
our data is reflected in the types of questions we have been able to address in this book.

Data analysis

Our innovative analytical process beganwith iteration between zooming in, zooming between,
and zooming out across contexts, stakeholders, and timelines.5 Zooming in and out are
metaphorical terms for an analytical technique that enables researchers to shift their analyt-
ical focus from the detail of local contexts, different stakeholders’ interactions, and different
timelines to the broader global phenomenon that is constructed within these contexts, inter-
actions, and timelines.6 For instance, we zoomed into different local contexts to understand
how specific PGEs and their stakeholders deal with local protection gaps. We also zoomed
into the different, often contradictory, understandings, interests, and objectives that different
stakeholders have (e.g., insurance industry vs government stakeholders). Finally, we zoomed
into different time periods in the evolution of PGEs, both retrospectively and within the time
we conducted our study.

We also “zoomed between” contexts, stakeholders, and time periods. We discussed the con-
nections between these parts of the protection gap landscape. Our aimwas to understand their
interdependencies and how they shaped both local action within PGEs, and also the way the
concept of the protection gap itself and the role of the insurance industry in disaster protec-
tion was evolving. For example, we developed patterns of how PGEs originate (Chapter 2)
and evolve (Chapter 4), as well as how resilience is critical in addressing the protection gap
(Chapter 5). Zooming in, zooming between, and zooming out enabled us to understand PGEs
and their stakeholders as an interdependent global system dealing with a global issue.

A note on quality

Themethodology underpinning this book has been through several processes that have helped
build its quality. First, we engaged closely with and got feedback from our participants. For
instance, we developed an industry report and presented it at industry events to validate our
findings with participants.7 Also, going back to the field after our initial analysis gave us a
chance to “test” our emerging patterns to see if they held across our dataset and whether alter-
native patterns or explanationswere at play. Second, as a research team,we engaged in constant
team discussion and sharing of memos we made while collecting and analyzing our data.8
Third, we involved different research assistants in coding our dataset, each of whom worked
closely with the team, but at the same time acted as outsiders as they did not know the context
and did not collect the data.

Notes
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Organizations

ARC (African Risk Capacity) was established in 2012 as a Specialized Agency of the African
Union (AU), with 18 Member States that signed the Establishment Agreement initially,
which has grown to 35 Member States in 2022. ARC aims to provide insurance products
that help protect food security in the face of extreme weather disasters, such as drought.

ARPC (Australian Reinsurance Pool Corporation) is a corporate Commonwealth entity
established in 2003 that provides reinsurance cover for property terrorism risk in Australia.

CEA (California Earthquake Authority) is a not-for-profit, publicly managed, privately
funded entity established in 1996 that provides insurance cover against earthquake in
California, USA.

CCR (Caisse Centrale de Réassurance/Central Reinsurance Fund) is a public-sector reinsurer
established in 1946 that provides insurers operating in Francewith coverage againstmultiple
“natural” disasters and other risks.

CCRIF SPC (Caribbean Catastrophe Risk Insurance Facility) is an entity established in 2007
that provides insurance cover for hurricane, earthquake, and excess rainfall to its members.
As of 2022, CCRIF has 22 members, 19 Caribbean government members and three Central
American government members.

Consorcio (Consorcio de Compensación de Seguros/Insurance Compensation Consortium)
is a state-owned entity established in 1941 that provides insurance cover for “natural” and
terrorism disasters in Spain.

EQC (Earthquake Commission) is a public entity established in 1945 that provides insurance
to residential property owners against earthquake and associated disasters such as natu-
ral landslip, volcanic eruption, and hydrothermal activity in New Zealand. In 2022 it was
renamed Toka Tū Ake EQC.

Flood Re is a reinsurance pool established in 2016 to provide insurance cover against flood
in the UK.

FONDEN (Fideicomiso Fondo de Desastres Naturales/Trust Fund for Natural Disasters),
now closed, was created in 1996 at the national level in Mexico to increase the Mexican
Federal Government’s resources and means for rehabilitation and reconstruction of public
infrastructure, low-income housing, and certain components of the natural environment in
the aftermath of disasters.

GAREAT (Gestion de l’Assurance et de la Réassurance des risquesAttentats et actes de Terror-
isme/Management of the Insurance and Reinsurance of Risks of Terrorist Attacks and Acts
of Terrorism) is a private-public partnership established in 2002 that provides reinsurance
cover against terrorism in France.
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NFIP (National Flood Insurance Program) is a scheme established in 1968 in the US, that
provides flood insurance to property owners, renters, and businesses, and works with com-
munities required to adopt and enforce flood-plain management regulations that help
mitigate flooding effects.

PCRIC (Pacific Catastrophe Risk Insurance Company) is an entity established in 2016 that is
owned by the Pacific Catastrophe Risk Insurance Foundation (PCRIF) which is directed by
the participating Pacific Island Countries to provide disaster risk finance products against
natural and climatic disasters to Pacific Island countries. The aim is to provide liquidity to
the participating countries as quickly as possible after a disaster. As of 2022 there are six
members of PCRFI.

PEF (Pandemic Emergency Financing Facility) was a financing scheme, now closed, designed
to provide an additional source of financing to help the world’s poorest countries respond
to cross-border, large-scale pandemic outbreaks.

Pool Re is a reinsurance pool established in 1993 to provide reinsurance cover against
terrorism in the UK.

SASRIA (South African Special Risk Association) is an insurance company established in
1973 to provide cover for damage caused by special risks such as politically motivated
malicious acts, riots, strikes, terrorism and public disorder.

Swiss system (KGV) is the cantonal level public-sector building insurers known as Kantonale
Gebäudeversicherungen (KGVs) that provide disaster insurance. The KGVs operate in
parallel with a private insurance system for disaster losses.

TCIP (Turkish Catastrophe Insurance Pool) is an insurance pool established in 2000 that
enables affordable insurance premiums for homeowners in Turkey by sharing risk across the
countrywithout reverting to government budget.Thepool is now expanding and is expected
to provide insurance coverage against floods, landslides, storms, hail, frost, avalanches, and
other disasters.

TRIA (Terrorism Risk Insurance Act) is a scheme established in the aftermath of the Septem-
ber 11, 2001 USA terrorist attacks, to ensure ongoing availability of terrorism insurance in
the USA. The Act, through the Terrorism Risk Insurance Program, allows insurers to offer
terrorism insurance policies, backed by a government guarantee to pay any claims, with
those claims to be recouped from the insurance industry after a loss.

Terminology

Anticipatory financing1 is a form of financing for which the capital has been put in place
before the anticipated trigger of a payout. For instance, insurance is an anticipatory financing
mechanism as the capital for reconstruction post-disaster has been put in place before the
disaster happens.

Business interruption insurance covers a business for loss of income during periods when
they cannot carry out business as usual due to damage caused by a specific set of disas-
ters that will be specified in the policy. Traditional business interruption insurance covered
mainly property damage. However, business interruption can happen without real prop-
erty damage. This is known as “non-damage business interruption.” Examples can include a
cyber-attack or an extreme weather disaster that could cause disruptions and increased cost
of working for businesses.
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Disasters are large-scale catastrophes that cause great damage or loss of life. Examples include
earthquakes, hurricanes, floods, terrorist attacks, and pandemics. Two houses being flooded
is not a disaster; a town under water is.

Disaster insurance (sometimes called catastrophe insurance) refers to insurance of relatively
low-frequency disasters with the potential for above-average or severe losses.

Disaster liquidity is the short-term cash flow (liquidity) necessary in the aftermath of disas-
ters to start recovery efforts while maintaining essential government services.

Disaster-response protection gap is a gap between the need for rapid liquidity to respond to a
disaster and the ability of the government of such countries tomeet the costs of that liquidity
themselves.

Disequilibrium is a conceptual term referring to the imbalance within and between the three
paradoxes of insurability—the knowledge, control, and responsibility paradoxes (see para-
dox)—which means that some disaster can no longer be insured within the traditional
private-sector risk transfer process. It is the counter situation to (dynamic) equilibrium.

(Dynamic) equilibrium2 means continuous balancing within and between the three para-
doxes of insurability—the knowledge, control, and responsibility paradoxes (see paradox).
Any ongoing imbalance between them might push some disaster risk out of the insurability
zone. We define that as disequilibrium.

Event is an insurance industry term meaning a disaster that has caused insured losses. We
sometimes use this term where it is the most appropriate term in relation to the context.

(Risk) exposure refers to the inventory of elements such as citizens, infrastructure, housing,
production capacities and other tangible human assets in an area in which disasters may
occur. Measures of exposure can include the number of citizens or types of assets in an area.

Financial resilience is the financial capacity of governments, private sector, and citizens to
respond to and recover from disaster through insurance-based mechanisms.

Insurance protection gap is the gap between the insured and actual economic losses caused
by large-scale catastrophic disasters. It is generally used to refer to a global problem, affect-
ing all countries, and referring to the whole uninsured population, but can also be used to
explain the gap between insured and economic loss for specific countries and regions, or for
specific disasters.

Levy in insurance is an amount of money, in the form of a compulsory fee or premium, that
is imposed on insurance companies and/or policyholders.

Marketization occurs when activities that are important for society, such as education, health
care, or protection from disaster, are provided through a market. This is the foundation for
understanding that risks can be defined, evaluated, and traded to generate profit.3

Model (modeling, risk-modeling) refers to the tools and analytical approach to assessing risk
that has been formulated within a relatively standardized set of statistical parameters. Mod-
eling is a primary way that insurance knowledge about risk has been built and increased in
recent years. Most disaster models comprise assessment of the particular disaster, the expo-
sure to that disaster (see exposure), and the vulnerability (see vulnerability) to damage of
the assets exposed to the forces generated by that disaster.

Moral hazard refers to the problem of policyholders, particularly those at the highest risk of
repeated loss, not being incentivized to reduce their risk, or change risky behaviors (e.g.,
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through structural changes to their property to mitigate the effects of flood) since other
parties (insurers and/or PGEs and government) will incur the cost.

Multi-country risk pool is a pool of multiple countries coming together to gain some form
of insurance protection. Such pools constitute a collective pot of operating capital, admin-
istrative and modeling capability, and geographic spread of risk that enables each country
to buy a disaster liquidity insurance product that is underwritten by the global reinsurance
industry.

Paradox means contradictory but interdependent elements.The interdependent nature of the
contradictory forces means they are persistent (rather than resolvable) tensions.4 This book
looks at three such paradoxes that define insurability.

- Paradox (control) The control paradox is a tension between the extent to which the pri-
vate insurance industry or the government controls how the market provides protection to
society.

- Paradox (knowledge) The knowledge paradox relates to the tension between too little and
too much knowledge about the risk of loss; disasters are insurable when they sit between
enough knowledge to model and price for the potential losses, but not so much knowledge
that how often the loss will occur and to whom, is a certainty.

- Paradox (responsibility) The responsibility paradox relates to the tensions between indi-
vidual policyholders taking responsibility for their potential to incur losses to the collective
pool of policyholders, as that collective pool takes responsibility to pay for losses to any
individuals within it.

Parametric insurance is a type of insurance that uses a parameter or an index of parameters of
a particular disaster as triggers for issuing a payout. Such insurance products may combine
a mix of triggers from indemnity to industry loss, to the occurrence of specific parameters
of a disaster, such as wind speeds within a specified zone. Parametric products can also be
linked tomodeled losses (as opposed to actual claims for losses), triggering a payment when
losses exceed a particular threshold.

Physical resilience in this book refers to pre-disaster mitigation efforts with properties,
infrastructure, and the environment, such as changing where and how assets and infras-
tructure are built, to make them less prone to losses from a disaster and/or enable their
more rapid recovery from a disaster (see resilient reconstruction).

Premium is the amount of money an individual or business pays for an insurance policy.

Preparedness is the development of early warning systems, support of emergency measures,
and contingency planning to prepare for disasters.

Protection gap (global) is the gap between the insured and actual economic losses caused by
large-scale disasters (see insurance protection gap).

Protection gap (local) refers to specific gaps between insured and economic loss in a par-
ticular region, such as lack of terrorism cover for city-center business districts; insufficient
emergency capital reserves in developing economies tomaintain essential services after nat-
ural disaster; or unaffordable premiums for homeowners in highly exposed flood plains, or
in earthquake-prone regions.

Protection Gap Entity (PGE) is the entity that brings together different market and non-
market stakeholders to address the protection gap by transforming uninsured risk into
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insurance-based products that can be transferred onto government balance sheets or into
global financial markets to provide capital for recovery following a disaster. They are thus
not-for-profit entities, sitting at the intersection between public-sector and private-sector
interests in insurance. While most PGEs exist within a specific country or state, some PGEs
span multiple countries (see multi-country risk pools).

Reinsurer is a firm that supplies capital to pay for potential losses to an insurer. The insurer
transfers the risk of a loss to the reinsurer, who holds capital in reserve to pay for such losses,
in return for which the reinsurer receives a premium from the insurer (see Appendix A).

Resilient reconstruction is the reconstruction of property and other assets after a disaster to
make them more physically resilient to future disasters (see physical resilience).

Risk is the possibility of loss.

Risk identification is building the capacity to identify, assess, and analyze risk, typically as a
technical capability supporting the quantification of risk assessments and risk communica-
tion.

Risk mitigation refers to taking action prior to disaster to reduce the adverse effects of
disasters.

Risk redistribution refers to the market intervention of taking the risk of loss by a relatively
small group of policyholders that live in areas highly exposed to disaster and redistributing
it across the wider pool of variably exposed policyholders. It is typically used in situa-
tions where risk-reflective pricing makes insurance unaffordable for policyholders in highly
exposed areas.

Risk-reflective pricing is the actuarial practice of charging premiums to policyholders
according to the risk they bear. That means that policyholders that are at higher risk of
disaster are charged proportionally a higher premium from those that are at lower risk of
disaster.

Risk removal refers to a market intervention in which risk is removed from the market onto
the balance sheet of the PGE or the government. Risk removal is particularly likely for risk
that is seen as too volatile or extreme for the insurance industry to take, such as terrorism.

Uninsurable risk refers to risk for which insurance is either unavailable from insurers (not
offered) and/or unaffordable for policyholders (not bought due to high premiums)

Vulnerability refers to the propensity of exposed elements such as individuals, a community,
and assets to suffer adverse effects from disasters.
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